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;
hymns, and here and there a cheap print.
A few negroess were lounging about, and
d.0ne of them. civilly consented to look for
Mrs. Doolittle.
An unmistakable lady,

wot in fashionable attire, soon ap-

peared.

‘In

OFFERS.

Clubs of siz or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at 2.00 each, strictly
in advance, there being no arrearage on the part
of
old subscribers.
Any subscriber who ‘will furnich the name of a
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper
at
$1.50, strictly in advance.
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the7 Establishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arrea
» remitting money, &c.; and when they do
this
are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
they receive, except on money sent for clubs;
it is proper that the subscribers should pay the then
commiseion, if any is desired.
RU

NEWSPAPER

DECISIONS.
1. Any person who
takes a newspaper regularly
from the A rrr Ad ood directed to his gun
another’s, or whether he has subgeribed or not—isor
responsible for the payment.
'
£3
2. .If a person orders his popes digconti
ndbd, he
must’ py all arrearages, or the publisher may
continue fo send it until
ment {8 made, and collect
the whole amount, w,
er the paper is taken from
the office or not.
Y
8. The courts have decided that
ng to take
ayers.) aud periodicals from Sherefusi
post-office, or

iv

eaving

them: uncalled

for,

facie evidence of intentional {aud

be denied,

In fine, she had morally

forced

sole two-score negroes and a few of the
females into her chapel. Besides
prima white
there were a few * seals of her ministry”
present, of both sexes, who assisted effectively in singing, and gave théir experiences both of sin and salvation, in terms
of touching simplicity such as cast no doubt

is

thar

Star.

on the Divine reality of the miracle.

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

of the

13, 1875.

saved,

however,

as

Most

well as of the

lost, are quickly dispersed on the ocean.
Two of those who spoke mentioned their
! The Power of Jesus.
ships and were to be off about to-morrow,
S———
desiring to exchange a pledge of’ mutual
Strong-souled Reformer, whose far-seeing faith 3 prayer
s with those left behind.
Of lifted cry and tumult had no need,—
1 called it her chapel and her meeting,
Who stay’dst the lightnings of thy holy wrath
With pitying love, to spare the bruised reed,— and, humanly speaking, that is but just. It

Thy will to save, thy strength to conquer, flowed

From seas of tenderness and might in God, ~
Thy living word sprang from the hoart of man,
Eternal word of love and liberty ;
Fearless thou gav’st it to the winds again;

To'thy dear brotherhood life's pulses leap,
And wakening ages answer deep to deep.

—Samuel Johnson.
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NEW YORK, Jan. 1, 1875.
THE

BAXTER

STREET

BIBLE

is nobody else's, among. mortals,

and

hor-

rows leave to be from no human organization or authority.
She is wonderfully

alone

'Twae manliood’s native tongue and could not
die.

in

her’

work.

Te

Bataan tungyly.

x

-

rious support eomes in spasmodic and irregular donations, unsolicited except in
prayer. She is now very anxious to secure
the lease of her *‘ chapel,” which [ulls in
next May, and will again be converted
into a hold of rum and lewdness unless responsible -persons come forward to secure
it for her purpose of a
tgmperance bosrding ‘house and chapel.

THE YORKSHIRE GOUGH.

WOMAN.

Our friend from Yorkshire, Thomas Whit-

After wishing you all a complement of
fifty thousand New Years—or one apiece—

aker, is an original and a humorist.
He
makes no effort, tiiless when he resirains

I wish to give you an idea of that York-

the drollery, which seems to exude or exhale from him involuntarily. His materials
are simple and trite enough for a much less
intellectual audience than is easily gathered in our United States.
But they are
merely a very meager skeleton for support-

shire Gough
and whom

I mentioned
1

bave

since

the

other day,

heard;

and-then

an idea of a Baxter street B'ble woman.
On the whole, I believeI will take her first.
I went down to Baxter streel one evening,

lately.

It

is

the worst streetin New

York, and always was,

Its buildings are

old, dilapidated, patched, and devoted to
purposes nefarious and disgusting. They
are piled on every inch of ground, sev-

down

ence,I will give you the text and “heads” of

passages that permeate tife pile, remind me
of the labyrinthine holes in a thoroughly
worm-eaten log or cheese. And to carry
out the figure, which suits very ‘well, the

little box-like rooms or cells, with which

his discourse in Brooklyn. He said that the
first temperance. meeting he attended in
St. Giles’ (the Five Points-of London—
though he said our Five Points were nothing to it) he inquired the way to the place,

the whole is honey-combed, are black

of a little girl, who thus directed him: *‘It’s

with

swarms: of degraded human creatures, like

a little higher

up—on

the right side—

~ nothing so much as the erevices of a neg-

through an iron gate—next door.to h

© Jected

shop.” Under these headshe proceeded,
wuch at his leisure and -ease,—between the

bedstead... Like, the

inhabitants

buildings,

may be said to be piled in.

the

If

some panic were to empty all those holes
at once, I believe the street conld vot hold
the crowd, but that many

side, choking

would

the passages.

stick in-

They are a

perfectly piomisenpusherd, as to sex, color,

‘nationality, every(himg, except morals.
the

latter respect, they are perfeotly

In

homo-

geneous, A majority of*the men. ave- col_ ored sailors. Every number on the street

contains one or more boardiog houses, rum
and gambling holes for them, trebly polluted with

omnipresent

female

furniture, and

v2:

swat

tr

et
A

The

Old Story.

I went to

It is a pityy says the Advance, that every
“sce the bar-room chapel and the matchless
lady crusader who there lives, prays, preach-, year, we'need to repeat even to ‘readers of
es, sings and toils alone, in Belial's lowest | a religious paper the lesson of this New
hell. on earth.
Finding No. 42 Baxter Year's narrative, from Hearth and Home:
street, I next found my way up stairs into
It is of a young man, a member of the
a large front room, in which the bottle editorial corps of a city paper, who, a year
shelves were still on the wall, though the or two ago, set out one bright winter's
~ bar had been cleaved away, and wooden morning with a friend to make New Year's

*,, Settees

floor.

half covered

the

bare

and broken
rolls of

On tke walls were hanging
*

'

5

night. but give each one a congregation

of helpeditor: many young men have push and ful hear ers before
you decide finall in his
vim enough to run: that, course before (case. We pass by
church sleepers; they

twenty-two, but few carry into it the steady

integrity god - hard

pa

A

sense

set this Scotch-Irishmaon, John

ealls.

Tt was his tirst glimpse

of

fashiona-

ble, or, indeed, any gay, social life.

John

may be good men and excellent Christisns,

which
, apart

certainly they are not helpful

hearers;

for

all the inspiration they give a preacher they
might as well be so many posts ; yet let them

come; they may get
Occasionally you would see him in his their naps, But many some good between
whose eyes are open
dress-suit ( of a long-ago cut and fashion ) are far frem receivi
ng the word with gladup in the second tier at a grand concert, ness. In her
“Recollectio
with an old gray-haired man beside him. ‘Miss Fisk testifies that ns of Mary Lyon”
“she ofien said to
The father and son” enjoyed the ‘treat as ns; “Young
ladies, when I speak to you 1 de-

boys would their Christmas outings.

his grave, silent way,
and cared for music;

John

In pend much more dpon the inspiration of
ountenances than on my prepara~

comprehended

his father

only

cared

on.'”

So

many a minister has been rous-

to be with John. The old fellow read his ed and thrilled
by looking out upon the earpaper from end to end every day ; he read, nest, upturn
ed faces of an audience as by
In fact, nothing else. Journalism in Amer- a shock
from a battery. Helpfal hearers
ica, to him, meant

John.

In society, the young man was

not likely

to ‘be dazzled or tempted by influences
which drag mere hot Llooded, brilliant
young fellows astray,
He was of slow,

cool, enduring habit of body and mind ; had
a dry wit; a keen yet tender humor when

alle the preacher’s allies, for whom

be a husband

and

father,

and

no map likely to be more
both,

there

deeply

rgcognition ave inspirations ; whose earnest

fagasa eflect the sermon ; who, more than
they will ever know, help him in declaring

the trath.—@. W. Brown.

When he went out to make

Closer to Christ.

was

loved

as

New Year's

he looks,

from Sabbath to Sabbath ; whose. glances of

you knew how to tap the vein; an indomitable Scotch pride; he megtt#ome das to
a

———

»

The sgle remedy of all our woes, all our
apprehehsions, all our sorrow, is just
to

come closer to Christ—closer

to Christ
calls, therefore, the young - girls felt no in personal experi
ence, closer to Christ in
scruples in urging wine upon him, .nor any daily communion,
closer
to Christ
in
offense when Le refused it. It would have perpetual
reliance, closer to Christ in imporbeen against’ nature to find such a man {unate
prayer, closer to Christ in honest and
value the pleasure given by liquor. It was hearty
work ! When the good Dr. Alexanan old lady who suceeeded in making him der,
of Princeton, in New Jersey, lay a-dydrink, ‘a friend of his mother’s—a well-bred, ing, some
one came 10 him and quoted a pasdelicate woman as any of those who keep sage for
his comfort as he lay half-unconopen house on New
Year's, to whom a scious—* I know in whom
I have believed I’

drunken mun is simply an object of disgust.

The drink was nothing but a glass
old sherry.
=

of rare

A five lit up his glazing eye, and the old

Christian warrior roused himself as for an
utteranceof latest testimony, and he said

But therg was one fact which neither she to his startled
listeners, <N 0, I can not allow

nor John knew, that the taste for liquor
was hereditary in his blood, as scrofula
might be in that of another man. Alcohol
was simply a physical poison to bis stomach and brain, and aeted physically on both,
weakening first the nerves which influence
the wiil.
The story is soon told. The man went
steadily down—down ; loathing the liquor;
vot tempted by the elation it produced, but
drinking to satisfy the intolerable craving,
and, in order to drink, thrusting aside the
arguments of astonished . friends, his old

father’s feeble hold

he had in this.
night late in the
some wretched
theft, and in the
.
t wh
NIMAAE

on

him,

every

chance

world er the next. One
fall, he was arrested in
haunt on a false charge of
morning thrust into the

When the ** Black Maria ® stopped at the

even a preposition between me and my Savfor: “I know whom I have believed 1°
Let us go up to that level ; let the great,
baptized heart of the church get up fo that
levelof iniimate, close, faithful union with
Christ, and we and our cause are safe. No
fear of the Confessional then. Assuredly
those who will not bear an intervening preposition will never brook
an intervening
priest. No fear of over-weening sorrow’
then, for we shall remember that although
God buries his workmen, he carries on his

The Excavations at Pompeii.

Then and Now.

The diggings at Pompeii, says the Pall
Mall ‘Gazelle, ave just now going on with
——

3

rei

Number 2

.

>

Pe

T. W. Higginson has taken pains to com-

vigor. What has beeu"brought to light in
the course of so many years, is really, after
all, only a small part of the city, and every
search below the ground adds something to
the stock. It is certainly startling, as the

spade and basket are Lusily ‘at work,

pare the vital statistics of several

genera-

tions of {wo old New England families, and
he finds, to the dismay of those who mourn

the physical

degeneracy

of

woman singe

the days of our great grandmothers, that
the stock hag improved, if anything, He

oy,
to adds:
en
No mau of middle age can look at a class
ns with the beasts listening ‘to’ his music| of students from pur older college
s without
fresh brought to light after its lucky impris- seeing them to be physically superior (0
the

come suddenly on a large painting of Orphe-

onmdent of eighteen hundred years, The
charm is perhaps a little broken when we
ed house are, like those of so many
houses of Pompeii, no real colimns

but masses of brick eovered With

being

of the
at all,

plaster.

But the picturis certainly one of the most
striking among thé ural printings in the
buried city. It is to be boped that nothing

will induce those who have the manage-.
ment of these works ever to fall back on thip

3

same number of college boys, taken twenty~

five years ago.

find that the colnmns of the newly discover-

The organization of girls

far move

delicate

and ‘complicated,

’

the same reform reaches them less prompt-

.

ly, but reaches them at last. The little
girls of the present day eaty better food,
wear more healthful clothing, and breathe
more fresh air than their mothers did. The

introduction

of

India-rubber

boots

bad

and

water-proof cloaks-has alone given a fresh
lease or lifeto multitudes of women ‘whe
otherwise would have been kept housed
whenever it so much as sprinkled. It is desir-

old bad way of carrying everything off to
the Museum at Naples. A painting or anything else loses more than half its value if uble, certainly,to venerate our
grandmothit is earried off from the place for which it ers, but Iam inclined
to think, on the
is meant. In a museum, it is simply a spec- whole,
that their great grand- aughters
imen ; in its own place,it is part of a whole. will be the best.
4
For objects which, for any cause, can
not
be left on the spots where they are found,

j

\ Gi.

the musenm which is forming in Pompeii
Events of the Week.
itself, not that at Naples, is clearly the right
—
Ev
place. For the rest, the simple course is
NEW ORLEANS?
that which is now followed, that of roofing
The Louisiana
legislature
assembled
in the buildings where perishable objects, Monday.
There was considerable excitelike paintings, are found. Leda showing ment ip
New Orleans, Lut there were no
her children to Tyndareus is worth
fen times violent demonstrations.
Governor Kelas.much in her own place, on the wall logg’s message
presents a favorable view of
where she was first painted, than if she had the State taxation, but it
draws a gloomy
been carried off to keep company with Bri- picture of the
anarchy prevailing.
He
seils and Iphigenia among a crowd of other makes a few excellent
suggestions as to the
objects which were never meant to be seen work of the session. Five
members not
altogether.
returned by the returning board were forePP
>,

ibly ejected from their seats under protest,

**

y Faith.

Livin
——

in a body.

—

God takes occasion
all that everis in

after which the

many

us,

and

times to dash
that

been done by us; God will write
upon it. -He will mak

1s read

ever

hath

hypocrisy
so at least,

Dost thou see what thou art? there is no
creature carnal, andin that thou hast done
there is this crookedness and that hypocrisy, there is this guile and that, all is naught.
Then the Lord by this teaches one to go a
work.
No fear of relaxed efforts then, for highway
without crutches; one of these
idleness will be seen in its hatefulness as a saintings teacheth one to go without a staff,
| sin against boundless” love. No fear of alone. And therein also is the glory of
straightened means and empty exchequers, God, who is glorious in all his works of
and niggard doles, and small-hearted, liber- creation and providence, glorious in
war,
alities then, for the frost-of every heart must snapping the spear asunder; but his glory
A TO
By
r; and men in the gospel is more, that usually when
"TOU
putting away wv “Saviou

gate, a body avas dragged out covered with | giving of their ehildish days, will; Tike" tle | God bath showed a saint his confusion
and

conservative

members

left

General Sheridan has assumed

command of the forces of the Gulf.
SATURDAY. - Affairs in the city remain

unchanged.

General

Sheridan's

habits and stringent orders

dashing

are denounced

by all classes in the city. Even the legislatures of some of the other states denounce
the use of the military in ejecting. members
of the Louisiana government,

and

an

in-

dignation meeting isto be held in New
York, William Cullen Bryant appearing
among the signers of a call for that pur-

"pose.

Sheridan’s course is approved by the

President and

Cabinet,

and

additional

de-

spatches have been sent to him, assuring

him of the confidence of the Washington
authorities. - Kellogg ventilated an sleseg
plot to, assassinate the Presidentin his ex-

rags, and with a gash in the throat which aunah, “{as a king give untoa king,” pourthen God takes these ties tw av kavessa. x amination by the congressional committee,
men did not care to look upon. “It is not ing out their treasures as brave warriors a poor soul than ever he did at any time;
AN OBNOXIOUS GATE. S———
the face of a beggar,” they said, covering it | their blood, and giving or striving to give, the Lord will then give a new seal of the
The patrons of the Boston & Lowell
over.
in some far-off and reverent manner, after | pardon of sins, and new discoveries of the railroad, especially those doing business in
r
The first mention which his oid father
| the measure of him who, that we and the “mysteries of the Gospel and of Jesus Christ
saw of him in print was that’ he had $0 | \yorid might live, spared not his only be- in the midst of these confusions. But it is Boston and going out to the suburbs nightdied.
the hardest thing in the world to live clear- ly, are in a state of rebellion against the
gotten Son !—Rev. W.-M. Punshon.
requirement by the road that all passenWhy do we break in‘on the gracious,
ly by faith when sense is gone ; this is what I
gers shall show their tickets before passing
genial sunshine of the New Year with such
sirive at all this while. I see poor creatures
the gateto the train room. The reasons
a tale as this? Because there is not a house
Schleiermacher.

avhere liquor is offered to-day in

which

its

Hill

beginning*and sequel may not, again be
Schleiermacher’s works excited many
true. Eight out of every ten, Americas |, oisy and grave discussions. He had not
men, physicans

assert, are

hereditary influence,

predisposed

by the

mate, ovet-work, neural

effect

by

of cli-|

affections, and the

i mmediately broken with any of the teun4 encies of his age, heither with rational-.
ism, which eliminated mirasle, nor with

mad haste of their lives to alcoholic pois- Spinozism, which rejected the personality
oning, a disease as incurable as consump- | of God, nor with the romanticists, who abYet

on

every

side

fair

women,

i ured liberty, nor with the supernaturalists,
who ahjured reason. Thus the orthodox
accused him of pantheistic teudencies, the

liberals of sapernaturalism, accommodated
to the fatality of cireumstances more than
to the dictates of his conscience. The most
—
et
impartial saw in him a mixture of faith
and skepticism, which at one time drove
Helpful Hearers.
him into the scrupulous piety of the Mora—
lr C—
J
vian
Brothers, at another time launching
It has never occurred to multitudes of
churéh-going people that there is such a ham into the ironical doubts of the students
Philosophers themselves, whom
thing as helping their minister preach. of Jena.
hie
had
served
by proclaiming the indepenThey overlook the fact that in public wordence of human thought, reviled him for
ship there is a copartnership between the
preacher and his people, and expect the the efforts he made to exclude philosophy
“party of the first part to conduct the services,”
while before him sit those who are

little more than spectators, into whose pas=
If, by
sive minds he is, to pour the truth.
the sheer force of his utterances, he can

compel their attention, or by his unction
pealsof laughter that burst at every flash, warm t heir hearts, well and good. If not,
like the explosions of a lively thunder it is very easy to call it a dull sermon, and
storm—tojdefine ** teetotalism.” Each item throw all the blamggwhere perhaps a part
The exof the little girl's direction, in turn, was of it belongs-—on the preacher.
made a catchword or chorus to” a series of czllence of a sermon does not depend solewitty illustrations, chiming in at every ly on its preparation ; its delivery has much
close, in the greatest variety of comic or te do with its effectiveness, and that deliv‘pathetic modulations, until the very chil- ery dependStargely on the hearing it redren, as they went out, were heard keeping ceives. This is especially true if the sermon
be unwritten.
‘‘Eloguence,” says one, *‘in
up the refrain along the street.
its highest forms ard effects,is a joint prodVipL.
uct of two factors: of an eloquent, speak-

—asif all this were nofsickening enough
+ the latter mostly white. ~

But enough of Baxter street.

= Fivst | some men in the pulpit who cannot preach;

friendly, pure women, Christian women,
have met them on past New Year's days,
holding out the cup of death with entreaties that would not be denied. In the future holidays” must (his be repeated?
-

The low, narrow,

and

critic,

tion.

into the ground than it was originally built.
up

reporter,

ing a redundant bulk of wit,humor, episode

ed to appreciate their momentuos solemnity. And—pace the funny preachers and
their popularity—I have an impression the
difference is simply that he is not a trifler.
To show how lightly he loads his audi-

twisting,

no time for play.

then

and comedy * business,” besides an unfailing and irrepressible vein of gospel.
He is the first funny preacher I have heard
who did not make the infpression of a

# eral or more deep laterally and vertically, | trifler in sacred things, or of one who failbehind each other, on top of each other,
between each other, and wader the whole.
The street grade has been raisdd, so that
the whole has sunk a story or two further

had hitherto had

errand-boy,

her large melodious voice mingled pathos from his companions and won their respect.
and intensity in every tome. She claimed, “Outside of the office, few people knew him.

every person familiar to my guide, who
greeted most of them by name, with kind,
cheery, oftex humorous or funny words in
her rich, warm voice,
Bearing herself
with absolute courage and consummate
tact, greeting everybedy as a friend, letting
her sunny light fall uuncorsejously on the
evilas on the good—but pleading importunately with every one to go to her meeting—she was treated with marked respect
and gentleness invariably, by the roughest
of the outcasts, who rarely declined her invitation, but sought to put her off with fair
promises to come in a few minutes. Bet
she would not be put off. She held on hy
the arm, and wrestled in persuasion as one
determined to prevail, and who could not

13, 1875.
hs

her face were blended lines of

weariness witha light of enthusiasm, and

To whom all letters on business, remittanc
money, &c., should be sent. In writing to this esofficeof or rather (ook at once and withoft cere+ the name of the State should vig ha given.
mouy, my assistance. * You will conduct
© All communications gosigned
¥ publication
should be addressed to the
Editor, BOSTON, Muss.
our meeting; vou love Jesus, 1 know,”
erms : $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD(she had never seen or heard of me before,
Fy $2.00.
~
P
y
and
T might have been an infidel,) and
REMITTANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
away
she went for her hat, without awaitnei[ther of these can be procured, send the money in a
egistered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
ig a word, to go out and gather iu her
Prgister letters whenever requested to do 80.
congregation,
Having first set the idle
oneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they
be at the risk of those sending them,
negroes.
to
singing
(so to sppak) she led
© . regular charges for money orders,
checks, and Post Office money orders may bebank
the way to the street, und though the ost
deducted from the amount due,whenthus sent. Agents
singular exploring tour in which it{was
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
We plungPapers are forwarded until an explicit order is? re- ever my fortune to participate,
ceived by the Pablisher for their discontinnance,
ed into the labyrinths, threading dark, torand unt RAVment of all arrearages is made as:
re- tuous
passages,
quired by
law,
up and . down;
underKach subscriber is articularly
requested
to
uote
ground and overhead, in” and out of barthe date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
rooms and boarding houses, crammed with
year, without farther reminder from this
office.
Liberal discount ismade to those who pay in admeu and girls, thick with fumes of vile
Yauge, 334 our object is to secure advance payment
{drivk and tobacco, every step and almost
as the rule.
i

SPECIAL

CHICAGO, JANUARY

4

though

wo

from

all

theological jurisdiction, while

the

problems of the existence of God, of his natare, of his attribates, of his relations with
the world, of the intervention of Providence

in history, if they mean anything, are problems essentially philosophical and scientific.

Seeking to save the person and work
Christ, he could not decide in favor

of

of the

school which sustained the authenticity or

moping everywhere, and wlien sense is out,
then their”candle is out, as Job saith, How

oft is the candle of the wicked put out.”

So

that saint who lives by sense his comfort is
no longer than he sees and feels grace, he

hath assurance of God's love no longer than
he. feels grace. So there are but’few of you
that have a root of faith that in all the ebbings
and flowings of grace your comfort, and
strength, and assurance by faith goes in
its course as before. Now desire the Lord
to bring you to this clearly, that according to this blessed proverb you may live
by faith.— Weller Cradock.

your preacher while most of

eyes

are

on

‘the floor.

the time

Tadmit there

your

are

foundation

of

democracy

world.— larper's Mayazine.

to be just and forcible.

in most of

the large

—

Or

Prebably no author of his time

more than Carlyle.
and has devoured

has

read

He actually devours,

books,

ever since he was

ten years old. He will ga through an ordinary volume in two hours; and though he
may not con each page, he will find. in it
all that is worthy. His memory is prodigious, not only for generals but for details.
He could repeat ppetry by the ell; He never does, however, for he is always averring
that he hatés poetry; that the greatest

bards have crippled their thoughts and limited their range by rhythm andgrhyme, He
thinks Homer, Dante and Shakespeare would
have been greater had they expressed themselves in prose, Nevertheless, he is a poet ;
a poet not without, but indifferent to, form.
He hasthe reputation of being better ac-

in the. could eat up—all that is worth eating,
is—in a single fortnight.

~

this rule

Itisin

force

cities, both here

and

i

abroad, and while it subjects the patrons
to some inconvenience it will doubtless be
best for them to submit gracefully.
STRIKES,

Laborers seem to be in a state of chronic

dissatisfaction. The operatives at Fall River are contemplating a strike” for more
pay and less work, and
easiness in most of the New

In the central

and western

unthere is
England mills.

coal
and

and

iron

the strikers

defiant.
In England the same condition
prevails, and serious consequences are fear-

Cariyle as a Reader.

the legitimacy of the gospels, nor for the
schools which criticised the narrations of
the sacred books. He was also far from quainted with all subjects, historic, philobeing clear as to-th& important problem sophic, literary and scientific, than any other
whether the people should be intrusted living Briton. For years and years he is
with the treasure of all acquired truths, or reputed to bave read, on an average, five
kept in boiy ignorance.
The man who volumes a day, and to haye skimmed eight
called upon ali conscience to participate in or ten more. Reading has ever beén a pasthe divine idea,and who saw in every be- sion with him, and he has said that his idea
of heaven woula be to be turned into an iner and an eloquent bearer.”
The winister ing a thirst for the infinite, a priest of God,
exhaustible Jjbrary of new and good books,
and
in
nature
and
iv
history
equally
sacred
needs 4mspiration from the people as traly
where he could browse for all eternity, He
temples—this
man
fell
from
that
speculahowMany,
hig,
from.
as they veed help
er, ipstead of helping, act” perpetually "as tive democracy into a practical oligarchy, estimates, I have heard, that he has gleanbrakes upon his progress; he starts, tries to maintaining that only a few privileged per- ed the contents of fully one hundred thoudraw the heavy load, works hard, and as sons ought (6 know and guard the truth. sand volumes, which, when we consider his
his hour of service wears away has the Bul in spite of vacillations and errors it voracity, rapidity, trained eyes and mind,
painful consciousness that he is not accoin- | can not be deniad that he contributed pow is not at all unlikely. There is ‘hardly a
curious or remarkable book in the British
‘plishing what he might, Take off the brakes ! erfuily to awaken the idea of the divine:
g mel, and he thus contributed to ele-: Museum that he is not more or less familiar
Do not curl up in your pew, casting, once a
in a while, a cold, uninterested glance ac vath the sentiment of right, which is the, with. A gentleman's ordinary library he

eternal

which have led the road to make

seem

mines strikes are frequent

that

ed.

Inevitably,

almost,

provisions and

fuel

and goods of that class must be higher on
account of the strikes, which would’t seem
to be helping the matter much.
THE

KING SIGHT-SEEING.

King Kalakaua

has

been using

the

past.

week seeing the sights in aad about
Boston. He has visited all the noted places
in this ¢ity, including the schools and the noted places of industry,

besides

visiting

the

Lowel mills, the Waltham watch factory,
and attending church on Sunday’ at Park
Street. He will soon complete his visit
and then return to hig throne. Since he is
the first reigning king ever in this country,
everybody bas been anxious to see him.
DEATH

A

despatch

OF A NATURALIST.

from

Stockholm

announces
Zetterstedt,

Wilhelm

the death of Johann

the eminent Swedish naturalist. He was
born at Micebly. In 1808 he was made a
doctor'of philosophy at the University of
Luni, and four years later was made
professor of natural history. He has writiten several books on natural history” which
are regarded as standard works.

| FRENCH IMPERIALISTS ENCOURAGXD.
A Paris special says that since the gov

ernment revolution in Spain the supporters of the Prince

Imperial

secret in their movements,

in favor

of

Bonapartism

have
and

been
the

is

dently determined,

if they

less

feeling

increasing.

The legitimists im the Assembly
can

are eviot

effect

the restoration of the monarchy, to at least ,
embarrass the republic,
;
:
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hymns, and here and there 4 cheap print.
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FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,
Office, 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
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Rev. LD. STEWART, Publisher
1 letters

hb

on

business,

Tagen be sent,

remittances

of

In writing to this ofiice

the name of the State should alwayg be given.
All communications designed
r publication
should be addressed to the
Editor, BOSTON, Mass,
Terms : $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD.
VANCE, $2.50.
ha
Ld
REMITTANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks, or drafis, if possible. When nejther of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to

register letters whenever requested to do so. =~

oneys thus sent will be at ofir risk, Otherwise
the
be at the risk of those sending them,
Too regular oharges for, money orders, bank
‘checks, and Post Office monéy
orders may
be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible
and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until
payment of all arrearages is made as required by law,
Kach subscriber is particularly requested to note,
the dateon the label for the expiration of his subecription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing

year, without further reminder from this office.

-

Liberal discount ismade to those who pay in adyauge) and our object is to secure advance payment

as the rule.

-

(

A

SPECIAL

OFFERS.

:

Clubs of siz or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly

in advance, there being no hrrearage on the part of
old subscribers.
Any subscriber who will furnish the name. of a
NEW ONE, can have the two
$1.50, strictly in advance.

copies

of the

paper.

at

.

Pastors are requested to act as agents for the
fablishthent, in obtaining subscribers, collecting Es:
aroa
Ss, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
ey are
entitled to.ten per cent. of the money |
8
they receive, except on money sent for clubs; then
it ie proper that the subscribers should pay the com- |
migsion, if any is desired. .

and T might have been an fnfidel,) and
away

she

=8
73

the treat as us, “Young ladies, when I speak to you I de-

boys would their Christmas outingt. In pend much more dpon the inspirati
on of
his grave, silent way; John comprehended ik ‘€ountenances than on my preparaand cared for music; bis father only cared
fon.’ ” So many a minister has been rousto be with John. The old fellow read his ed and thrilled by looking out upon the
earpaper ftom end to end “every day; he read, nest, upturned faces of an audience
as by
In fact, nothing else. Journalism in Amer- a shock from a battery. Helpful
hearers
ica, to him, meant John.
ale the preacher's allies, for whom he looks,
In society, the young man was not likely from Sabbath to Sabbath ; whose: glances
of
to*be dazzled or tempted by influences rgeognition ave inspirations ; whose
earnést
which drag mere hot blooded, * brilliant fagasa eflect the sermon; who,
more than
young fellows astray.
He was of slow, they will ever know, help him in declaring
cool, enduring habit of body and mind; had the trath.—@. W. Brown.
a dry wit; a keen yet tender humor when
b
you knew how to tap the vein; an indomi-

ing a word, to go out and gather iu her
congregation,
Having first set the idle
negroes to singing (so to speak) she led
the way to the street, und through the most
singular exploring tour in which it was’
éver my fortune to participate. We plunged into the labyrinths, threading dark, tortuous ‘passages, up and down, underground and overhead, in” and out of bar}
rooms and boarding houses, craramed with
Amen and girls, thick with fumes of vile
drink and tobacco, every step and almost
every person familiar to my guide, who
greeted most of them by hame, wih kind, table Scotch pride; he meant some day to
cheery, oftex humorous or funny words, in be a husband and father, and there was
her rich, warm voice,
Bearing? herself no man likely to be more deeply loved as
with

absolute courage

and

consummate

tact, greeting everybody as a friend, letting |

both.

'

When he went out to ‘make

her sunny light fall uncosciously on the
| calls, therefore, the young

evidence oi intentional fraud.

WEDNESDAY,

The

eto

—

of the

13, 1875.

of Jesus.

S—E—

4

forced

assisted

effect-

ively in singing, and gave their experiences both of sin and salvation, in terms
of touching simplicity such as east no doubt
on the Divine reality of the miracle. Most

Star.

JANUARY

Power

In fine, she had morally

two-score negroes and a few of the
white females into her chapel. Besides
t here were a few * seals of her
ministry”
present, of both sexes, who

The Morning
—————atlfp Ap AP Af Mp

be denied.
8 ole

Strong-souled Reformer, whose far-seeiug faith ,

Of lifted cry and tumult had no need,—

saved,

‘With pitying love, to spare the bruised reed,—
Thy will to save, thy strength to conquer, flowed

as

well as of the

lost, are quickly dispersed on the ocean.
Two of those who spoke mentioned their
ships and were to be off about to-merrow,
desiring to exchange a pledge of mutual
prayers with those left behind.

1 called

‘Who stay’dst the lightnings of thy holy wrath

however,

it her chapel and her meeting,

and, humanly speaking, that is but just.

i $s nobody else's, among mortals,

and

It
bhor-

.| rows leave to be from no human organizat ion or authority.
She is wonderfully
Thy living word sprang from the heart of man,
alone
in
her
work.
Its
seemingly preca’
Eternal word of love aad-liberty ;
rious support comes in spasmodic and irFearless thou gav’st it to-the windsagain;
. "Twas manhood's native tongue and could not regular donations, unsolicited except in
:
die.
prayer. She is now very anxious to secure
To thy desr brotherhood life's pulses leap,
the lease of her *¢ chapel,” which fulls in

From seas of tenderness and might in God.

And wakening ages answer deep to deep.

ext

— Samuel Johnson,

4

York

and

will

again

be

converted

into a hold of rum and lewdness unless responsible persons come forward to secure

49+

New

May,

Correspondence.

|i t

for her purpose, of a

temperance

bosri-

ng house and chapel.

New York, Jan. 1, 1875.
THE

BAXTER

STREET

BIBLE

WOMAN.

THE YORKSHIRE GOUGH.
Our friend from Yorkshire, Thomas Whit| aker, is an original and a humorist.” Ile
| 1 nakes uno effort, unless when he resirains
| the drollery, which seems to exude or ex| hale from him involuntarily. His materials
| are simple and trite enough for a much less
| intellectual audience than is easily gather| ed in our United States.
But they, are
| merely a very meager skeleton for support| ing a redundant bulk of wit,humor, episode
| and comedy * business,” besides un unto failing and irrepressible vein of gospel.

After wishing you all a complement of
fifty thousand New Years—or one apiece—
I wish to give you an idea of that_Yorkshire Gough I mentioned the other day,
and
m 1 have since heard; and then
an id
of a Baxter street B'ble woman.
On the whole, I believe I will take her first.
I went down to Baxter streel one evening, lately. It is the worst street in New
York, gnd always was. Its buildings are

old, dilapidated, patched, and devoted
purposes nefarious and disgusting. They"

He is the first funny preacher I have

are piled on every inch of grdund, several or more deep laterally and vertically,

who did not make the impression of a
trifler in sacred things, or of one who fail-

heard

The low, nurrow,

twisting,

up

and

down

passages that permeate the pile, remind me
of the labyrinthine holes in a thoroughly
worm-eaten log or cheese. And to carry
out the figure, which suits very well, the
little box-like rooms or cells, with which |
the whole is honey-combed, are black with
-swarms of degraded human creatures, like

nothing

so much as the erevices of a neg-

lected bedstead.
inhabitants may

some

Like the buildings, the
be said to be piled in. If

panie>¥eére to empty all those holes

ty. And—pace the funny preachers and
their popularity—I have an impression the

difference is simply that he is not a trifler.
To show how lightly he loads his audience, will give you the text and ‘‘heads” of
his discourse in Brooklyn. He said that the

first temperance
St. Giles’
though

meeting

(the Five

he

he attended in

Points

of London—

said our Five Points were noth-

ing to it) he inquired the way ta the
of a little girl, who thus directed him:

a

little

higber

up—on

the right

place,
“It’s

side—

through an iron gate—next door to a -swat

shop.” Under these heads he proceeded,
wuch at his leisure and ease,—between the
peals of laughter that burst at every flash,
like the .explosions- of .a lively thunder

The sole remedy of all our woes,.all our
apprehensions, all our sorrow, is just to

to bis stom-

daily

communion,

closer

to

Christ

in

perpetual reliance, closer to Christ in im por-

tunate Prayeralage to Christ in honest and

hearty y6rk ! -When the good Dr. Alexander, of Princeton, in New Jersey, lay a-dying, gee one came to him and quoted a passage for his comfort as he lay half-unconscious—* I know in whom I have believed !’
Afire lit up bis glazing eye, and the old
Christian warrior roused himself as for an
utterance of latest testimony, and he said
to his startled listeners; ‘No, I can not allow

even a preposition between me and my Savfor: “I know whom I have believed !"°
Let us goup to that level; let the great,

the ‘wiil.
:
The story is soon told. The man west
steadily down—down ; loathing the liquor;
vot tempted by the elation it produced,
but
drinking to satisfy the intolerable craving,
and, in order to drink, thrusting aside the
arguments of astonished . friends, his old
father’s feeble hold on him, every’ chance

hereditary influence, by the
mate, over-work, neural

mad haste of their lives

effect

alcoholic

pois-

oning,

a diseaseas incurable

as

consump-

tion.

Yet

fair

women,

Christian

women,

on

friendly, pure

every
women,

side

have met them on past New Year's days,
holding out the cup of death with entreaties that would not be denied. Iu the fulure holidays mast (his be repeated?

sit those who

compel

If, by
he can

their attention, or by his unction

warm t heir hearts, well and good.

is clearly the right
place. For the rest, the simple course is
that which is now*followed, that of roofing
in the buildings where perishable objects,
like paintings, are found. Leda showing
her children to Tyndareus is worth ten times

as much in her own place, on the
wall
where she was first painted, than if she had

been carried off to keep company with Bri-

seils and Iphigenia among a crowd of other
objects which were never meant to be seen

altogether.

-
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y Faith.

Livin
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work.

No fear of relaxed efforts then, for

ism,

which

Spinozism,

eliminated

which

miracle,

nor

with

rejected the personality

of God, nor with the romanticists, who abJjuged liberty, nor with the supernaturalists,

who

ahjured

reason.

Thus the

orthodox

accused him of pantheistic tendencies, the
liberals of supernaturalism, accommodated
to the fatality of cireumstances more than

to the dictates of his conscience.

If not,

pardon of sins, and

new

discoveries of the

mysteries of the Gospel and of Jesus Christ
in the midst of these confusions. But it is
the hardest thing in the world to live clearly by faith when sense is gone ; this is what I
strive at all this while. I see poor creatures
moping everywhere, and when sense is out,
then their candle is out, as Job saith, How

oft is the candle of the wicked put out.
that saint who lives by

no longer than
hath assurance
he feels grace.
that have a root
and flowings

So

sense his comfort is

he sees and feels grace, he
of God's love no longer than’
So there are but few of you
of faith that in all the ebbings
of grace your comfort,

and

strength, and assurance by faith goes in
its course as before. Now desire the Lord
to bring you to this clearly, that according to this blessed proverb you may live
by faith.— Waller Cradock. -

Cariyle as a Reader.

tare, of his rt

of hig relations with

the world, of the intervention of Providence
in history, if they mean anything, are prob-

lems essentially philosophical and scientific.
Seeking to save the person.and

work “of

He could repeat poetry by the ell,
er does, however, for he is always

He nevaverring

that he hates poetry; that the greatest
bards have crippled their thoughts and lim-

ited their rangeby rhythm and rhyme,

He

thinks Homer, Dante and Shakespeare would

' The 01a Story.
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Events

of the Week.

NEW ORLEANS.

»

ht

~

The Louisiana legislature
assembled
Monddy. There was considerable excite-

ment ip New Orleans, but there were no
violent demonstrations.
Governor
Kel-

logg’s message presents a favorable’ view of

the State taxation, but it draws

pictur®

of the

anarchy

a gloomy

prevailing.

He

makes a few excellent suggestions as to

the

work of the session. Five members not
returned by the returning board were ' foreibly ejected from their seats under protest,
after which the conservative members left
in a body. General Sheridan bas assumed
command of the forces of the Gulf.
SATURDAY.
4ffairs in the city remain
unchanged.
General Sheridan's dashing

habits and stringent orders

are denounced

by all classes in the city. Even the legislatures of some of the other states denounce
the use of the military in ejecting’ members
of the Louisiana government, and an indignation meeting isto be held in New

plot to assassinate the

God bath showed a saint his coufasion and
Wickedness, to magnify His grace the
Hore,
then God takes these times to do more for
a poor soul than ever he did atany time;
the Lord will then give a new seal of the

The most

of faith

The little

Bryant ‘appearing

call for that puris approved by the
and

additional

de- .

creation and providence, glorious in war, spatches have been sent to him, assuring
snapping the spear asunder; but his glory him of the confidence of the Washington
in th@§gospel is more, that usually when authorities. Kellogg ventilated an alleged

itis very easy to call it a dull sermon, and Christ, he could not decide in favor of the have been greater had they expressed themthrow all the blame where perhaps a part school which sustained the authenticity or selves in prose, Nevertheless, he‘is a poet;
storm—to}define “ teetotalism,” Each'item
side, choking the passages.
They. are a of the little ‘girl's direction, in turn, was | of it belongs—on the preacher. The ex- the legitimacy of the gospels, nor for the a poet not without, but-indifferent to, form,
perfectly promiscuous herd, as to sex, color, made a catchword or chorus to a series of cellence of a sermon does not depend gole- schools which criticised the narrations of He has the reputation of being better acnationality, everything, except morals. In witty illustrations, chiming in at every ly on its preparation ; its delivery has much the sacred books. He was also far from quainted with all’ subjects, historic, philothe latter respect, they are perfectly homo- close, in the greatest variety of comic or ‘te do with its effectiveness, and that deliv- being clear as to the important problem sophic, literary and scientific, than any other
whether the people should be intrusted living Briton. For years and years he is
geneous,
majority of*the men are col- pathetic modulations,
until the very chil- ery dependstargely on the hearing it reored tor] Every number on the street dren, as they went out, were heard keeping ceives. This is especially true if the sermon with the treasure of all acquired truths, or reputed to. have read, on an average, five
The man who volumes a day, and to have skimmed eight
contains one or more boardiag houses,
be unwritten, . “Eloquence,” says one, *‘in kept in holy ignorance.
rum up the refrain along the street.
/
called
upon
all
conscience
to
participate in or ten more. Reading has ever been a pasand gambling holes for them, trebly pollutits highest forms aed effects,is a joint prodVipr,
the
divine
idea,and
who
saw
in every be- sion with him, and he has said that kis idea
ed with omnipresent female furniture, and
speakeloquent
an
of
uct of two factors:
EE
at. it ar.
st
—as if all this were not sickening enough
er and an eloquent hearer.” The minister ing a thirst for the infinite, a priest of God, of heaven woula be to be turned into an inexhaustible libraryof new and good books,
the latter mostly white.
=
needs inspiration from the people as traly and in nature and in history equally sacred
where he could browse for all eternity. He
temples—this
man
fell
from
that
speculabowMany,
But enough of Baxter street. 1 went to
him,
as they veed help from
.
—
OO
tive democracy into a practical oligarchy, f ‘estimates, I have heard, that he has gleanas
sce the bar-room chapel and the matchiléss
perpetually
act
helping,
of
It is a pity, says the Advance, that every er, instead
lady crusader who there lives, prays, preach-. year, we'need to repeat even to readers of brakes upon his progress; he starts, tries to maintaining that only a few privileged per- ed the contents of fully one hundred thou+8, sings and toils alone, in Belial's lowest a religious paper the lesson of this’ New draw the heavy load, works hard, aud as sons ought to know and guard the truth. sand volumes, which, when we consider his
But in spite of vacillations and errors it yoracity, rapidity, trained eyes and mind,
hell on earth.
Finding No. 42 Baxter Year's narrative, fiom Hearth and Home:
his hour of service wears sway has the,
street, I next found my way up stairs into
is not Revol can not be denied that he contributed pow- is not at all uolikely. There is hardly a
It is of a young man, a member of the painial consciousness. that he
a large front room, in which the bottle
the brakes ! erfuily to awaken the idea of the divine curious or remarkable book in the British
off
of a city paper, who, a year plishing what-he might. Take
editorial corps
g men, and he thus contributed to ele- Museum that he is not more or less familiar
shelves wege still onthe wall, though
once u
casting,
pew,
your
in
up
the or two ago, set out one bright winter's Do not curl
v
a
t
e
the
sentiment of right, which is the. with. A gentleman's ordinary library he
bar had been cleared away, and
wooden morning with a friend to make New Year's in a while, a cold, uninterested glance at
setéees half covered the bare anl broken ealls. It was his tirst glimpse of fashiona- your preacher while most of the time your eternal foundation of democracy in the could eat up—all that is worth eating, tbat
is—in a single fortnight.
floor, On tke walls were hanging rolls
there are world.— Harper's Mayazine. ;
of ble, or, indeed, any =}gay, social life. John eyes are ‘on the floor. +I admit
g
« ~
w

at once; I believé the street could vot hold
‘the crowd, but that many would stick in-

ly, but reaches them at last.

girls of the present day eat better food,
But the picture is certainly one of the most wear more healthful clothing, and breathe
striking among the worl printings in the more fresh air than their mothers did. The
buried city. It is to be hoped that nothing introduction. of India-rubber boots and
will induce those who have the manage- water-proof cloaks has alone given a fresh
ment of these works ever to fall back on the lease or life to multitudes of women ‘who old bad way of carrying everything off to otherwise would have been kept housed
the Museum at Naples. A painting or any- whenever it so much as sprinkled. It is desir-.
thing else loses more than half its value if able, certainly, to venerate our grandmothit is ¢earried off from the place for which it ers, but Iam inclined 6 think, on the
is meant. In a museum, it is simply a spec- whole,
that their great grand-dsughtérs
imen ; in its own place, it.js part of a whole. will be the best.
vail
For objects which, for any cause, can not
be left on the spots where they are found,

sy, there is this guile and that, all is naught.
Then the Lord by this teaches one to go a
highway without crutches; one of these York, William Cullen
saintings teacheth one to go without a staff, among the signers of a
alone. And therein also is the glory of pose. Sheridan’s course
God, who is glorious in all his works of President and Cabinet,

are’ probléms of the existence of God, of his na-

little more than spectators, into whose pas-

The orgagization of girls

being far more delicate and complicated,
the same reform reaches them less prompt~

houses of Pompeii, no real column? at all,
but masses of brick covered with ‘plaster,

and. skepticism, which at one time drove
—
Ev
5
oO
bin into the serupilous piety of the MoraProbably no author of his time has read
It has never occurred to multitudes of vian Brothers, at another time launching | more thin Carlyle. He actually devours,
church-going people that there is such a him into the ironical doubts of the students and has devoured books, ever since he was
thing as helping their minister preach. of Jena." Philosophers themselves, whom ten years old. He will go through” an orThey overlook the fact that in public wor- be had served by proclaiming the .indepen- dinary volume in two hours; and though he
ship there is a copartnership between. the dence of human thought, reviled him for may not con each page, he will find in it
preacher and his people, and expect the the efforts he “made to exclude philosophy” all that is worthy. ‘His memory is prodi‘party of the first part to conduct the serv- from all theological jurisdiction; while the gious, not only for generals but for details.

sive minds he is to pour the truth.
the sheer force of his utterances,

five years ago.

find that the colnmns of the newly discovered hoase are, like those of so many of the

then, for we shall remember that - although
God buries his workmen, he carries on his

Helpful Hearers.

while before him

adds:
No mau of middle age can look at a class
of" students from our older colleges without
seeing them (o be physically superior to the
same number of college boys, taken twenty-

onment of eighteen: hundred years, The
_charm is perhaps a little broken when we

osition will never brook an intervening
priest. No fear of over-weening sorrow’ there is this crookedness and that hypocri-

impartial saw in him a mixture

smraeeem—
df ef ptf

ices,”

the days of our great grandmothers, that
the stock has improved, if anything, He

write hypderisy
upon it. He will make us read so at least,
Dost thou see what thou art? there is no
creature carnal, andin that thou hast done

of cli- dencies of his age, neither with rational-

aftections,-and the

to

he finds, to the dismay of those who mourn
the physical degeneracy of woman since

are safe. No
fear of the Confessional then. Assuredly
those who will not bear an intervening prep-

idleness will be seen
/e had in this world er the next. One sin against boundle in its hatefulness as a
ss love. No fear of
night late in the fall, he was arrested in straigh
tened means and empty exchequers,
some wretched haunt on a false chargeof and niggard
doles, and small-hearted libertheft, and in the morning thrust into the
alities then, for the frost of every heart must
prison-van to be carried to the city. jail. melt that is so near the Saviour;
and men
When the ** Black Maria ® stopped at the
putting away the farge greeds and little
gate, a body was dragged out covered with
giving of their ehildish days, will, like Arrags, and with a gash in the throat which
aunah, “fas a king give unto a king,” pourmen did not care to look upon.
‘It is not ing out their treasures as brave warriors
the face of a beggar,” they said, covering it
their blood, and giving or striving to give,
’
over.
in some far-off and reverent manner, after
The first mention which his old, father the measure of him who, that we and the
saw-of him in print was that he had so
world might live, spared not his only bedied.
gotten Son !—Rev. W. M. Punshon.
Why do we break in on the gracious,
genial sunshine of the New Year with such
J]
a tale as this? Because there is not a house
Schleiermacher.
where liquor is offered to-day in which its
R———
beginning and sequel may not again be
Schleiermacher’s works excited many
true.
Eight out of every ten Américaa noisy and grave discussions. He had not
men, physicans assert, are predisposed by immediately broken with: any of the ten-

genera-

tions’of (wo old New England families, and

fresh brought to light after its lucky impris-

God takes occasion many times to dash
baptized heart of the church det up to that?
ach and brain, and acted physically on both, level of iniimate
, close, faithful union with all that ever is in us, ‘and that ever hath
weakening first the nerves which influence Christ,
been done by-us; God will
and we and our cause

behind each other, on top of each other, | ed to appreciate their moment uos solenunibetween each other, and under the whole.
The street grade has been raised, so that
the whole has gunk a story or two further
into the ground than it was originally built.

one fact which neither she
that the taste for liquor
in his blood, 'as scrofula
of another man. Alcohol

was simply a physical poison

to Christ,

pare the vital statistics of several

Year's come closer to Christ—closer to Christ
the museum
is forming in Pompeii
felt mo in personal experience, closer to Christ in itself, not thatwhich
at Naples,

New

girls

old sherry.

|” But there was
nor John knew,
was hereditary
might be in that

Closer

Then and N OW.

T. W. Higginson has taken pains to com-

:
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The father’ and son enjoyed

went for lier hat, withoul await-

evilas on the good—but pleading impor-" scruples in urging wine upon him, nor any
{Unately with every one to go to her meet- offense when he refused it.__It_wofild bave
ng—she was treated with marked respect been against nature to find such a man
and gentleness invariably, o the roughest value the pleasure given by liquor.
[It was
ep
an old lady who succeeded in making him
of
the
outcasts,
who
rarely
eclined
her
inNEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
NN
vitation, but sought to put her off with fair drink, a friend of his mother’s—a well-brad,
- 1
Any person who takes'a
ewspaper regularly
from the post-office—whether aitected to his name or promises to come in a few minutes.
Bit delicate woman as any of those who keep
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
8 he would
not be put off. She held on by open house on New Year's, to whom a
responsible for the
payment.
!
orders his
2. If a person
per discontinued, he | the arm, and wrestled in persuasion as one drunken m:n is simply an object of disgust.
pay all arrearages, or t e publisher may conmust
tinue fo send it until ayment is made
determined to prevail, and who
as nothing but a glass, of rare
and collect
- could not The drink
the whole amount, w
er the paper is taken from
:
the office or not.
3. The outta have decided that oo faing fo take
newspapersand periodicals from the
post-office, or
removing and leaving them uncalled y/o is prima
facie

ibe

Mrs. Doolittle.
An unmistakable ady,
(ease. We pass by church sleepers; they , The diggings at Pompeii, says the Pall
though not in fashionable attire, soon ap- twenty-two, but few carry inte it the steady may be good men and excellent Christians, | Mall Gazette, ave just now going on- with
peared. Iu, her face were blended lines of integrity and hard practi © 1 sense which | certainly they are not helpful hearers; for vigor. What has beed'brought to light in
the course of so many years, is really, after
weariness with a light of enthusiasm, and set this Scotch-Irishmao, John—, apart all the inspiration they give a
preacher they
all, only a small part of the city, and every
ber large melodious voice mingled pathos from his companions andgvon their respect. might as well be somany
posts; yet let them
and intensity in every tone, She claimed, Outside of the office, few people knew him, cogee ; they may get
some good between search below the ground adds something to
or rather (ook at once and without cere- Occasionally you would see him in his their naps, But many whose eyes are open ‘the stock. Tt is certainly Stirling) us ue
mony, my assistance, * Yon will conduct dress-suit. ( of a long-ago cut and fashion ) are far frem receiving the
word with glad- spade and basket are busily a work, to
our
weeting; you love Jesus, I know,”
up in the second tier at a grand concert, ness, In her “Recollections of Mary Lyon” come suddenly on a large painting of Orphe(she had never seen or heard of me before, with an old gray-haired man beside him. ‘Miss Fisk testifies that *‘she often said
to’ us with the beasts listening to his masie,
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The Exoavations at Pompeii.

A few negroes were lounging about, and
4 one of them civilly consented bet
for
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THE MORNING

BOSTON AND

—

[)

Presidentin

amination by the congressional

his ex-

committee,

Wednesday.

AN OBNOXIOUS GATE.
The patrons of the Boston &

Lowell

railroad, especially those doing business

in

Boston and going out to the suburbs night-ly, are in a state
of rebellion against tha
requirement by

e road

gers shall show they

that

all

passen-

tickets before

the gateto the trail?

room.

passing

The reasons

which have led the road to make

this rule

seem to be just and forcible. It is in force
in most of the large cities, both here and
abroad, and while it subjects the palrons
to some inconvenience it will doubtless’ be
best for them to submit gracefully.
STRIKES,
Laborers seem to be in a state of chronic
dissatisfaction, The operatives at Fall Riv-

er

are

pay

contemplating

and less

work,

a strike

-and

for more

there

is

un-y

easiness in most of the New England mills.
In the central and western coal and iron
mines strikes are frequent and the strikers
defiant.
In England the same conditicn
prevails, and serious consequences

ed.

are fear-

Inevitably, almost, provisions and fuel

and goods of that class must be higher on
account of the strikes, which would’t seem

to be helping-the matter much.
THE KING SIGHT-SEEING.
|: ' King Kalakaua: has been using the past
week seeing the sights
in ,and about
Boston. He has visited all the noted places
in this city,including the schools and the noted places of industry, besides visiting the
‘Lowel mills, the Waltham watch factory,
and attending church on Sanday at Park
Street., He will soon complete his visit
and then return to his throhe.’ Since he is
the first reigning king ever in this country,
everybody has been anxious to see him.
DEATH OF A NATURALIST,
A

despatch

from

Stockholm

announces

the death of Johann Wilhelm Zetterstedt,
the eminent Swedish naturalist.
He was

born at Micebly.

In 1808 he was made’ a

doator of philosophy at the University of
Lund, and four years later was made
professor of natural history. He has writiten several books on natural history “which.
areregarded as standard works.

| FRENCH IMPERIALISTS ENCOURAGXD.
A Paris special says that since the government

revolution

in Spain

the support-

ersof the Prine Twperial have been less
secret in their movements, and the feeling
in favor of Bonaparti
3
i
is increasing.
The legitimists im the Assembly are evidently determined,

if they

can

not

effect.

the restoration of the monarehy, to at least
embarrass the republic,
;

a——

Ra

gn ey
oi ah
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Sabbath School Lessoni—Jan. 17.
E.

HOW

A,

JOSHUA

4:4—9.

will

GoLpext TEXT : —1I

the

remember

works of the Lord ; surely Iwill remem-.
ber thy wonders of old, Ps, 77:11,

NOTES AND HINTS.

J
sist the rush of the waters:
We need not infer that Joshua, with his
own hands, built this pile, but that it was
The men
Built under hiS superintendence.

4, ** Then Yoshua called the twelve men
whom he had prepared of the children of

[sracl.” (1.) The men Who do the work
this lesson notices were appointed by divine command. ~The order for the seleetion of them was probably given in‘conneetion with other instructions about the

transit of the river, but the account of it

a few,

The service could-only be done by

and yet it was to be the work of the

whole

congregation. - (3.) The twelve men were
honored by the appointment, because they
were deemed worthy to tepresent their
tribes. The post of service in the church
is the post of honor. They however who
are in office acting representatively, so long

.as

there

-the

erection

was written is altogether a matter of conWe find a similar allusion to
jecture.

been carried over, the

waters

Rahab, which

not Jong after the-events of this chapter.

Josh. 6:25. This remark shows that the
stones were not erected in vain, but were

brating the wondrous workings of God.

have

feet stood firm,” means not from beneath
their feet, but from the close vicinity; for
we read that the priests did not remove out

of their position until the passage was completely effected. The reason of this command was to honor the significancy, the
power divine symbolized by the ark. Verse
. 10. (5.) The stones were as large as could
be
an

borne away, since from
impressive and enduring

memorial could not have been constructed.
THE

OBJECT

SOUGHT.

6, 7. (1.) These stones were to be erected into a pillar or rude monument. - Ofher
stones were no doubt used in this structure,
+ bat these were prominent and marked beyond mistake by their size and location in
the structure. (2.) The pillar was to stand
asa ‘‘sign” or memente of the passage of
Collected into a heap and left
*' the Jordan.
by the way side, or in a public spot, they
were sure

draw

to

notice,

themselyes

to

and to call out the inquiries of the beholder.
If they failed to catch the eye of the young,

and

of

from

strangers

which

the Israelites

mercies of the Lord, and to keep our hearts

warm with gratitude for them; to remember,

in

crossed

the

Jordan,

and to teach future generations the truth of
God's interposition. It was also to add
teachings of God’s kindness, nearncss and
covenant of care and! blessing which his
ple Tsrael enjoined. (3.) By an inter-

that

order

we

may reverence and

Have we not had from him

trust in God.

blessings to be commemorated, which, it
forgotten, give evidence that his goodness
is lavished on ungrateful hearts ? The lesson teaches the vatue of ‘aids in remembering distinguished favors of the Lord. To
have stated days, to do statedly special
commemorative acts: is friendly to coutinponding in charaeter to the mercies lo be
kept in mind, aid the duty of grateful reThe lesson shows the value
membrance.
of manifesting outwardly, that others may
be taught by the exhibition, our gratitude
for the goodness of God. Those memorials

which

awaken

and

attention

arrest

the inquiry of the young,the Sabbath school
and the church may well institute. They
should not be so many as to become the
to

substance of religion, nor so’ few as

al

low, for the want of their help as a means
of religious education, religion fo decline,
This lesson should lead each one to examine his life, recall ihe special blessings of
God to him,

and

mien

fresh

with

ries it has won, it must teach the children
_ f tbe church the truth of the gospel.

THE SERVICE PERFORMED. '’

to give gladness

health, restoration
increase of piety,

Friends,
our Saviour.
to health, conversion,

prosperity in “outward things and ‘in many
ways, are blessings over which the school
or the class may well erect memorials to
;
God.

@ ymmunications.
Prof.

F. W.

reniark that the

sentutively.

twelve

The

men

acted

congregation,

repre-

through

them, ** did as Joshna commanded.”

The

command was’ from the Lord, bul came
throngh Joshua. ‘ And took up twelvg

knowl-

was seated.

Mouniains

and at Salt

Lake,

a

winter

in

California, and then a year and a hall upon

the prairies of Nebraska were tried without
success.

“In 1871, he returned to ITillsdale College,
where he "had

been

elected

Professor

of

more

stitution, then the

human

many friends to
D. A. TUCKER,

preaching, while he appeals to the reason,

Star for forty-eight years, He leaves a wife

'

select school,

the

in

and

lege.

Sabbath

While arranging for the: removal of

the college his father

was

result

calm

and

lasting

peace

is

its charadter ; and, like the church of Rome,
the more congenial will it be to human
taste and passion. Bat, it is a fact, of no
small significance, that the advocates of a

engaged

upon

its agency in Wis. and ‘111, and the son's
But

upon

was

thoroughly,

until

his graduation in 1861 at the age of nineteen; being the youngest graduate from
olassical

ever

department

Larue, O., Dec. 22, 1874.

Sleepy Christians.

The

I read

devils

something

like

the

convocation,

at

J
held

a

and sent a disease among them of which
they all died.
:
«What of that,” said Satan ? “Their souls
himself
5
with the face of death as with a friend, but fire all’ saved.”
Another said, ““I let the east wind upon
not with dread. Cheerful and bappy,interesting himself with reading until too fa- a vessel full of Christians and sunk them
tigued, and then with drawing, walking or all.” “What of that ? Their souls are all
riding; and when able to do so receiving saved.” Another, ‘I labored ten years to
friends with that pleasantness which made get a Christian asleep, and left him asleep.”
others feel easy and happy, he reflected All hell shouted.
We may infer from this, that more
light from both sides. of the “river.” But
while death was not startling, he Lad al- injury is done Yo the cause of Christ
ways wished if possible to escape a long when one Christian gets asleep, - than
period of painful helplessness; and in “this when many die. The death of a Chrisis oftett the heaviest blow "that the
the Heavenly Father met his ‘wishes,
The
change for months had been hardly ~per- Hogan of Satan can have. He does not
ceptible, and for two or thrée weeks he was ake pleasare in the death of saints, bemore comfortable and cheerful than before cause it is such convincing proof of the
the

sent

out

from this iustitution. His deportment and
of Jordan as the scholarship, his decision of Sibelius:

moral

and religious good of the world.”
He bad been long familiarizing

for a long time.

Upon the

inst. he sustaining grace of God.

12th

rode out,bolding the lines himself as usual,
and with quite as much spirit, and retired
at night ‘with no unfavorable indfeations.
At 9 o'clock the next morning he was heard
to cough as every morning for years, and
which for a long time had been taken as
the notice for preparing the morning

prepared,

bringing no response,

meal.

and alter

Wayland entered upon his student work in waiting a few mioutes, a tap at

the

spirit of the gospel, as well as the letter.
7
R. J. PosTox.

dollars a which they reported what they had done.
offered elsewhere, be- One said, he saw a caravan of Christians,

cause he “‘preferred’to Jabor for

the opening of the college at Hillsdale, | The ‘breakfast - was
earnest and continued it

and

Somewhere
following :

the door
was en-

the room

tered.
The face, with its gentle spile, was
there—but the spirit was y.ne,—léaving no

sign of pain or struggle, or aught

but vic-

spirits may let him

tian goes to sleep, evil
alone,

will

he

their

do

a Chris-

When

cause

harm.

no

Reader, is not some evil spirit laboringto
get you asleep?
;
Do you begin to feel drowsy?
« Awake, thon

that

sleepest

shall give thee light,”

and

Chris

G. P. R.

Aor

Rev. Ebenezer Redlon:
i

—

Pp

.

ed for regarding other features. The ‘minister will find his security by throwing him-

p

vice is offered them freely as the air.

the founders of the church understood the

He was baptized by his father soomsafter,
and although not demonstrative yet he was
always a firm, reliable. and benevolent
Christian. The first hundred dollars he received after expending what was saved in
the army in foreign trayel, and all he possessed, was put into the Chicago church;
and his work upon the Christian Freeman

ist, or there may be differences to be allow-

Sermons.

self, in matters of taste,

OO

be made sad by learning that
Many will
this dear brother and father iv Israel has

on. eaith to his retory aad peace. The soul was less reluc- passed from his labor died
at his home in
He
heaven.
in
ward
tant to leave the earthy tenement than the
Pierceville, Ripley Co., Indiana, Sept. 5,
many friends to part with one so dearly
:
¢
HL
1874.
loved.
;
j
;
born” Oct. 15, 1799,
was
Redlon
Brother
The loss to the family, the charch,and the, at Buxton, Maine, and removed to Ind.

Yet in many

be regarded and so many tastes asking to
be smted as exist in the average congrega-

tion, it would seem to be a difficult task
for the minister to satisfy himself and’his

All

minister, but not so much so for one who
Good
is properly fitted for his office.
work commends itself, in the end, possibly
even to the captions. A minister who sets

respects

The

hearer

has

his

duties,

oy

°

\

honk

=

~

before himself, and con-

stantly does hi#best to reach it, will satisTy

which he

silence others, even
may not neglect; he has a kind of an art reasonable people and
particular views
the
meels
fully
never
he
Lif
Ac
which is susceptible of cultivation,
.of
any
one
of
them,
he
RU
cording as he cultivates it or neglects

may grow in grace or fall away

frdm

it,

Boe

of the. | wi
‘may be the . character
The Bible tells us more on'{:
preaching.

whatever

this subject than we have been

to heed.

accustomed

What is the frequent

repetition

by Christ of the text, *“ He that hath ears to
hear, let him hear,” but an admonition
di-

rectly to the point? The same thought appears in many forms throughout the Seriptures, The parable of the sower, which is
applied chiefly to the mabner in which the
gospel is received, bears more directly up-

on the hearing of it, for it must be heard
first, then received. Most of the incidents
of conversion related in the
some remark on the manver

convert heard.

The

Bible contain
in which the

sérmon

this week tutns upon

we publish

se of the wom-

beard, and ** whose
an of Thyatira who
heart the Lord opened, that she attended
upon the things which were. spoken of

dr

¥

«

© “Our' Life Plans.
S——

>

from that -

How different my life has been

which I plavned and dreamed about in
boyhood. I have no disposition to com-

plain of what men call destiny, for my success has been equal to the average of those
with whom I started. But it has not been
won in the sphere in which I hoped to win
it thirty years ago. 1 am not, at filty, in
any respect what I then thought I should
be.

I. not

did

Why

is this?

1ask, How

reach the goal toward which 1 started ?
And I find that. a higher power has inlerposed. As 1 went on or sought to go in, .

the way I had

obstacles were en-

chosen,

and a

up

countered —the path was hedged

At seemed to run almost

néw one opened.

perallel with the old one for a time, but
gradually it diverged until [ found myself
Paul.”
re
going in a widely different direction. ; OYIn how great a ‘variety of moods do peo- jects that seemed worth striving for ata °
ple go to church! There are men who go distance lost their charms as I drew near.
full of the Holy Ghost, with their fdculties New objects were ‘progénted. Thus, inall alive and active. They enjoy the rich- stead of workiog out my own life-plans, I
ness of the gospel feast to the full, they can have been working out the plans of Provinot have too much of it. If the minister is dence. I have been free; I have chosen
like unto them, they answer him back with and resolved ; I bave sought and found; I
complete syinpathy, aud belp him along, have toiled and achieved, and yet. I have
neither he nor they can

realize

how much.

not had

My

in anything.

will

my own

If the minister lacks of their nfeasure, they feeling to-day, as I look back, is that of
can still find the feod in his sermon as long one who has been led, led gently and wiseas there is a particle of it, and enjoy it to ly and in mercy. The way of my heavenly
their own profit, while they also, by sympa- Father has been better for me than that I
thy, encourage and help him to make his dreamed of and longed to walk in.
work better, “Chen

there

come in trouble and

perplexity,

to find comfort and

are

those

instruction.

I do not believe that my case is peculiar.

who

and hope
They, too,

I think that all who have any faith in God

are children of

We

must feel as I do.

are ready tomake the most of what they Providence. We are Jedin a way that we
get. They also inspire the minister to do know not. The hand that we hold as we
his best; their gleams of satistaction show stumble on, the hand that keeps us from
him when he has done well, and are a falling and guides us in the life path aphealthful stimulus.
| pointed for us, reins the stars in ‘their conrA numerous class come with ne extvuor- ses and was nailed npon the cross. If we
dinary pressure of feeling, but in truly de- cling to that band, we age sure that involional frame of mind and well inclined to finite love will direct our steps.” What need
hear the Word. They readily fall into the we more? Our pligrimage ou earth is soon
train of thought of the speaker, give him over. As we look back upon fifty years of
their sympathy, and regpond to his reason- it, it seems like a dream of the night.

Soon the

ter may constantly look for aid and encouragement.
Another class are inclined to indifference, and need a little effort to waken

know why we were led as we

them to attention.

groped our, way

element which makes

of God and the exhaustless resources of his
grace.—Herald and Presbyler.
»

The

most

discourage the most

persevering

Such hearers—if we may

was
ered with scarlet, stir-like. blosoms. It

w daily joy, and came

will

preacher.

to be in the withei-

ing air a perpetual surprise, Why
Jive and thrive when
this v

earnest

call them hear-

1

O——

There wasa season of painful dryness
two or three years before the last sad sume
mer. “The garden borders had wasted and.
spoiled, but in front of my window a love
ly cofivolvulus still climbed and flourished
on its trellis. Every morning it was cov:

totally indifferent.

the

Secret Springs.
—

Nothing will arouse them permanéntly,
‘The best preaching is thrown away upon
Novelty may excite them for a
them.
time, but unless they have a constant change
The aspectof a
they will soon subside.
congregation of this kind is very di-cour-

aging. * It will dampen

.

most joyous and exultant. We shall wonder greatly at our blindness and waywardness, but shall wonder most at the patience

by

sleepy,

enthusiasm, will spoil the best sermon,

our greatest

were mdgt despondent we should have been

With miuisand sets it toward a decline.
ters of a lower grade they are in danger of
degenerating into some of the more difficult
elasses. These are quite various in character, They generally constitute the obstacles to the growth of the: church and the
elements of discord.

Among theg are'the

doubt

no

see,

blessings 3+thag what we called prosperity
was our greatest danger and snare; that
when we were most elated and hopeful we
had least reason for being so, and when we

competent nien. In the hands of ministers
lading in widergy, they will constitute
the

the church

through

are

were

that the greatest trials

we shall

ends

shall

We

this wilderness.

occupied with
business
matters
and
thoughts outside of the church, and need
considerable effort to get them interested.
These classes test the preacher’s pluck, but
can generally be managed with success and

tarned into useful and active members

and in the

will disappear,

light of the day that never

Others aré greatly pre-

we have

which

amid

shadows

ing and his emotion. .
be profited. They are sure reljance to the
church—a class to whom the worthy minis-

ers—are very numerous, and are often re-’
of the midst
sponsible to a higher degree than the man
unto Joshiza, according to the strength of intellect and goodness of heart,
in the pulpit for dull preaching. Preferable
the tribes of the children of fully justified the “high and early ‘expecta:
carsied them over with them tionsof his friends.
to this sort of hearers are ‘the critical hearers, provided their criticisms are fair. They
unto the place where they lodged, and laid |, Fmmediately after leaving college he wn: world is very great, bit his gain is incon.
them down there.” The place where they, ered the army as a private, but was soon ceivably greater. He goes to meet a ma- {lin 1887. He wus converted in the year are likely, at least, to get interested, and to
lodged was Gilgal, situated more than six placed-upon the staff and in" different of- jority of the family, including a mother, 1814, at the age of 156 years. He became ghow it. Their attitude tends to arouse a
milés from Jordan. Verses 19, 20. The
fices did a large amount of hard and faith- brother and sister, and his God. He goes coldin the cause after a year or two, and belligerent spirit, and make the preacher.
While from weuriness'and suffering to rest and lived in that state until 1827, when he was lively, if nothing else.
phrase - laid them down there” probably ful cavalry service for his country.
He will thus be
_ means laid them down in the order in ope in this service he suffered the most painful heaven, bequeathing to his friends very aroused, and from that time until his death made effective, to increased edification of
AY
C
he never missed one day having family some of his congregation, if not of - his erit| experience of his life.
many . pleasant recollections, and to the yet,
the
His elder and only brother died inworld a life and example of uncommon |P {e was a member of the Milan
F. B. jos, and it would be a rare case in which he
R. D.
did not do them some good.
9. “And Joshua set up twelve stones in hospital where the subject of this article purity and truthfulness,
lehurch undil that interest went down, then
The worst hearers are the captious peothe midst of Jordan,in the place where felt obliged to do the work of attendant,
uafterof the Pratsburg church, which was
ple.
Some of them are captious through
the feet of the priests which bare the ark chaplain and undertaker for one whose life
Whether I um happy or unhappy is not wards moved to Pierceville. He was oiself-congeit. What they do not know is not
of the coYenant stood; and there they are and experience had been so mixed with his amy chief affair; what most and first con- dained
deacon in the year 1850.
worth knowing. Everything that is said is
unto this day.” Some have thought that own as to make him seem almost like ‘a cerngme is to find my work in life, to rebecame satisfied that he had | wrong. if they have not suggested it. Oihehurch
The
this verse was not originally in the manu- part of bimsell. In taking the corpse to +p 'cognize it, and to do it.
"
a'ligher duty to perform, and requested |.
“
seript, on the ground that there was no Memphis, he! was obliged to. 'ciirry the

stones out
Lord spake
number.of
Israel, and

1t is difficult for a poorly qualified”

people.

the force of the sermon depends very much
high standard
upon the hearer as well as upon the preach- "a
er.

the. average

upon the accepted standards,
Where there gre so"many dispositions to

kinds of persons know or think they know,
something that will be of use to the pastor
in his pulpit work, and few hesitate to communicate it to him. Not so much is said

about hearitig well.

upon

of his congregation, in matiers of doctrine,

If ministers ever fail to preach with efAdfect, it is not for lack of instrifetion.

but

hope.

year, less than

FraANCIS WAYLAND DUNN, son of Rev.
Ransom and Mary Eliza Allen Dunn, was
born in Wayne, Ohio;.Jan. 28,1843. Ina
small

the

or the reverse of these conditions may’ ex-

The preacher is by na means always to
blame for failing to produce the desired effects on his hearers, In what respects these
latter are guilty the Methodist thus sets
forth :
!

His can find room, for such a membership.
as a There is a natural fitness in such a method

intense—almost terrific,

who differ with him in taste or on points of
doctrine,
Some may want emotional

i

of

—

success and uncemmon popularity
teacher were such as his qualifications and
The alleged circumstance
of procedure.
hearty devotion to the work must have se-] that the denomination is a human institucured, and fully met the highest anticipation is brought forward not to -justify the
tions of his warmest friends.
Slowly but abandonmentof some old custom, but to
surely disease proceeded, with a fatality secure the introduction of a new one.
In
which seemed almost indifferent to climate making such a plea they practically admit
and circumstances jand although,able to ride that they are seeking to establish in the
and take gentle exercise yet for a long tie church a mere human custom.
he had been waiting,
with such patience
Axd then after having cut loose from the
and hope ashis uncommon fortitude and idea of the churches being divinely organquiet piety always supplied.
ized, the writer asks pathetically, © whethAt the age of fifteen he stood by the bed- cr the gospe! teaches us to require baptism
side of his dying sister, whose early piety, before admission info the church.”
We
Christian Tove and dying council moved meet this question with an emphatic yes.
and bowing The reason upon which we rest the answer
him to true consecration;
of that is, that wherever in the gospel, an admisthere at midnight in the shadow
sublime death-scene, he gave his heart to sion into the church is circumstantially rethat hour was

®.

Ilearers

of sprinkled or unbaptized membership find it
Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, and gave such
necessary to strip the denomination and
time and strength to teaching as health churches of their real character before they

permitted, untii discharged by death.

with

d

more complete will be

crowded into it, the

to “him.

dear

been

always

buve

and four children
mourn their loss,

will certainly

the

If they

o not sppead their

Other classes with whom the preacher
will be tried in a lesser degree are those

oblige us by showing how *‘ human institutions” can be so combined aslo make
one general divine organization. If this
can be done, perhaps it: will throw light
upon many mysterious questions raised by.
modegn Pantheists. Such a theory appeais

A few months upon the Rocky

They live to pick flaws.

are not numero

He has ‘been a subscriber to the Morning

interests

of this world.” - This declaration he. made,
too, to disabuse the minds of his followers

cate of this s{range theory

He

nature,

Since that time he has kad venom thratigh the congregation, they can
the pastoral care of Picrceville church. be disposed of by gettingsused to them,
He also had the charge of the Union church and paying them no attention. Sometimes,
for some time. He preached at several other however, they infect the whole congregachurches in the Ripley Quarterly Meeting. tion with their spirit, and then woe to the
only be difficult, but al- minister! At the best, however, the process
His place will not
fill. Though departed of getting used to them is a painful one,and
to
e
impossibl
most
from us, his life and example will live fresh they are an uncomfortable setto deal with,
in the memory of many who have been. The minister may well pray to be delivered
J
blessed by his labors. The denominational from all such.

was performed for four: hundred

Dunn.

studies were nearly saspended.

8. * The children of Israel did as Joshi
commanded.” Here is confirmation of, the

Syria and Turkey.

wore born eross. They are fault-finders by

pel Ministry.

to honor and praise God. It should lead
the Sabbath school as a body to think of
the past, and to keep fresh before jt the
recollection of those mercies it has receiv- God in unwavering faith which continued
such admission is described as haved. One gift of God ought, every Sabbath, unchanged to the last. The excitement of ingrded,
been
preceded Ly baptism, and that
to all,—the gift of Jesus

school at Great Falls, N. H., his secular
and religious education commenced, and in
such a way as to indicate even at that tenBeesting description of the influence of*this der age future successand goodness.
. memonal, we see (hat it was especially de- fore he was six years of age the mother
signed to help this people train their chil- whose godly
life, earnest prayers and
dren to reverepce and worship God. This pious council were never forgotten, passed
memorial sought to give religious instruc- away, leaving to the son her dying advice,
tion ‘to future generations. The passover and the Bible. After this painful interrupand ever (he * testimonies, and statutes, tion in the current of life its ;work was rehE
and judgments” of the law had a similar sumed in Boston, Mass.
" offi¢e for the children of later generations.
In 1851, the father's illness rendered
Ex. 12:26; Dent. 6:20. The law in its’ another change necessary, ¥d after a little
provisions for training children was far | experience in Wis., a location at Spring
seeing, Pietyis dependent on ghe relig- Arbor, Mich., gave the boy an opportunity
jons training of" children, and we know
to commence the study of Latin, before he
that if Christianity is to retain its conquer- was ten years of age, in Mh Central Col-

"ed terrifory, and to improve on the victo-

never

edge as could thus be secured for future
use, thereby adding much to the educational advaitages previously enjoyed.
Soon after his
geturn he was called to
the editorial work®of the Christian Free- to me not only uunphilosophical and unman, published in Chicago.
His work scriptural, but destructive of the character {
upon this paper is known. and estimated, of the: Christian church.
In sinking the
but the disadvantages under, which he |a- charch into the character of a human instibored, the amount of work performed,. and tution, it is practically put on a level with
the tax upon the system which at last other human organizations, and the moral
forced him frem the field can never be power which inheres in the belief or idea of
known
to man. Jt was evident that the its divine origin and authorityis forever
advice of physicians to leave that kind of gone. Christ has no human organizations;
labor and mode of life must
be eadopted. such as are not divine are none of his.
He had taken a trip in the Southern States
The theory is a dangerous one, for it
without relief, but waggtill encouraged to opens'the"way to ecclesiastical corruption,
believe that the atmosphere of western by allowing the introduction into a Chrismountains and plains would restore the tian church or denomination, of human dewéakened lungs, where all- the difficulty vices. For if the body itself is a buman in-

ued and vivid remembrance of mercies,
Specific seasons, places and deeds, corres-

Hence

the memorial was to be made noticeable by
size or shape, or the care thal guarded it,
or the veneration bestowed on it. (2.) The
monument therefore aimed to preserve the
knowledge of and interest in the way in

us to remember the

The lesson aches

other nations, the

fail of thdir object.

stones would

cele-

spot where thé river was crossed, and

swept down the channel to the sea. (3.)
Hence Joshua said, ‘ Pass over before
the ark of the Lord; your God, into the
midst of Jordan.” The first act was for
_the men to march to a place in front of the
ark. (4.) Each of these twelve mien was
required to take up out of the bed of the
river, ** out of the place where the priests’
* feet stood firm,” a stone for a memorial
monument.
“The place where the priests’

be found and
small stones

above or in the water, marking the

visible

Had it

would

that the writer lived

implies

Gen,

attention to the acquisition of such

this account

stones

of these

bave

‘met with anything like it'in the “Word of
God, the only infallible authority relevant
to the origin and character of the Christian

wrote but few letters, giving his time and

later period than the time of the events
this book was written.. How long after

the work than do those for whom they act.
The Israelites by their committee of twelve
erected these memorial stoves. The membérs of the church are served and do service by their deacons and pastors.
ES OF THE TWELVE.
y had not yet crossed- the
river,but in iew of their work had remainplace of crgssing.
Joshua
ve been with them.
(2.) The
w upborne by the shoulders of
the Levite priests who stood in the bed of
the Jordan. The ark was necessary to the

staying of the accumulated floods.

Arabia, Palestine,

this day,” denotes that at a

unto

are

are substitutes for all, no more do

they

at

flood, is not very deep, and the water is
‘beneath
transparent,so that it reveals all
it to the eye. * Hence the stones would be
They may vot have remained
visible.
The sentence, ‘ And they
many years.

the service has come. (2.) The men were
appointed as a committee of the nation.

Commander,

upon

of the humanizing sentiment which this
theory inculcates. The logie by which the
brother reaches. the conclusion that a de-.
| nomination though a ** section” of a church
that is of divine origin is nevertheless merespending a short time -in business, he ac- ly human, is certainly remarkable, We had
companied his father and the present edjtor supposed that the component parts of a
of the Morning Star upon an Eastern tour, body were always of the same kind in
passing tbrongh Europe and visiting Egypt, character as the body itself; and the advo-

monu-

except

river,

the

his

An article in the Star of Dec, 23,

ty of church character. . We

other days never fully returned.
Often a
shadow of gloom appeared upon the countrnance which a single word assdeiated
with this sad period.._
ot
After returning from
the
army and

stage of the

ordinary

at an

would,

ment

water, be visible, for

the time for

is noly first. mentioned because

from

ed

ers have: been crossed in some way, or.’

licénse from the Quarterly Meeting, which
was grantod in 1862. Ir. 1865 a coyneil. was
called which, after a. satisfactory examination, ordained him to the work of ‘the gos-

the above subject, presents a singular theo-

ed the long and tedious marches and many
battles, so that the natural cheerfulness of

who carried the stones to Gilgal no doubt
By supposing
also erected this monument.
the place where the priests stood with the
ark to have been near the shore, the

furlough

y

iH

av

Dodge, for whom he requested gratitude church. The writer “evidently believes, in
and honorable mention, the expectation of common with all F. Baptists, that our
having at last (he sad satisfaction of (aking cliwtches, whether considered as a denowithe remains to the family was some little pation or so many parts of a denomination,
relief; but the refusal ofa joung adjutant afe a ¢ section” of Christ's kingdom, and
of another department to alloy even a pe- ithe does so consider them, then he must
tition to the general for permission to pass abandon the theory which ‘represents them
the lines was the most cruel phase of all as mere human institutions, for Christ exthis grief.
The agony {hus ificreased shad- pressly declared’ that his * Kingdom is not

the middle of the channel, but where, if’
the waters flowed, the ark would be’surrounded. - Ke# an 1 Delitzsch therefore say,
and they ave followed in this by the Spdaker’s commentary, that the priests stood * ‘just
in the bed of the river, and close to its
eastern bank.” In that case, the stones
erected there would be more likely to re-

¥

.+

a

mean: in

necessarily

not

does

of Jordan”

MEMORIAL STONES,
®

is the same as for any

bo

A

_—-

p

treasure in the metallic case and carefully
sealing and expressing it home, was refused a pass and compelled to return alone to
the camp and the field. Having received

how-

evidence,

The

TE

EH

fie

Baptism & Church-membership.

long break in the Railroad; and then after,
with his own hands, depositing the .sacred

We du not know
of the rest of the book.
* In the mids!
where ‘the priests stood.
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STAR,

|

ghould
hardier

plants wilted and withered on every hand?
I took great comfort in watching the

bright, brave beauty, for I knew that Below
the parched surface soil there must be vital

What special advan-

moisture at the root,

tage this spot of earth had for. retaining
moisture I could not know; but there my

drought, living 2

beduty was, in heat and

witness toa secret, life-prederving power.

It was a blessed reminder through a season

of feebleness and

suffering, of that quiet,

hidden grace of Christ
believer

at

all

jimes

sustains the

which

seasons,

and

and

through most dangerous straits.
Sorrow does not conquer the spirit, woes

without and distresses within can not detroy when a rill from’ the living waters
flows to the

deepest root.

Truly says the

Psalmist, and truthfully echo our hearts in
all conditions of

earthly being,

gprings are in thee, ’—Advocate
dith.,

Vili

‘All my

and Guar-

=

FETTIRRSS

ERR

TS CREA
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A

RR

A

A
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ARY 18, 1a,
———

EB
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Selections.

at

|

term indicates a toneof character which
healthy moral sense always and every-

where approves.

———

to call,
He is too faint
r ;
Too far off to be hea 's highway
life
There are those beside word!
Lost for want of a
d
#¢ Lost for want of a wor
straying,
ge. ‘All in the black night ght
;
the mazes of thou
Among

;

ik

er books, it inculeales, delineates,

False lights ever betraying!
\
a human voice ,
hat
red!
Ob he murky darkness bad * stir
Lost and benighted forever!
Lost for want ofa word!

)”
« Lost for want of a word
be, nd
Too high, it may

3

noble,

To be ever checked in his sin, ble.
Or led to Christ in ns trou
No one boldly and truly
To show him where he Was! erred—
Poor liandful of dust and ashes

I”
"st Lost for want of a word
ken ;
A word thut might have been spo

Be lost for want of 2 word!

¥

VN

®

stout

for safety,

-

‘of

the case

It is

Saviour.

The

then dip-

fruit

ing

me,

a wretched

place,

fixed

him, and repeated her former question:
Does your book tell of the blood which
cleanseth from allsin ?” He sat down »

on the stool beside her, and inquired, “My
r friend, what do you want to know of

the blood that cleanseth from all sin
There was something fearful in the SBGIRY
manner as she replied,
of her voice and
“What do I want to know

of it?

am dying! I am going to stand

Man,

naked

With

of understanding.

1

be-

He

read

the

second

chapters

the
slight noise made him look round;
savage ruffian had followed him into his
mother’s

room, and,

though

face

his

partly éarned away, the visitor could
ceive tears rolling down

his

cheeks.

was

perThe

ghapvisitor read the third, fourth, and fifth
ener
ters, before he could get the poor
to consent that he should stop, and then she
would not let him go till he promised to
come again the next-day. He never from

that time missed a day reading“to ber un-

til she died, some weeks
blessed was it toesee how

afterwards; and
almost from the

first, she seemed to find peace by believing
in Jesus. Every day the son followed" the
visitor into his mother’s room aud listened
in silence but not in indifference.
Oa the
day of Ler funeral he beckoved him to one
side as they were filling up her grave, and

weak

and confiding attitude toward

the

One

was

Israel

a

1

then

child,

mot, be

loved

for

y

would read it every day; and I shall do

and

The

See.

A

test of

making

the

Christianty

experiment,

prayer a ‘‘ humbug”
reth a deception.

kis

son Wire Mills, 128 Maiden Lane,
Clark Street, Chicago, 1.
o

SAVE

is

ading

then

and

Jesus
:

trouble,

coms

and ashes?
prayer

Do those

‘a mockery?

who practice Christianity gow

of it, and

who pray
Do

men

utterly sick

utterly confess that it is a worth-

less imposture ? These are questions which
every believer and rejector of Christ should
squarely face.
Those of us who have tried Christ for
ourselves

him.”

misunder-

as a

Redeemer, a

friend,

and a

whom

we have

believed,” and

of this actual experience no-scoffer ean out-

can rob us.”
wit us, and ne gaimsayer
Miiny a povery-stricken Christian can say:
reComme and see how much supshine my

:

»

b

which

ligion

home.

pours

Ny

into

a

my

scantily-furnished

converted’

sensualist

can

say: Come and see how much cleaner my
life is siuce I gave my heart to Jesus, From
thousands of death-chambers has gone out
the triumphant testimony: ** For me to live
was Christ; for’ m2 to die is gain.—Independent,
.

Prevalence

of Prayer.
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The firm tone and flaskifiy
merenant that he had a boy ofprinciple and
orit heforé him. He felt that a boy who
oved his Bible after this fashion could be
trusted. He hired him, found him true and

———
Praise.
In the Epigfle of St. James, we find the
exhortation, *‘Let patience have her perfect
—
Gn
Nothing can detain a real prayer; its
work, that ye may be perfect and entire,
swilt and certain.
canst close the flight to the throne is-indites
our prayers,
wantin nothing.” -That epistle deals withd/ Great God i thou alone
Ghost
Holy
the
God
made
the wut of endurance, and obedience. wounds which a proud sensibility hathonable God the Son’ presents our. prayers, and God
with a
Perfection in these respects is, as a rule, in’ my heart, by nourishing unveas
- the Father accepts our prayers, and
gained by degrees through the grace of the and iniquitous hatreds which bave corrupt
it, what can not prayer
in
us
help
to
Trinity
forget
to
me
oly Ghost, and the influence of Divine ed it in thy sight, Enable
may be speaking’to some who
momentary injuries, in order perform? I . very severe trialy,—I feel
trath upon the wind, It is,” therefore, a fleeting: and
under
are
my
that thou mayest forget the crimes of be
proper subject of exhortation and prayer,
ersuaded that am,—let me beg them to
! to
*“That ye may stand perfect. and filled in ali whole life. Is it for me, O my God
promise to themselves as their
insalis, I take this
Perfection is “just the so inexorable to the slightest mercy and Own
the will of God.”
pray. God the Holy Ghost to
wie
thy
for
attainment of our telos, ¢. e., the end and who have such necessity
to" their heaits and make it
home
it
lay
[
which
of
consummation of our holy calling, Entire- indulgence? Are the injuries those with theirs, «IT will never leave thee, nor forness is wholeness or completeness of charac- corhplain, to be compared with dishonored sake thee.” God will not fail you though
you faint, he
ter, not leaving any part unsanctified, or which I have a thousand times the worm you fail yourself.
Though
any faculty to unrighteous- thy supreme grandear? Must inflymed at fainteth not, neither 1s he weary. Lift up
surrenderin
and
up his hand. Go
This does of the earth be irfitated
ness, or la ing apy good thing.
, while thy your cry, and he will lifture strongest there ;
to be filled to the the smallest marks of disdainlong,
you
not imply that all a
knees,
your
to
with
and
same shape; but it means that every one Sovereign Majesty hath so his rebellions pesort to. your chamber, and iv, shall be to
,
is to labor and pray that his Christian life go much goodness, endured
you none other than the gate of heaven
great God!
yuu,
to
heavy
grief,
may be not only genuine but complete and and his offenses? . . But no,
your
God
the sinner, and Tell your
consistent according to his capacity, that he thy glory isin pardoning my brother, ~ Ac- it will be lizht enough to him. Dilemmas
ng
forgivi
in
diffibe
shall
mine
peace.
of
God
be sanctified wholly by the
wiil all be plain to bis wisdom, and Ob,
this sacrifice which I make
gy®
stren
his
e
befor
h
vanis
will
s
2. The upright is “‘yashar,” the straight- cept, O Lord,
cultie
4
not
Estimate
‘he’ to theeof ‘my resentments.
forwardness, rectitud 0
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«Read it, sir,

had sincerely tested the efficacy of prayer by
praying fervently himself; if he had goue
to Jesus seeking light, and had found none;
if he had practiced Christ's precepts, and,
found himself the weaker and the worse

love edifieti—literally,

Jesus Christ's love can

Saviour,

Bibles RA,

Address

18 Maiden Lane. N.Y.

general. Press, and by Good

who

country,

the

while seaching his
mendation had let
“My Bible, sir.”
“Your Bible! What are you going to do
with your Bible here in the city {”’

he had never studied the New Testament,
and
knew very little about Jésus Christ. If he
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fiions of Family
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and our magnficen

Endorsed by the Musical, Educational and

a mer-

the test of personal examination and person- pose is found in Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
Pural experiment. I honestly believe that if the getive Pellets. No cheap wood or paper
noisiest skeptics of our day would spend a
oxes, but kept fresh and reliable in vials.
few weeks'in patient, trial of Christ's preHigh livers, those indulging in ease and
cepts by doing just what Christ commands
pleasure, and those of sedentary habits, can
them, if they would honestly pray te him
revent ‘Boils, Carbuncles, Gout, Red Skin,
and endeavor to live according to bis diruptions, Pimples,
Constipation,
Piles,
vine code, they would find their fog-bank of Drowsiness, Biliousness, and other condiinfidelity all drunk up by exposure to the sun tions induced by such habits, by taking
of righteousness. The mass of infidels are no from four to six of Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
men who have made the personal experiment Purgative Pellets once ‘a week, or, better
of trying to be what
Jesus bids them be, ‘still, one or two each night. They are sold
or of doing what Jesus bids them do. Hume, by dealers in meidcines.
one of the acutest of them all, confessed that

buiideth up.
These children approached Jesus by a
said, “Sir, 1 have been thinking that there way in which he is most accessible, and led
is nothing I should so much like as to others by- the same way—ignorant love.
spend the rest of my life in telling others ‘These are pre-eminently his ** children,” as
of the blood which cleanseth from all sin.”
contradistinguished from his controversial
‘Thus the great truth of free pardon ists or theologians, They are too little in
the
through the blood of Christ sinks into
knowledge to misunderstand bim. What
soul and saves it. Thus grasped when all was there'in him for his ¢ little” disciples
is gone, it has power to sustain the to misunderstapd
else
? They knew what they
drowning spirit, and lift it up
ve the wanted, and
en they came unto him
it
Thus
i
t
{
over
floods that are going
they found what they wanted—a Saviour’s
breaks the heart of stone, whic
nothin
love. Their believing was a simple exerelse could touch, and turns the a Ai
What more
of loving contidence,
cise
persecutor into the zealous teacher of Chris- could be expected of the adalt in years,
tianity.
who is a child in knowledge ? *¢ When
»

Singing

The only satisfactory

together lovely ! Jesus was irresistibly
fascinating to them, and to all who had
been “ turned” from the spirit of contentious self-seeking to the spirit of ignorant
love. Except ye be turned and become as
these lirtle children. The little believers
believe instinctively and utterly. Knowl-

edge pufleth up;

chant of a youth
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had asked the incredulous question, ** Can cumlations which produce functual derangeany good thing come out of Nazareth !” It is ment, and you remove the cause of most
the true counsel to be given every one who Aiseases which afflict the human family,and
is skeptical towards Christ and his gospel. thus save large doctors’ bills. The most

inquiring

their

Tmagine

“What

and sagacious answer to Nathaniel when he

side, or his most protrusive vanity.
gospels.
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Think of all thiz with reference to Jesus,
and these little children of his spoken of
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Ra

‘one, or

only to the few who know

the

all

one who hedges himself about with conditions; or stops the approach to himself with
a sentinal disposition requiring a countefknown

to be

Come

disciples, and blessed the ignorant love of
the Jittle ones. Take yourselves out of the
way of the little in knowledge and the
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amount
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knowing disciples rebuked those who
brought his little disciples to him, be rebuked the contentious self-seeking of the big

son, and recoils from an unfriendly

work

the Human
pair and be
eler in eve:
ne,
- a Trade-Mavk,
cle and handle of

Lad

finaily made him his partner.
In this fact you see a merchant taking it
for
gran that a boy who loved his Bible
of his inner nature carries a rare pleasure
Yashion could be trusted. ‘He was
1M
after
«
|
with him always. Hard things appear to
the point, and tell me if you
Mark
right.
him easy; heavy burdens seem light; sora Bible-hating boy who can be
row knocks often, it may be, but orten
goes can find
that boys who hate
away, seldom enters. Aud when it does trusted. Tsn't it a fact
If, therey?
enter, when the clouds come and the sun- the Bible are not betrustworth
true, trusty and_trustto
wish
you
fae,
light is hidden, when the soul walks: down
your Bible. With the
into the night and sees never a star, what ed'gou mast love
guide of your life,
and
rute
the*
as
Bible
then?
Ah, then trebly blessed. is the singperformed in a manner
ing heart. If it can sing psalms at such a every duty willto beGod, and of necessity well
time the stars will shine. Dawn will come well pleasing
pleasing to men.—8. S. Messenger.
quicker, the sunlightsoener reappear,

great in ignorant love, he said. Their confore G
1 have been a wicked woman,
fiding is more to me than your knowing.
. a very wicked woman, all my life. - [ shall Then he put his hands upon these littl
have
to. answer for everything
1 have children of his, not in any abstruse or ecdone,” and she groaned
biiterly as the clesiastical sense, but in the simplest bathought of a lifetime’s iniquity seemed to man-and Saviourly sense.
cross her soul. “But once,” she continued,
Now put with this narrative what you
“once, years ago, I came by the door of a know about the inquiring and confiding of
church, and I went in—I don’t know what children. You know that none show so
for. I was soon out again, but one word I eager or so simple-spirited: a curiosity as
c heard there 1 never forgot. It was some-all the children to see the great personage or
thing about blood which cleanseth from
the new guest—the man of renown when
gin. - Oh! if I could hear of it now.
Tell he shows himself in public, the visitor
me, tell, if there is anything about that when he comes down to breakfast. The
blood in your-book !” The visitor answered chil
d on the lookout for a new
is always
by opening his Bible and reading the first friend, for some charming person who shall
creature
poor
The
Epistle of St. John,
be a new object of confiding love and inseemed to devour the words, and when he quiring trust. You know that the child
paused she exclaimed, «Read more, read shows friendliness toward a friendly permore.”

the

The singing. hearts are ever a blessing
unto themselves.
A song is joy-giving.
He who can sing sweetly in the undertone

the big and

‘On another occasion, when

but

Ee

your knowing, you do not know that 1 am
more in need of confiding souls than of
executive assistants. Iam displeasdd with
those who question or obstruct, or give a
It is a
subordinate place to this idea.
fundamental idea.
’

upon

eagerly

her eyes

not

serves;

man

on the

requirements are as worthy of your

The

The greatest are those who are great-

position,

a

takes to give you the energy and enterprise
which the service of such a master demands.

est in trusting love and loving trust. They
are not those who are greatest in position
it is a question of disor in knowledge.

wholly destitute of furniture, except a
three legged stodl and a bundle of straw in
a corner, upon which were stretched the
wasted limbs of an aged woman.
When
the visitor entered, she raised herself upon

he

wiiich

very amuch

most strenuous obedience as he himself is
worthy of your warmest love, but it nnder-

cipality and power.” 4. The term ‘‘perfected” applies either ta’ worship or to char-

The visitor pushed open the door and en-

of work

depend

little

vites you

prio-

all

mind,

whose

ted into the fellowship of his spirit, the enjoyment ot his grace, and the riches of his

sin?”

one elbow,

ty.
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they being the most perfect artificial

Visit

and arduous.

duties are responsible

es in her beart
a place
secure fox_yourselv
of hearts, and will bring down blessing supon your own souls.— Methodist Recorder.

that little may not be well done. This is
the glory of the gospel. It not only in-

Jesus Christ being “full in
which it abides.
grace and truth, is for us all-sufficient, and
we are completed in him, as we are’ admit
of

Service.

and quality of that worle will depend as
much on the mood of mind in which he
does it. The master may be good, and the
things which he commands nfay be good,
but unless the servant have an eager, will

is gathered from a tree, but as the branch
is supplied with sap, and so covered with
clusters of grapes from the liging vine of

inheritance, ‘who is the Heall

will

waster whom

him begone with his nonsense, or he would acter.
Ip the former sense it is true of
While the visitor Christians in their lifetime, in the latter it
kick him down stairs.
was endeavoring with gentleness and pa- is not.— Sunday Magazine.
tience to argue the point with him, be was
startled by hearing a feeble voice, which
Ignorant Love.
appeared to come from behind. one of the
et
4 en
broken doyrs that opened upon tite landing,
saying:
:
** little children” spoken of in Matt,
The
*hook tell of the blood which 18:3, were no more the children of Jesus
*‘ Does
cleanseth from all sin ?”
after they came to him than they were beFor the moment the visitor was. too fore. To answer and settle once for all
much absorbedin the case of the hardened the question of contentious seif-seeking—
sinner before him to answer the inquiry, who is the greatest of his followers—our
and it was repeated in urgent gnd thrilling Lord called to him a little child of his, and
tone.
set him in the midst of them, and said:
“Tell me, oh!
teM me, does your book Here is, and will always be, the greatest of
tell of the blood which cleanseth from all them as respects attitude of heart toward
It was

fre
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ped in the lake and carried away, but as
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lake in a constant, living flow. Xe is filled,
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and
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all perfect

has

new and

filled, not as the vessel

him

told

be

and

resoutces in his Lord and

that he came there with the- desire to do
him good, and to see him happy, and that
+ the book he had in his hand contained the
secret of all happiness. The ruffian shook

tered the room.
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A yisitor among the poor was
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climbing the broken staircase which led to
a garret in one of the worst. parts of London, when his attention was arrested by a
msn of peculiarly ferocious and repulsive
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place, leaning with folded arms against the
about the
There was something
wall.
man’s appearance which made the, visitor
...shudder, and his first impulse was to go
back. He made au effort, however, to get
one

and
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Dr. Guthrie says: “I have read of brave,

and en-

What
soul shall’

right early.”—Spurgeon.

7

Cured.

When death was hourly expected from Consumption, all remedies having
failed.accident led
onlyto a‘childdiscovery whereby Dr, H. James cu oe
with a preparation of Can:
bi
gives this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay
expenses, There is not a single. symptom of: Consumption that it does not dissipate—Night Sweats,
Irritation of the Nerves, Difficult Expectoration,
Sharp Pains in the Lungs, Nausea at the Stomach.
Inaction of the Bowe's, and Wasting of the Muscles
Address Craddock & Co. 1032 Race Street, Phila.
delphia, Pa., giving name of this paper.
26442

God is with you; he will'help you and that

Old Sins.

a man dwelling in the Lord, hidden in him

—

A’ Consumptive

¥

y

4

|

:

HET

Ai

nr

4

)

*

man’s heart shall quail, or what
faint? * Lift up the hands that hang down,
and confirm ‘the feeble knees. Say unto
the feeble in heart, * Be strong; lear not.

Lord, thy promises. 1t'is in this hope that
I presume to reckon upon thine eternal
mercies.— Massillon. :

streams upon them, into them, and to them, there, and that, made perfect at length in
[It is no. holiness, he shall enter by the dismal gate
as they dwell by faith in Christ,
more the case of a man walking before the of death into the Tull and glorious liberty
Lord,-and, being perfect as Noah, Abra- of the children of God.”

¢hul,by thy dumboess,

.

streets. of

refuge.

the God of Jacob is our

en ‘the trespasses'of our brethren, fulfill, O

They ave not taken up into the divinity ; at

dim,
‘Who knows what eyes may be
broken?
Or what hearts may be aching and
rs,
Go, seatter beside all wate
Nor sicken at hope deferred ;

The Cleansing

A MAN OF A THOUSAND.

not to Gath that Tsrael dan not trast

n God; publish“it not. in the

$7

Lost for want of & word!

Let never a

tell it

:
and the slightness

troable can dismay those
elon
“that
pride which had maghified them, and had ‘Ashk
rendered me so feeling to them, ‘And sec- who lean upon the eternal arm. With
ing thou hast promised to forgive us our Jehovah in the van, O hosts of Israel, dare
trespasses whenever we shall
bave forgiv- you fear? The Lord of hosts is wi h us,

though

revelation, must. not Suppose that they
haye
any priority or superiority in inculeat»
ing the virtue and strength of a sincere and
-| upright character. Holy Scripture is not
entirely occupied with the © history of divine
interpositions, or even with the salvation ot
sinners. In its earlier as well as in its lat-

Ls

eves and dying;
Lost fon amongtesthipas
sin
evi
he is Iying.
Priests spi 2 where

“

Balaam,

of its value to cry,—*‘Let me die the death
ofthe yashar, and let my last end be like
his,”
Moralists,
who
repudiate divine

!

:

Even

:

ot the injuries which Y orast, but by that

himself consciously, and from a selfish motive, swerving from rectitude, knew enough

rd.”
« Lost! for Want of a Wo
ant ofa word!”

] A
a its value by the puerility

:
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and

come

under, is too heavy and must be laid down
or become

a

when

thing;

a crushing

true

How
Somebody

was

—

once

reporting

to the

poleon, ** he bas shown himself able to organize an army, to plan a campaign, to
“win and use a victory; but in order to know

and secure it; to

counteract

a hurtful

in-

fluence before it has had time to werk serious practical mischief; {o charge promptly
upon opposition and crush it in the bud;
. lo snatch a victory from the very borders
of defeat, as did Sheridan in the valley of
the Shenandoah; to rouse the army and
start off for Richmond as Grant did in the
wilderness, not

at

all

recognizing

the re-

pulse which his antagonist had assumed
was effectual,—all this is something that
proves merit and deserves to be studied and
copied. Such men are born to lead, and
the masses incline to follow them as by instinct. . Whether they act in the military
sphere or the moral, whether dealing with
material’ forces

7

or moral

ideas,

whether

leading an army or applying the teaching
of the gospel,they cheer and encourage and
aid the multitude who would faint or fly or

surrender but for their presence and magnetism. We are always needing brave leaders who join equal courage and skill in
their

plans,

and

whose

mevements

ever

carry a pledge of victory.

But few men apd women

can always

count on victory. The highest human wisdom sometimes fails. The largest skill is
baffled. The best-laid plans miscarry im
the execution.

= Factors

come

inte

the

problem which were not estimated.
Disasters appear in unexpecied quarters. The
fire consumes hoarded treasure.
A partner plays the rogue or the rascal.
The
tempest sends the freighted ship to the
* bottom of the sea.
Sickness arrests the

indebted

tress up religion, still fails to find the help
that has been’ long pleaded for, and now
threatens to come tumbling down on the
heart and hope of its responsible managers,”
—when such things are suffered, then the
soul knows what it is to be really tested,

and nothing

save the puré gold of godli-

ness and faith will come out of thecruciblé,
around which the fierce flames wrap themselves as a garment.
They. who can then
keep their calmness, and hold despair at

Let

them

not

faint,

nor

falter,

A’ calm and trustful

resolution in defeat may enable them to
speak more effectually for religion in a
week than they could speak forit in a
year, when they were singing peans over
their successes
and triumphs.
Bravery is
meant for. dangerous places. The special

campaign is never so fine and significant a
thing as when it springs out of a defeat at
the end of a long and hard-fought battle.
A soul grows rapidly into pnobleness that
calmly trusts and toils on when the way is
full cf shadows, and the heart is torn with
griefs and fears. And such {oil and trust
shall not fail of their reward.

Is It Backward?
C—O

Oe

Some of the papers have given special
prominence fo the fact, that the past year
has been marked by what seem reactions
from the progressive movements of recent
times.
There is indeed something a little striking in the facts alluded to.
Three
or four years since, Europe seemed striding
toward republicanism, or a larger and truer

liberty for the individual, in polities and

religion. But the movement seemsto have
been arrested. France,though still refusing
Beurbonism, has disappointed: her republican leaders and prophets, and taken steps
that give heart and hope to imperialists.
MacMahon is virtually dictator, and the
popular voice and tendencies remind one of
the days when Louis Napoleon was quietly
planning his coup d'etat which made him
emperor and kept popular rights in contempt for years.—Spain bas actually gone
back from Castelir to Alfonzo, and, it is
said, with: Castelar’s approval and Cuba's
| congratulation.—The protest against ultramontanism in" Germany seéms less clear
and effective than it was; the Pope holds
eut

firmly,

and

Bismark

is

evidently

plagued to manage the Vatican.—The
servative party is agaim in power
land,

with the Tory-Jew,

con-

in

Disraeli,

Eungat

the

head of affairs.—In the United States, the

Democracy

sweeps the

can states, and

the

old

strongest republileaders, lately

rc-

reaffirm the old ealvinism, and cast out
Prof. Swing for failing to honor the Five
Points.—The C, Baptists
reassert
re-

abiding blessing.
all the surer

And so wg shall get on

awd

better,

for these

lived checks and delays.”

God's

word

is

of Prayer.—Its

,

Use.

—

Whether the husbandman -has sufficient
and suitable provision for the winter's
need or not, depends quite as much upon
his care of the harvest as upon his diligence’
in seed time.
So, whether the churches
derive the highest benefit from the week of
prayeror not will depend .quite as much
upon their conduet how that it~bars passed,
as upon their prayers while it was passing.
If we, that is, the churches, arise from
the devotion and prayerfulness of the past
week, to indulge a spirit of ease and indifference, it might be almost as well for us to

have had no week ofprayer atall.

It is
_depressing influences than others.
the office of religion to add to the strength
and keenness of the susceptibilities. A
traly religious heart has more and quicker
Derves in it than qthers,
The sympathies
_ grow tender and keen under Christ's training. And so baffled plane, and hindered
efforts, and

when

delays of , hope,

and

defeats

even the

waters

near

the

shore

nly change their course and sweep on

‘more strongly than before,

So truth ‘and liberty are not mastered
when to our partial vision they seem to be
¢ The
overborne and turned ‘backward.
world moves” in spite of Galileo’s enforced
of the lips that were

just

break

to

denial, and the truth hastens

out

dishonored

now

victories
seemed so needful to
a falsehood. The human mind only
Christ's honor ‘and the prosperity of his with
pauses in ils progress and ascent while the

church,-—these

often

strain the patience

and tax the faith and burden the resolution

in a fearful way.—When

advanced position is being fortified, and
while the truth which

the

seers

beheld

is

a faithful pastor
sees’ chiefly tares springing and grow. establishing itself in the rational confidence
of the massgy of men.
Providence does
ing in the field wher
he haselong cast the uot let us go on too presumptuously.

ood seed of the kingdom in labor and

prayer: and tears; when a hard-working
«churob-finds that
the load, long staggered

It
will compel us 16 recognize and take along
with us whatever

is needful

and

the past, so that cur futurd’ may

vital

in

lack no

Helps.

to the man

in whose fertile

mind

the

of a uniform lesson for Sunday school instruction originated. The courage, faith
and persistence with which be advocated
his idea, have found“thier reward in the very

general adoption of the Tuternational series
of lessons, and

tended

their

the

success

Which

becomes

revived,

renewed and sanctified

it

has

at-

use bas confirmed the highest

hopes ¢ntertained concerning them.

cou-

dition will - not remain of ‘itself.
This
kind cometh not but by prayer and fasting,
and

it

remaineth

means.

not

but

by

the

same

Ha

:

It, during the week of prayer,the church-

es have accomplished what they ought to,
considering that they have had the infinite
heart beating for them and its hand help-

back

in

six

hours

afterwards,

hasn't

those who most need the

benefits of Christianizing

influences, are go

of prayer

is the ‘sign of a some-

what gloomy condition
say it with the air of one
between the dark

and

of things, we
feeling “his way

the

light,

and who

isn’t just certain that it is in this or that direction that he ought to step. .Because, if
the churches were just where they ought to
be, we should need no week of prayer. It
would be one unending week of praise, the
sound of whose veice would be reaching to
|. the furthest, corners of the earth.
Not that there would be no foes to fight,
no lost to seek, no sin to deplore,

no grace

and faith of which we should feel a constant

and highest-need.
to be

so

constantly

chinery of our faith,

But we should not need
overbauling

making

new

ments, looking up ‘the strayed

the

ma-

adjust-

and delin-

quent, exhorting them to service,—in short,
lifting the broken train upon the track, and
pushing
it up to the point where.
it

parted.

y

If this were an attempt at fault-fiading,
we should try to make it more pointed by
quoting passages in the same strain from
tbe inspired Word.
The Laodiceans
were talkedto very plainly for their lukewarmness, and so were a good many others
of the primitive churches, If $he apostolic
temper was not proof against their exasperating sluggishness, the subject may be
at least referred to in these times.
If we were aftempting an ideal condition
of the church, which would be folly, considering that it must always act through human

channels,

we

should

words,

the

the

for the'son, nor to suggest any

uniform

lesson,

has created a demand

the writer,

We do

not

meddle

with

notice,

nor

grief that Jies behind this

the
stop

keeps

change

in

difficulty now is, not to'find suitable help, . servant and died in the calm hope of an intelligent and devout believer.
We only

but to select from the multitude of valuable
works

offered,

such

as will best serve our

Notes,

complete

in

one

vohime,

and

sons

only, that of Dr.

been

already

noticed

Howard Crosby has

in these columwhs.

Another most excellent book, combining in
itself almost all that the majority of teachers will need, or be able to

use

and value.

Among

profitably,

the monthly

magm-

zines, ‘“The American Sunday School
Worker” is of substantial value in all its
departments, giving articles on general
matters and notes on the lessons. Its black-

lively, and eminehtly practical.—** The S.
8. Journal” has also an established reputa-

| ot notes on

each

lesson,

one

of

add a word Of testimony to his manly spirit,
his quiet heroism, bis thoughtful and dis-

crimizating intellect, * his

which.

is

high-toned

bitioh when Tie inspected the

world

amas the

theater of his active lie, bis firm and gen-

erous friendships, his rare appreciation of
whatever was really true anc
le, and

his modest but brave fidelity

i

convictions,

Nof every ohe who shardd

of

great value for its full and clear explanation of the,original text,
.
Of the special works treating of the les-

rarely reached. Pat the Church on its mettion, and gives abundant promise of holding
tle, and keep it there, and who doubts that,
Fits position.
Its blackboard illustrations
it would soon outstrip all the forces of evil,
are more elaborate than those in the “Workand come up glowing to the kingdom with
er” and *“ “Teacher,” requiring some artistic
a redeemed world in its chariot ?
skill, but appropriate and useful when well
When we say that the necessity of a
done. This magazine also gives two series

week

and sorely wounded

well chosen as’ they are, do but little in the

for special helps in the preparation of the the portrait which is thus offered to the inlesson, and this demayd has been respond- spection of the many friends of the noble
ed to with such energy and skill, that the ‘und brave young man who lived ag Christ's

much to commend in it. It is an excellent
arrangement for tides, but a very poor one
for the churches.
:
We all know that what is urgently needboard exercises are simple and excellent,
ed in this respect is a sustained interest. It
entirely available to anybody.—‘* The Nais for lack of this that prayer meetings are
tional 8. S. Teacher” is already well known,
dull, that the world is less deeply stirred by
being the oldest of its class, as well as one
the spectacle of a live Christian faith, and
of tbe best.
It im especially bright and

that the masses,

a forProfesHillsloving

to speak of the love which the father

is~the work of Dr. Franklin Johnson, ening them, the world ought to be much
titled * Heroes and Judges
This comnearet the millennium condition than it
bines Commentary, Bible Dictionary
and
was a fortnight since.
Whether that conspiritual instructiop, and contains in addidition is ever fully reached or not depends
tion to the common text a revised transla-almost wholly upon the churches holding
tion by Drs. Hackelt and Bliss. It has also
these advanced posts. To be occasionally
the merit of being inexpensive.
’
advancing, and just'as occasionally retreatComing now to the periodical literature
ing, like the tide which comes regularly up of this department, we find both variety
to a certain line only to go just as regalarly

Ou our second page will be found.
mal and fitting obituary of the late
sor of Rhetoric and Belles Lettres in
dale College. Tt is written out of a
heart, and

has come, and henceforth he walks

the

eternal sunshine,

erect in

and’ girds himself

with the vigor that shall never fail. Thank
God for so much of the earthly life as gave
us the prophecy of Lis high powers and

servige ; let him be doubly thanked

for the

revelation of that other life where the
promise shall neither miss fulfillment’
nor
suffer delay.
We recall with especial pleasure the acquaintance with him which grew up during
the early part of a year ‘of foreign travel.
It was a study and a joy to witness the working of his young, ardent, inquiring mind,
as the objects and experiences supplied by
that foreign tour were

met.

If

lived

in-

tensely, though his enthusiasm was of the
quict rather than of thie explosive ‘kind.

will treat them

and

fullness.

Its

blackboard work is neat, beautiful and generally not too difficult. Its low price brings
it within the reach of all our teachers.
*‘ The Normal Class” is-a new magaz'ne
designed especially for pastors and superintendents, and will doubtless

value
World”
in form
azine,

be

of great

to them.—* The Sunday School
is a very unpretending periodical,
mote like a newspaper than a magand contains in every number some

of the most valuable articles we meet with.
It presents many very excellent concert and
review exercises, which we have often used

with great satisfaction.—¢
The S. S. Times”
is the only weekly paper in this- field
which we are acquainted, and

with

this is never

a large

amount

of

material

thought and high uses.
to

interpret

ually.

and

for

He broadened and

g¥stmilate

his

grew

He prized greatly the old

cootin-

world for

what it had to teach him; he was very free
iv studying the varied phases of religion
which offered themselves to bis notice.
But he came back a more inteuse and ap-

preciative American
away;

than when

he went

and, if his Christian faith had grown

more questioning and

eritical,

it had

also

become more solid and vital in his view.
He bad used his opportunities as only a
sound-hearted young man will, and he had
gained from them what he was intent on
gaining from everything,—the power and
the purpose tobe a truer man and to live a
worthier and
more serviceable life.
But we only meant to say a word or two

of

quict

appreciation,” and

express our

sense of the real loss brought by
sickness and his early death.

speech easier than

silence.

his long
We find

It has just

assumed the octavo form. All these periodicals give special notes and illustrations
have, placed it
for the primary teachers. Most of them
Confining ourodicals

mentioned

above,

the

historical

works of Josephus will be found of great
value during the first six months of the
present year.—A small work entitled ‘The
Gospel in the Book of Joshua” is rich in
spiritual lessons and freshness of thought.
From these and many

other

ers may derive much

help in their work,

but

let

sources, teach-

But we end

as they may be, are but human helps. Let
there be always a close,careful and thorough
study of the Bible itself. Nothing else can
fill its place. And let this be done with
constant, earnest prayer for the enlightening

influence

of the Holy Spirit.

Then

@

be.

It is sufficient

indication and ‘pledge of the Presidents
intentions towards\that section that Gener.

al Sheridan has been placed in command,

and_ has already begun to feel for the
throat of the difficulty.—It must have been

observed how the lawlessness and defiance

of southerners increase as theii representa.
tion in Cougress becomes larger.
We
know of no issue at present before
the
country fraught with half the uncertainty
and danger that this one is.
If the work
of reconstruction” can proceed and be accomplished without the saddest accompanying results, it will be something to be profoundly grateful over.

alists, it is held, will. not be
this separation, but will be

weakened by
immeasurably

more enforced, as the mighty effect of the
Prayer Crusgde has provéd. + We do not
know why the movement could not be fitmany other
tingly imitated in a good
;
cities,
~——CiviL RiGaTs. The treatment of this
subject in Congress the past week is highly
important as showing both the nature of
the opposition to it and the parties who
made the opposition. The phrase, *‘a white
man’s government,” comprehends the natare of the opposition, and the parties

who

make it are fromdthose very sections, or
else their northern sympathisers, where the

negro has been tortured as a slave and

lat-

bill and to defeat it when

presented.

And

it is with men of this character that northern clérgsmen and leading religious newspapers have classed themselves in declaring
against the constitutionality and advisability of any bill that is going to - “exasperate
our

southern brethren.”

What

about

the

murdered and degraded colored people,
who are also our ‘‘brethren”? Shall .these
be left to experience the cruelty of the past

few years,—having (reed them from legal
slavery, shall we leave them to suffer the
wrath of their enraged masters? If ‘we do,
the Democratic
politicians in Congress who
now oppose the bil will not be the only
ones responsible for the degree of public
sentiment that has been created against it.
It is difficult

to

understand

how,

having

given the negroes freedom, we can ‘stop
short of guaranteeing them full citizenship.

|

——A

WORD

——

THAT RINGS.

The

published

discourse of Dr. Behrends, of Cleveland,
on

the communion question, makes a mark and
compels formal notice from the C. Baptist
papers, It is something fresh, able; fervid,
and its tone and method are such as forbid

it to be ignored or dismissed in a paridgraph
or put down by means of an emphatic pro-

only

to the

logical

Supper,

he will be emphatically told,—as he always

AND

THE

CATHOLICS.

Gladstone scems to have slipped out of the
controversy raised by his pamphlet, and

left the two wings of the Catholie church to

unnatural one.

Current Topics.

and scriptural prerequisite

your study be refreshing to yourself and
your teaching profitable to your class.

the power that would

and a wide copying.

claiming that true faith is the

will

But that organization is a practical nullity,

for the conservhtives refuse to sit with the
legislature, thus keeping up a state of cop.
fusion in the city and of contempt towards

diseuss the issues among themselves. That
is rather an unusual course for matters of
that kind to take, but perhaps it is not an

test, His position is z little peculiar, and
he writes in the interest of fraternity and
Christian conciliation. He wishes to aliay
controversy by lifting the-subject above the
ordivary level of partisan debate. He will
not be likely to~meet perfect success. In

it not be forgotten that these, good

must be considered the legal one, was a).
lowed to organize and proceed to business,

——GLADSTONE

furnish, occasionally, at least, new songs.

In addition to the commentaries and peri-

the

this notice by simply saying, that, in the
death of our young friend, we recognize
the departure of one whose abilities were

weakley.
.Vigorous and wide awake, it ample enough to make a chasm when they
‘excels in full reports of interesting meetdrop out of our'cirele; snd whose qualities
ings and able addresses, and gives a good of character deserve a long remembrance

variety of religious reading.

the State House, of armed troops that

Kellogg government, which for the present

gress, who have tried every means to both
prevent my consideration of the civil rights

deepened month by month, und

The

month, and

week, ‘was tlie occasion of a wild and al.

most lawless scene, which we are glad to
How
say just escaped a bloody issue.
long that issue can be avoided remains (o
beseen. Tt was only by the presence, in

power

occu-

pied proves the pluck of its founders.

of the

The assemblin

——SOUTHERN ANARCHY.

of the Louisiana legislature, last Mouday

after

entrance iuto a field already so well

with unusual variety

aly

terly hunted and murdered with cruel persistence. It is these men, allowed by magnanimofs countrymen to come into Con-

He saw much, reflected more, and gathered

lessons

at

which

and

ance had really measured him.
carried his heart in his sleev
the sanctuary of his soul t
public, nor displayed th full wealth and
worth of his nature to
But they who’ really
Anew him with his
BROTHERHOOD
OF
owmgordial consent/ were: almost sure to eee AL TEMPERANCE
* The Temperance Brotheraccord him morehan the average esteem: Cuurcaes.
hood of Churehes,” now fully organized, in
and love, and bh
Brooklyn, N. Y., adds another to the long
as intercourse fipened into intimacy.
He
has been so
lghg and so thoroughly an in- catalogue of organizations or * denominaunder which its
valid that
oily a small circle of friends tions” on temperance,
contend.
minds”
many
of
¢
friends
many
were awaye
how noble a nature was walking near them by the borders of the grave, The present idea ig that it is time for temror what efficient powers of mind and heart perance to be more distinctively religious
were kept-back trom high and needed work or church work, relying on supernatural
in the world by a physical debility ‘to which: power and spiritual regeneration of the indeath alone could. put an end. That end dividual. The outside efforts of mere mor-

prepared by-an eminent English teacher.—
* The International Lesson Monthly” is a
new candidate for popular favor, and its
single number jssued gives ample evidence
of ability and promises well for the future,
as it has special features which will commend it to earnest workers. It will confine itself, we judge, almost entirely to the

it deserves,

which

least some who déal with it so well illus.
trate? Men like Dr.B. can hardly fail to
help find the truth whose hearty acceptance

is the plain road to twhity.

ani.

: | way of setting forth what is in the spirit of

remain

it, that blessed

F. W.

The great interest in'Sunday&chool work,
enkindled within the last ten or fifteen
years and greatly increased by the use of

If the purpose.

will

Prof.

idea,

Why not let it have

the full, free, fair, manly and Christian dis.

purpose.

A brief notice of several of these
may
be
of
service to many of our readers
in that cendition only by a faithful use of
in
assisting
them
to choose for their own use.
the means which brought it there. If backAll the standard commentaries have their
sliders have been reclaimed, it will need
points of excellence, and that of Matthew
but the slightest indulgence of the old habHenry is especially rich and suggestive.
itsto slide them quite as far back as they
A less expensive work on the entire books
were before. If the Spirit bas found his
of Joshua and Judges is found in Bush's
way to any heart, and has, in a measure,

Chorch

out of a labyrinth. Other men combine to
defeat us, or God’s providence puts™i bar- stricted communion with fresh emphasis, much higher than we have.
rier in the path more impossible to scale and deal out effective discipline to the men selves strictly to the practical life which
than the Jungfrau, or which laughs down who represent a larger freedom at the now holds us,and making all proper allow_ assaults like Mont Blane.
Defeat is at Lord's table.
Is progress really giving ances for its drawbacks, it may still be said
that the churches are. quite too far away
| times really inevitable.
The planning place to retrogression ?
Brain and the resolute will find something
We think not,
Great niovements are from that aclive, earnest, sustained-spiritustronger thur themselves, and must yield. never quité steady and unresisted.
The al condition which they ought constantly to
seek and rejoice in. It is this lack that
And even when nothing else can do it, glacier is at times checked by tlie mountain
death looks in upon the fearless or despes spur; but it waits only while the forces gives men of the world their sharpest argument against the efficiency of our religrate wrestler, and the strained muscles re- gather and combine, and then the mass
Jax at once, and the giant of yesterday is suddenly moves on, carrying the rocky ion to.claim and hold the working, persistweaker to-day than a little child.
barrier (hat stood in the way. One may ent, loyal allegiance of the masses, both
j
These are the things that test souls. now and then see the waters below the the highly intellectual and thosé of a lower
Many that seemed capable of anything till falls at Niagara, near the shore, swirling order, The work that humane and Chrissuch a strain came, wholly go down and about in an eddy, and then sweeping oack tan agencies accomplish when they put
_ show themselves weak as water then. Even Ftowards the precipice. But it is only’ a themselves to tasks is proof both of the
Christians illustrate this sort of failure.
It local and temporary movement.
Out be- need of this sustained interest and of the
is not strange, perhaps, © For Christ's dis- yond, in mid channel, the mighty current is sin of neglectingjf.
The more we think of it, the more we
ciples are human.
The flesh is feeble. ever setting toward the sea, and, in another
moment,

School

—_—
The Christian world is greatly

short-

still, * Go forward!”

Week

Sunday

Somehow jt

If the Star seems ‘{o be a ghost that will not down at

has been offered for years, still-seems farther “from an answer than ever before;
when a publie. institution, meant to but-

come back into power.—The Presbyterians

Aid they are not less but more sensitive to

and give. with the slavery. question.

her 4 spleudid mansion there.

cussion

padiated for their ‘concessions to despotism,

into the brain that was “thfeading the way

he lead her gently into heaven,

tions, our work is clothed with greater significance, and shall be done with a higher

‘sphere of faith is under a starless sky, with
“and measure him fully, we must see ‘him
after a defeat.”
, the voice of the storm moaning through the
Jackmess.
The organization of a fresh
There is deep meaning in that remark.
No man is fairly tried and properly proved
till disaster comes to him.
There may be
great merit in winning successes.
To escape defeat may prove large skill and masterful resolution. To anticipate danger and
provide for it; to foresee what-is wanted

ministers so

ised land in such a way and spirit as would
make their possession of it a Jarge and

.| strongest testimony.

great Napoleon the rare military qualities
of a rising commander.
* Yes,” said Na-

Since

any man’s bidding.

nor fear.
Now is the time for them to
show their superior faith and bear their

to Test Souls.

cost,

carries such messages, and helps to such
experience, as these that our sister men-

semane.

GEORGE T. Day, Editor.

bare

frequently have colds andso ravely have

money, we should consider that a fortunate
was only that they might enter the prom- | offer.
in

ing te them as the angel to Christ in Geth-

15 STATE STRERT, BOSTON, MASS.

18cents,~~the

Sunday school worker finds hearts wholly
set against the saving truth that has long
been pressed on heedless pupils; when a
parent is wasting away in the sick room,
and the prayer for a wayward child, which

munications needing his personal and imattention will reach him with
o reater promptness if thus directed.
As a nbay, and look up with a clear eye, and
Ne
removal of the mechanical and business de- smile with a steady sweetness, and repeat
partwents
can not be well.and fully effected the -patriarch’s word, * Though he slay
at once, these are expected to remain in me, yet will I trust in him,” are the brave
Dover through the winter,and be {ransferred heroes .whose victories are ever on the WAY
and whose coronation is sure.
to Boston in the early spring. The Agent
These testing experiences are very likely
"and the assistant editor will therefore re- to come to us.
They are, in fact, daily
tain their old positions for the present, and coming to some of us. Not afew, perhaps,
business will be transacted there as here- who read these words will find them intertofore,—r, when desirable, it will be at- preted from within. They themselves, perchaynee,are even now in the crucible.
Like
tended to at the office in Boston. Thé orDavid, they may be crying, that the heart
dinary communications for the paper, as is overwhelmed.
Well for them is it ii
items of church news, reports of Quarterly
they cam repeat his plea to be led to the
security of the Rock that is higher than
Meetings, &e., &c., may be sent to Dover
they. For God does not forget them.
He
as
heretofore,
or
to
Boston
if
the
writers
80
y
remembers them with especial tenderness
prefer. There need be little friction or deand sympathy.
He comes nearest to them
lay, in either case. The intercourse between
then. He has his divinest words ready for
the two offices will be both free and con- their ear. His choicest sympathy waits at
stafit, for they are really but two branches the door of t ir heart. The Man of Sorof one and the same thing. Let correspond- rows is then \(their present and infinite
ents and visitors remember the No.— friend. The promised Comforter:is hastenmediate

really valuable thing. The Israclites were
not bound for Egypt when they were sent
back for a time into the. wilderness. Tt

18,

Itis a singular phase of

the present relation between Protestantism
and Catholicism, that while a portion of the
Episcopacy is leaning towards rank Catholicism, a portion of the Catholics are almost
persuaded to adopt the leading features of
Protestant Episcopalianism. One of the ef-

fects of the Gladstone-pamphlet has been to
bring these features,” particularly among
thé Catholics, into more prominent noice.

It is not likely, however, that there will be
any great inlerchange either
modes of expressing it.

of belief or

—

—

INTEMPERANCE
IN. ENGLAND.

series of resolutions

adopted ‘at

By

a

a recent

meeting of English clergymen of all denominations it seem thatmuch drunkenness prevails there, especially in London, Liverpee],

is,—that he strikes at a cardinal principle Manchester, and other ' large cities, Of
to use the results of the week of prayer in
of the Baptist body and opens the door to course great suffering, misery and death
the way suggested,—that is, if, instead of| A Worp of CHEER.
We may be par-. disorder and dangerous license; and then, are the direct resulss of this sad condition,
sitting down now that it is over, and allow- doned for referring to a letter just recéived in calling for a practice which only the just as they are in this country and where«
ing the agencies set at work to run of their from an aged sister in Rhode Island. In rigid close communionist demands, on the ever the evil prevails. Earnest efforts are
‘own accord and exhaust themselves in the her 75th year, and with sight so dim as to ground of. expediency and good fellowship, being made to check it, attended, sad to
nataral way, they will hold their position, be scarcely able to trace the lines, she had he will be decidedly criticised for refusing say, with the usual opposition and inadeWith the example of the
leave the things that are. behind and press sat down to order the Star discontinued, to trust and apply his principles. If faith quate results,
resolutely forward to the things that are be- fueling for the moment as though its mis- is the only logical and scriptural qualifica- avistocracy before them, and with the habit
fore, it will be the glory of the church and siofh to her was nearly accomplished.
But tion, why ask us to add Baptism and church winked at by so many in authority, it should
add infinitely to-the salvation of the world. the m&mory of other-days when it was read membership in fact ? It js not éasy to an- not be woridered at that the poorer classes
Then, next January, we conld have a week in the fimily which death has now so sadly swer that question plainly and satisfactori- seek a kind of fatal solace at: their cups.
of prale instead of a week of prayer.
reduced, and the thought of the comfort ly, and Dr. B's attempt approaches a fail Intemperance nist somehow be conquered’
which merely to handle its weekly. issues ure.—But his word on the subject is a soon or it will conquer us.
|
A Private WorDp 10 MNISTERS., A. W, would give, besides what she might Le strong and wvilal one; and it will” help to |:
keep alive the controversy whieh so many “i EARTINGS AND CHRISTIANITY.
Ensign, Litchfield, Mich., is confident that able to read from: is, forbade her to write
Gudl
are trving to suppress.
These efforts to Hamilton sometimes indulges her chronic
he bas found an almost infaliible specific the intended word, and so she sends anoth
subscription, and orders it con- end it, in their various and peculiar ways, . habit of scolding, to some purpose. - ere
for colds, a paekage
of which he offers to bm
send to all ministers ordering it, for: 50 tified. * God bless out aged friend. May remind one of similar efforts in dealing is an instance. She is fretting about the

feel convinced that if the churches will try
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v
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r
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of

ceting

exhortation at,i the hid

the |
of the more. wealthy,
the | aid ald of some

of

of,

MORNING
yet with

wealthy, yet

!

,

parly of bummers and beer

oF

,

missionaries
in the
ved
fir
thn
ado an
Et
Tn ono of these was oushreal
ly hg
his waste of the ‘ointment

made? Some

one

people

complished.In cash and subscriptions, little

attendance.
Sos it was in'olden time on the feet of the.
If $7,000 additional shall lift a mortage
Master. It will be told in memory of the
Rutland women. ” And she sas right as from nearly a $40,000 property, and this is
a trivet in this decision, but it effectually essentia) to secure $10,000 addition from
It is
question.
disposes of the ear-ring
the State which, as répresented to us, is not
not simply a matter of giving ear-rings.
to
be swallowed up in the debt, but investsoJt is one that concerns the structure of

ed as a fund for the

benefit of the schon

the American Board, we must wholly and there is reason, in a business point of view,
radically re-organize our mode of life. why friendsin Eastern Me. should see this
these
=" There is only one principle dan
with the least possible delay.
organization, accomplished
ornaments are due to that

and that is that we have no personal right ~» Suffer a word to young ministers who ure
to anything more than the necessaries of casting about for a field of labor. This
world

the rest of the

life until all

lied with the necessaries of life.

Christianity, we

is boi

If this is

to put it im-

are bound

we are not bound to put it immediately and
completely into practice, it is not Chris&
tianity.

Tug New EpuCATIONAL JOURNAL,

eager to hear.

The

walls as they send up the cry, “Come over
and belp us.” If, “constrained by the love

you.”

tivals (aids to exhibitions,

will

&e.), of State

;

live, practical and

is a

It

ete.

en

The State Mission Society will no doubt
find here, as elsewhere, open doors. Would
that they could comnfand both men and
money to respond to these pressing calls.

be the departments of School Architecture,
of Science, of School Examination, of Fesinterests,

- WINTHROP.

v

thoroughly awake paper,. and its weekly
' visits can not fail to greatly advance our
educational interests.
It is published at
16 Hawley St., Boston.

Western

Notes

Asters,

Flowers,

on New

cy

Pink#

hock.
2d.

sams, Convolvulus,
Candy

Tuft,

Fox

Double

BalZinnia,

Fancy Poppy, Sweet Rocket.
Those ordermg seeds will please write
their name and Post Office address in full
and in a plain hand. Address J. Copeland, Lima, New York.

t

NEWSPAPER MORALITY. Those who look
to the secular press for moral lectures, and
expect only a religious atmosphere to per-

hd

Denominational Newsand Notes,
sion of Ellsworth

F.

Baptist

Q.

It is a record, not a moralizer,
cause of morality is often quite

last sesM.,

held

» Dec, 18—21, within the limits of Ellsworth.

erations, find here their natural outlet

does

race.

with

The

The

a carrion ven-

Advance, in

dealing

with

this

community have a right to expect’

that the paper which they daily
their homes,

ton couitties, or extending from the Pepobscot river to the St. Croix, and from Clifton
on the-N. West to the islands of the sea.
As we look from some eminence over this
vast stretch of either unbroken wilderness
-or but sparsely settled territory, we are
convinced that the ‘‘down-east”of Maine is
quite a world id itself, The far-famed and
inviting Aroostook is by no means the
whole.
From Bangor we were favored with the
company of Rev. Benj. ;Penney, jr., via

while not

and genial

Spirit of Bro. P. were some compensation
for bleak winds and drifting snows, but
could not quite prevent our shivering. On
arriving we weére made welcome as ‘“‘a
brother from the West,”and at ouce felt that
we were among those of real and large hos-

admit

religious, shall

A WorTHY ENTERPRISE.

This.

interest had: before received the generous
rif

each,

\Wilh characteristic-liberality
Haute

church

have

time

we

for

o

C

It is not gen-

We don’t wonto insure greater success,
der ar this, for the name under which the

Ta

a

Q. M. shall be semi-annual
2, That the semi-annual

learn

lately

a

ON the first Sabbath of the new year fhe Hills-

THE

>

Health, Comfort and
using

new interest at Detroit is sald to be in

cheered hy the prospects
there,
:

of

his

. Ministers and” Churches.
REV. D. M. MADDOX has closed his Jabors
pastor, at Whiterock and Little Falls, Me,

as

Sept.

Frank

Economy

Miller's

are promotedby

Leather

Preservative

;

8t1

_ Consutbers of silk find upon investigation that the
4

A

Fragrant Breath

and

a call to

Brain Power applied to relieve an affliction
which has for ages been supposed to be incurable
is beautifully illustrated by the New Invention for
curing Hernia. The Elastic Truss affords instant

A.M. RICHARDSON

reports a remarka-

ble work of grace from So. Royalton, Vt.,
which large.numbers have sought Christ.

in

-

NEW HAMPTON. There bas been a good revivin progress at New Hampton for four or five

and is not taken off till a cure is reached.

moderate price and quite alurable.

Debility,

have undoubtedly

commenced

a Christian

life

more from principle than from any other consideration. The result is, they are determined to
continue their efforts and are faithful in the performance of duty. The meetings thus fur have
been characterized by a deep toned spirituality.
The church bas long been sowing in tears.
Many faithful prayers bave been lodged on the
throne of God.
And now the saints of the Lord

rejoice because the harvest time is come, and the
golden sheaves are being gathered in.
E. H. PRESCOTT.

AP

The evening

seemed

B. Garland, his son,
Me
REV. I. W. DREW and wife express thanks

to

their friends in Oakfield and vicinity for a liberal
donation, Dec. 9, of $70.
5

REV. J. M. CRANDALL, of Lenox,0., acknowledges a gift of $77 from friends in this place,
besides $212.87, and the winter's wood from
friends in New Lyme.
GEO.

DONNOCKER

and

wife

gratefully

donations from friends in West

to that purpose.

The vote

invitation to sister Q. M’s

the former

included

an

earnest

throughout the State

to co-operate in this much needed work. No
agent was present to press the claims of this Lnstitution, but a general feeling prevails among
the brethren that the time has come when this
already flourishing school should be free from

with the Stephentown and Nassau church, commefving Dec. 11. Most of the churches were
represented by delegates, and some reported by
letter,

The conference

was

unusually

full,

and

all business matters were transacted in the spirit
of mutual good will. The meetings were lurgely attended throughout, with the usual interest,
av, G. C. Andrews, agent for the Woolsey Institute, Eastern Tennessee, was present and did
us good service, The preaching was by Revs
Fonerden, Randall and Andrews, and wus ears
nest,and in the demonstration of the spirit. The
churches reported, all showed an increased ine
terest, and all but one additions by baptism,
during the past quarter.
The Stephentown,

Stephentown

and Nassau,

and

Poestenkill

churches, including the collection on the Sabbath, contributed, und passed into the hands of
Bro. Andrews, over forty dollars for the interest
he represented, The Seik was made committee
p
next session,

Jo Josie lie

1. B. CoLEMAN, Clerk.

600 rolls Oil

bride’s father, by

NEW ENGLAND

GRAND

RAPIDS (Mich.) Q.

A. Munroe

-

WEARE

M.

will be

held

Contoocookville, Jan. 26—28.

with

the

hold. its next

the Saco church, Feb. 3, 4.

at

Clerk.

Clerk.
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' Singers and public speakers will find Troches
useful in clearing the voice when taken before singing or speaking, and relieving the throat after an
unusual exertion of the vocal organs.

OWING
to the good reputation and popuarity of the Troches, many worthless and
heap imitations are offered.
!

OBTAIN ONLY the genuine

Brown's Bronchial Troches,
which have proved their

of many years.

efficacy by

Sold everywhere.

a test

ms
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profitable

Books.

of gpod address,

employment
in selling

Send
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for Illustrated

can

Subserip-

Catalogue

with

terms.
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D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers,
549 & 551 Broadway, New York.

ECHOES ‘FROM ZION.
Things new and old in Sacred Song. Edited by W.
F. SHERWIN.
For Prayer, Praise and Revival
Meetings, comprismg the leading. favorite songs
with many choice new ones.
The most desirable
collection of Devotional Hymns and Music ever issued.
It contains 123 handsome
pages.
Price, paper, 25 cts., $20
per 1.00. Boards, 30 cts., $25 per

100. Cloth, flexible, 33 cts., $30 per hundred. Mailed at Stal prices. Publishers, HORACE WATERS & SON, 481 Broadway, New York. Box
3567.

4t1

AVILUDE
OR GAME

OF

‘Opposite

the

of

WATERS'
tition.

service,

¥

introduction by
:

and

especially
?

the

For Sweetness and Strength ' of Tone,

For beauty of Exteriof,
For Reliable workmanship throughout,

;

THE

:

Estey Organs
:

Concerto Stop

is

a

;they defy comfine

imitation

of

500 Pianos and Organs
New and sdcond hand of first-class
sold ag lower prices, for cash,

makers

or on

will be

instalments, or

for rent, in Qity or Country,
during these hard times
and the holidays, by HORACE
WATERS &
SON, ASL Brosdway, than ever before offered
in New "York. Agents wanted to sell Waters’
New Scale’ Pianos and Concerto Organs.
Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Great inducements

SONGS OF GRACE AND. GLORY

The very best Sunday school Song Book. B. Sherwin and Vail. 160 pages, Splendid
Hymns, choice
music, tinted paper, superior binding. Price in
Boards, 35¢ 3; $3 60 per dozen I $30 Fi
100. Paper, 25c. Msiled, Publishers,HK
ACE WATERS & SON, 481 Broadway,
New York,
P. 0, Rox 3567.
4850

$1.00 A: MONTH.
Dr.

AGENTS

MARC

WANTED.

authoPof Night Soenes

HOME

LIYE

Large sales for the holidays.

Pr. W.ZLEGLER
FREE!

Father’s House, &c,,
offers to agents his

IN THE
sisi:
Send for circular.

% C0, Springfield, Mass
SUBSCRI BE TO-DAY

FOR

WAYSIDE,’

W ) Beautiful Nlustrated Weekly,
for the family and the Young Folks.
Prinfed on,
tinted paper, nqarly 600 pages and 100 éngmavings
yearly.
Wide awake, attractive, Christian
bit not
sectarian.
Only $1.00 a year, post-paid.
‘‘Penn’s
Treaty with the Indians,” a valuable steel engrav-

& CO.,

BRATTLEBORO, VX.

Beautiful illustrated Catalogue sent free on appli
t2
i
cation:
&

The

THE

Manufactured by

J. ESTEY

ORGANS

e Human Voice.
:
»
Prices extremely low for cash during the holidays. Monthly instalments received, Second-hand
instréfnents at grgat bargains. Jraveliog and local
Agents Wanted
.A liberal discount
to teachers,
ministers, churce
hools, lodges, etc. Special
inducements to the trade. Mustrated Cata ogues
mailed. HORACE WATERS & SON, 481 Broadway, New York, P.O. Box 3567.

SPECIMENS

Stand to-day Unrivaled.
|

CONCERTO

3 Our
—over 200,'00 qopies sold—now
Iatest and best:book
i:

Boston :—D, LOTHROP & CO., Publishers,

~

to the trade, A large discount to teachers, ministers,
churehes, lodges, schools, etc.

Boston.
2t1

The touch elastic, and the tone

can not be excelled in tone or beauty

The book is invaluable
not onIy) as a general
store-house of rich illustration,
but affordieg a,
multitude of incidents
whose
narration will add
fresh interest to familiar hymns
in the Sunday

School, the Church
PRAISE MEETING.

ISSUED.

Waters New Scale PIANOS,
are the best made.

Seng.

an

JUST

powerful, pure and even.

CO,

House,

By Rev. W. ¥. Crafts, with
Dr, E. Tourjee.
Price $1,25.

EDITION

s 2¢1

One

®

Trophies

A NEW

Home attractions are always safe.
Send fitty cents for Avilude, and three cent stamp
for catalogue of all our parlor games.
WEST & LEE GAME CO., Worcester, Mass.

Street,

American

2

ment for the whole family every evening for months ?

CARPEY

85 Hanover

|

~

MAIL.

;
»
Rev J Edgecomb, Mt Vernon, Me.
¢
* 5B Young, N Foster, R I.
SJB Lash, daineville, Ohio.
“GJ Abbott, Hampton, N H.
* 4M Bedell; Rockingham St, Lynn, Mass,
RG
York, Melvin Village, NH.
“Db C Wheeler, N Creek, NY.
‘8 G~coven, Herndon, Georgia,
DD Boyd, Pawtucket, R F,
Geo Donnocker, care U Cook, Spiingvalc, NX.
P W Belknap, DeKalb Center,
Joel Baker, Epsom, N H.
ay
A Curtls, Qutem, Neb.
4
1.
f

i
Sg
-

h
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affection

‘

ing given to every subscriber who sends 19 ots, extra, for malling andpostage. Address THE WAY.

SIDE, Wilmington, Delaware:
:
YO

450

DOLL'S” CRADLE.
in

BY

LIrTLE 8C1010 Q. M.—~Held its Nov. session

church. Nearly ‘all the
the Harrison
with
The genegal ex.
churches were represented.
pression among those present was ‘that they
never attended a meeting in which more interest
The (committee apand Wie were wanifese.

or Phthisic.—A spasmodic

and

ONLY 50 CENTS A GAME.
Which is the best, to spend one or two dollars for
an evening at the theater or concart,or same amount
for games that shall furnish elevating entertain

nity of making s:lections.

den—B Walker— A Wadsworth—J Wilson—J B Walt—H
H Wallace—P M Wight—F Wileox-B C Whitaker—C
Walden—1) Waterman—G W Ware—~W' Charleston, Vt

-

Mayberry,

Our customers who call early in the . day, before
the rush commences, will have the best opportu-

Aldrich—Jas

ward—I Hall—J A Hanson-G H Hubbard—IL

increased,

M. D.

pestries, 3 plys, 2 plys, in 6 different qualities; Stair
Carpets, Oil Cloths, Rugs, Mats, Crumb Cloths, and
a complete assortment of Carpets, which were setected for first-class trade.
a
)

ry

N Y—M

and

mas.
For convenience of sale, they will be placed
on our second floor, and every article will be sold
for three quarters market value. ' It comprises Tap-

Clerk.

Ashley—dJno Ashley—B F Aundrews—A L Ayer—M V
Burlingame—0O Bartlett-J Brown—H A Barker—dJ
Ballou—C E Bean—R H Byram—Mrs M Burge—J R Beers—S Blaisdell—E H Berry—L Blood —A Burr—J Buckley—L T Boothby—G P Burgess
—W Boulter—-W D Brayton -L M Brown-O Butler—A T Bowman—W 8 Briggs
—D 8 Batchelder—C C Chandler—A Co k—F Coolidge 8 B Chase—8 Cox-C H Clark=M W Campbell-E E
Clark -B Chamberlin—Mrs J Cox—G
W Churchill—S
Coombs—8 W Curtis—R d Corey—K Dillon—J Dix—I
Davis—G H Damon =J L Dudley ~ A Dexter—F E Davison—A Dewey—Mrs S Dyer—)
8 Dusten—H A Eastman—M D Everest—A
Ensign—Eau Claire, Wis—I
Emery—H L Ellsworth—L F Edwpids KE W_Folsom—F
Files—E Fuller—A W Freeman§Mary
J Farnham—J
Fogg—T Flinn—E Fisk—J C Fernald—Mrs A M Fuller—
J M Farnham—8 Gray—D Glidden—H Garcelon—W C
Griffeth—--J Green—B Goodwin -M M Gould—B Grover—
G W Gould—J N Hall-Mrs M B Hubbell-I D Hazeltine
—8 G Hedges—8 B Harriman—E 8 Hine—S8 Hudson- H
Hanson—J
Hoyt—A Hill—J BR Hoitt—G R Holt—R Hay-

steadily

Mr.

We have just purchased a large bankrupt stock
from a Western City. The goods will be arranged
and ready for sale on Saturday,the day after Christ-

Post Office Addresses.
Rev. A. M. Simonton, Blancheste
iO,

T Atkins—D

them has

purely upon their own merits,

Springs, and

of these times now occurs in the sale of earpets.

Ill, commencing

Letters Received.
Allen—A Averill-W E

Coleman,

lucky, but it is not luck, it is simply wisdom.

HANCOCK & QUINCY Q. M. will be held with the

k w———

by Rev. 1. B.

mucli less than cost of production.
Those who
have wisdom and forethought enough to avail of
these times, as Holy Writ has it, “A time to buy and
a time to sell;” or as Shakespeare expresses it,
“There is a tide, if taken in the flood”—are called

session with

A. T. GRAHAM,

10,

Fredeaburgh. of Lebanom

Usually at intervals—sometimes not oftener than
once in an age—there occurs a time when merchandise of the various sorts—sometimes one kind and
sometimes another—is thrown on the market at

CFDAR VALLEY Q. M. will be held with the Marble Rock church, commencing Feb. 5.
H. C. INMAN, Clerk.

:

Frank K.

CARPETS.

be

at 1,

Clerk.

P. SMITH,

St. Albans church, near Denver,
Friday, Jan. 29, at 2, P. M:

Mr.

Mr. D. G.sDonnocker, and Miss Aggie
both of Salford, Ontario.
=

church

E. SMITH,

YORK C0. Q. M. will

J. C. Dyer,

field, Dee. 31, by Revs. A, M. Richardson

Counterence. Tuesday;

at 2 o’clock, P. M.

Hannah

Rapids,

F. F. BAILEY,

Q.

Miss

L. Jobnson, Mr. Erasmus D. Deanand Miss Alma
Gilbert. both of B:
Dec. 30, st Weet Falls, by: Rev. Geo. Donnocker,

at Hudsonville station,on the C. & M. L. S.R. R.,Friday, on the arrival of the cars from Grand
to convey those wishing to attend Q. M.

Rev.

bride’s parents, Dee.

House, Bo
3t52

will

The demand for

Miss Hattie J. Crandall, of W. 8.
;
AT the Cong parsonage, Bakersfield, Vi. Dee. 31,
by Revs. A. M. Richardson and M. D. I.. Johnson,
Mr. Rodney D. Webster and Miss Ann Foster, both
of Fairfield.
At the Methodist parsonage,in Bakers:

COMPANY,

Conference

have been thoroughly tested since first introduced.

Wm. H. Berry and Miss Mary
H. Sanborn, both of
Campton.
.
In West Stephentown, at the residence of the

P, M., Friday, Feb. 5. Churches will vlease remem~
ber their duty to the mission cavse. Teams will be

+

"

M.

:

rilia M. Orvis,both of M. Dec. 23,Mr. Isaac A. Halloway, of Olm:tead Co., Minn, and
Miss
Ida A.
Clark, of Columbia Co., Wis.
In Meredith Village, Dee. 25,
Rev. G. S. Bard,

prices*

held with the Jamestown church, commencing

Brown's Brouchial Troches

Miss Augusta

by Rev. L. D. Felt, Mr. John Olive and Miss Sarah
Watts. Dec. 3, Mr, Corydon E. Wilsey and Miss Flo-

Notices and Appointments.

Ld

pointed by the last Q. M. to report on

CARPET

and

Proctor, of Hillsdale, and Mies Rilla Hewitt.
June 13, at F. Baptist parsonage, Mackford, Wis.,

Cloths, in wide sheets and

5 Hanover Street, opposite Amarican
on.

Blaisdell

At the residence «f the bride’s
parents, near
Hillsboro, Iowa, by Rev. Wm. 8, Taylor, Sept. 19,
Willis J. Barnes, Esq.,
and Miss Laura Percival.
Oct. 15, Mr. Rylvester flarlan and Miss Alice Barnhill, of H, Dec. 24, David Isaman, Esq., and Miss
Maggie Reckley, both of H.
In Allen, Mich., Der. 31, at the residence of the

—JIograins, subject to manufacturer’s
imperfections, for 80 cents.
Two plys 50 cents.
Kidderminsters 75 cents.
Extra Supe: flues, 90 cents.
Three

plys cheap.

The remarkable properties of

All persons of either sex,

A. Feavey, of Parsonsfield, Me.

the trade.
200 rolls

low

.

find

Mr, Charles P. Huat, of Gilford, and

is for animals.
«

new and elegant stoles now opening at

For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive
and Throat Diseases, TROCHES are used with
alyays good success.
\

Bilious Attacksand all

with

MONTVILLE Q. M.—ITeld its last session

‘

or

White
use, the

CARPETS.—The lowest Prices Command
—A small lot Tapestries for $1.00.
Also

the church at Camden, Dec. 183—20, * The attendance was rather small, only a part of the church"es being represented, yet a very Rood and we
a profituble senson was enjoyed.
hope
with the church in Rockland,
orion
E. Pruscorr, Clerk.
Feb, 10-21.

'
3

flesh, bone

immediate, relief,

Catarrh.—A form of Chronic Throat Disease, con-

Ia Fulton, Wis., Dec. 24, by Rev. D. Johnson, Mr.
Albert 0. Gifford, of Johnstown, and Miss Clara E.
Harvey, of Fulton.
Dec. 30, at the residence of the bride’s father, b;
Rev. H. P. Lamprey, assisted hy Rev. W. Packard,

-

—

dn
yin,
yo
in

any

having a direct influende on the parts, give

pisting in infl

E. Watson, both of Sutton.

Children Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant to
take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more
fReariols in regulating the stomach and bowels.

to be

enjoyed by all. The last exercise was the singing.of a hymn composed for a similar occasion in
1858, by Isaac Garland,
a blind man in his
eighty-fourth year, and was contributed by John

REV.

and

muscle
ailment,
The
Wrapper is for family

AFFECTION,

little above the p ate, and extends up into the
nose.
‘‘Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” have
proved
very efficacious in this troublesome complaint,

MARRIED

der value.

making, with prevjous gifts of the year,

the sum of $179.31.

spavin,

THROAT

:

tenacious phlegm. “Brown’s Brenchial Troches,’
will, in some cases, -give immediate relief. If of
long standing, persevere with’ them—they will alle «
viate in time,

In Sutton, Dec. 1, by Rev. J.
DY Waldron, Mr. Everett T. Sanborn and Mrs. Clara L. Davis, of W.

Liniments

ENA
Yellow Wrapper
Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.

Tue church and society of New Durham, paid
a visit to"the pastor, Rev. C. C. Foster, and his

family, Dec. 21, and left tokens of . regard valued’

Druggist for it.

This Truss is

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
burns, and will eure rheumatism

ef. 8

A permavent

the bronehial tubes, whith are covered with

Stomach and Bowels. Ask
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
>

lyeow

Sold at a

narrow widths at less than manufacturer’s prices.
Stair Carpets, some odd rtyles,
at tnree-quarters’
valpe.
Bocking and Crum
Cloths, with borders,
a few imported ones at half valne.
The above specHed lines of goods will be found at very mfich un-

Donations.

Sick-headache,

Dec. 31, Mr. Moses 8.

Centaur

a

LUNGS,

Brown's Bronchial Troches

Asthma,

TO . W. MocKEE,

derangements of Liver,

any

sent by mail to all parts of the.country by The Elastic Truss Co., No. 683 Broadway, N. Y, eity, who
supply circulars frce when requested,

weeks past. More than fifty have indulged a
hope in Christ. The revival commenced in the
fall among the children, several of whom were
converted. Many of those interested are of the
most reliable class of students in the Institution.
The work has been thorough and earnest, almost entirely without excitement.
The converts

v

Best and Oldest Family Medicine.—SAN
FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Catharticand Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,

relief; is worn night and day wiih perfect ease. Re-

without

2410.57
Treas.

C. 0. LIBBY,

“It is ingenious and will meet the wants of every
matron in the land.”
:
:
,
Exhibition of 1873.
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
F. A, Barnard, Pres
Samuel D. Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y. ; New York,
November 20, 1872.
- This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming
popular
with ladies, in the place of expensive needloowork,
its work being much more handsome, requirin, less
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
toilet is now complete without it. A Machine with,
illustrated circular and full instructions
sent on receipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
309 Broadway, New York.
lyeow21
AGENTS WANTED.

thinks of it? The answerin every instance will be
that ghe has found it the most effective preparation,
of its kind she hae ever tried or heard of.
PIKE'S TOOTHACHE DROPS—Cure in one minute.

secure

.

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.

ASK THE MOTHERS.
Women have better opportunities for observing
the effects of medicine, than men. This is especially
true of mothers who note with a keenness born of
affection, the operation of the remedies they admin-

tains the rupture absolutely

oT

FOR

tifyin, and preserving the teeth to the oldest age.

SABBATH, Jan. 8, three persons were received
into the Georgiaville, R. IL, church by baptism
and four by letter. Several others have recently

$9
12,50
26.31
20,00
10.00
00

AWARDED BY THE .
American Institute,

+

.

COLDS

DIPLOMA,

Pearly Teeth

Are easily attained, and those who fail to avail
themsel¥es of the means, should not complain, when
aecused of gross neglect.
The SOZODONT
will
speedily eradicate the cause of a foul breath, beau-

fon

;
ie
Ori an incurable
lung disease
is 5 often 5
the result.
:
0
ean

- Special Notices.

Eureka 50 and 100 yds. spools are the best and most
economical to use,

=
gig
.

_ [IRRITATION OF THE

AND

ann, ®

~! . Dover, N. H.

Ld

THRO

[eejuies Smmintiot
lowed to continue

208

and

ister to thejr children. Now ask any .mother who
REV. L. D. HowE, West Salamanca, N. Y., 1s’ has used HALE'S HONEY OF HOREHOUND AND TAR
at liberty to correspond with churches desiiing in her family as a cure for cough, hoarseness,
whooping cough, croup or influenza, what she
his service.

at $564.28,

COUGHS

Pascong, R 1, per A
Lovejoy,
50
Mry L. 8 Westcott, W Scituate,R I,
“
3.00
Olneyville, R I, perd D Hubbard, *
24.00
Rev 5 Wheeler, Chesterville, Me,
2.16
J
ley,
Dover, 111,
2.50
Cornishyille, Me Rer D Pugsley.
8.00
Cass & Berrien q M , Mich. per Jas Ashley.
12.00
8 H'8mall, Cooperstown, Pa,
1.50
Doughty’s Falls, Me, to con. with previous payments, Rev B P Parker, I M,
12,00
Blackstone, Mass, per 8 D Church,
4.90
Mrs Sophia Stanford, Middleville, Mich, per F A
Stanford,
:
5.00
Mrs Archer. Sh inavitle, Mich, per G R Holt,
1.00
N Reading, M ch, per, R Dunn,
15.00

instead of quarterly.
sessions of this con-

WaterproofOil Blacking.

a

recent .labors
,
:

i

the

will convene with the Wayne church, Feb, 5,
1875, ut 71-2 o'clock, P. M.
»
L. F, FARNHAM, Clerk.
.

very encouraging condition, and several awuiting the opportunily for baptism, The congregation is increasing, and Dr. Graham seems much

al

ramPHoa Le
ri
Hy Th
4 thong,
de: Ye ;

Foreign Mission.

Rev. A, C, Hoghbin is to preach the openin
sermon of the next session of the Q. M., which.

dale church received fifteen members by baptism
and letter, and (rom various sources we learn
that the labors of Rev. A. A. Smith, the pastor,
are greatly blessed and much appreciated by his

people.

TROCHES

Wala, SHO

A COUGH

Eo

“ee Ww on oi nd
Y
ai
, Maineville,O.

1st Fairfield, Mich, per E J Howes,
Minneapalis, Minn, per Mrs Ruth J Keith,
Haverhill, Mass,
‘Warren, Ill, per A © Hogbin,
A friend, Me,
Ortonville, Mich, per G H Howard,

ference shall open the evening of the first Friday
in June and January.
:

sent.

about four hundred bushéls of corn and quite
sum of money to the Nebraska sufferers,

not | Fulls, and Boston,N. Y.,—$50 from

scemed occupied to
heir utmost capacity,
"we were assured of ample - heart room to boy’s Home.'' It has capacity enough for
a large number of boys and is built with
convene any additional number. ,
,
reference to the future as well Ele presA few things impressed us as worthy of
note. First, the business Conference, which ent need. A school has just beén organwas not without interest, contained not a ized for three or four evenings of the week,
single young man, Few in all and those sind conducted very properlyon the * comThe Home is conducted
chiefly aged, constituted the meeting:
Not pulsory” plan,
a young minister within their limits! We much on the plan usually pursued in the
‘were, however, happy to see a fair porcent- older cities, and cultivates a feeling of selfage of young men during the evening and reliance by charging a nominal sum to the
Wm, Billings has labored for
Subbuth services, and some of these young inmates.
men of piety and promise. The ministry some tifie in this field, using an old buildpresents some striking features, though not ing in a poor location, and to hinx is largely
unlike other locu)ities in this respect. * The due the existence of thig new and every
culture and advantage
for which the schools way creditable hgilding of which he is forThis work
| provide were wanting with some, yet others, tunately the superintendent.
laying no claim to culture, spoke with an hus been consummatéd so quietly that we
unction that carried their audiences with take great pleasure now in giving it public:
them, ‘evincing an aptness for speaking ity and bidding it God speed.
united
gvith large experience and keen perASHAMED OF THEIR ‘NAME.
A secret
Cop
human nature.
;
The Mission cause, as might be expected, | meetye of the leaders of the so-called *‘Pecboth Home and Foreign, had a place in ple’s Party” in Mlinois has recently been
their hearts and contributions. Neither held to see what name:can be adopted and
were the wants of their literary Institution,: what tactics pursued in the next campaign
:

Ill, church, preaching half the

at

term is still pending, Notice is given that an
amendment, to which the above refers, will be
offered at the next session of the
Q. M., °viz.,
Amendment 1, That the regular sessiobs of this

Bro, T. also has charge of the Terre

Hautg,

that the Terre

™'

.

AOE

|,
|

BRONCHIAL (op,

W A bina. Low: Mills, Iowa,

of the Master was
question of amend-

ing the constitution as introduced

nearly a year _sinee to the

erally
known, " perhaps, to the oulSide
world, that Chicago has recently built and | debt.
Fi: W. Fousom, Clerk.
partially equipped a large, convenient and
RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held. its’ winter session
substantial building known as the ** News-

ed to suffocation ; if manger and dwelling

the Me. Central Tnstitute, overlooked.

lor, who was called

into | acknowledge

phasize, we trust, if need be, by action.

pitality.
If, in the absence of church edifice the school-room ‘was sometimes crowd-

on the
.Sovreh,
wi. Cierk.

was small, Jot the presence
realized and enjoyed The

than

be irreligious. When a journal. appealing | place, and $100 from the latter.
for its
best patronage to the great mass of
Rev. C. A. HILTOX and wife were waited on
the intelligent, moral and religious men of by the members of the F'., B. church and society
the community, sets itself actively and ¢onstantly against the religion which has made in North Parma, N. Y., Friday evening, Jan. 1,
them what they are and which they are 1875, and received gifts of money and its equivapersuaded has been the main-spring of all lent, amounting to $63.49.
that“is
good in their institutions and their
social life, it transcends its functions and
§ Quarterly AMeetings.
its privileges. Ability will not atone for
wickedness. We can conceive of circumWATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its Dec. session
stances under which religious men might with the W. Witerville ehurch. We were
fuvored
with the presence of Rev. C. B. Peckfeel called upon as a matter of duty to withDel. from Bowdoin Q. M., and Rev,
draw their patronage in a body, from a pa- Bam, . CoF;
from the Exeter,
All the
per of ability, Jong-standing and political churchesWeymouth,
except two were reported.
The atsoundness, for its malignant and persistent tendance was good, the devotional exercises
were interesting and profitable. . A deep interest
wickedness.
r
manifested in relieving: the Maine Central
There is a local application to this which was
Institute of its present embarrassing debt, and if
many of our readers will recognize and em- was voted to raise the sam of $260, to be devoted

Clifton, at whose pleasant honje we tarried

.

become

subject, says some things so well that we
are glad to quote with approval for our
readers. It says:

the entire breadth of Hancock and Washing-

The good'team

not, however,

der, displaying the worse developments of
human life under heavy head lines and
making prominent the worst crimes of the

their wealth of timber.
The Ellsworth Q. M. is a small hody, reporting a membership of only 522, and these
‘divided into pjveteen chuiches, spanning

for the night.

and the
as well

served by publishing rascality as saintliness. In begoming a newspaper, a journal

_The city whose name the Q. M. bears; at
the head of navigation on the Union river,
“is necessarily an important business center.
A fine chain of lakes, whose surroundings
furnish large opportunity for lumbering op~~

condition

at present under the labors of Rev. Wm. 8. Tay-

pastorate.

BROWN'S :

pa
TATE were
(Wis
reid
Des,
ser:diz- | ANPranclsDrs Swestair,
tant churches
Can St wh.
6notI Jeprasante
believe
into d, fisIwea
S ost
vohushury, v1,
on account of deep mud. Hence, attendance.

learn than the church at Hillsboro’, Towa,

was never in a more prosperous

vade it, are unreasonable to an extreme de-

gree, for a newspaper can only Le such
which gives a substantial synopsis of what
transpires daily, both the good and the bad.

Eastern Maine.
the

of themselves,

to do with this desirable result ?

*

We were allowed to attend

beasts

were found to have reached the desired
point before nightfall, and ail the saloons
reaped a rich harvest ; but the voung who too
often on this joyous day are led by fair
hands into the. gateway of the road to ruin
were, as a rule, less tempted than usual.
Has the attitude of woman on the temperance question the past year had something

Campanula, Catch Fly,
Glove,

Many men who only seek

for occasion to make

: Bloom
he
February,

‘| exception,
and at all times and in all circumstances os

Year's day, thé absence of wines

less than usual.

Marigolds,

Double

Events,

and yet the evidences of intoxication were

Sweet Williams, Double Holly-

List :—Antirrhinuths,

Current

from refreshment tables where. usually
found was a conspicuous feature. The day
was unusually fine, calling very general,

Calliopsis,

French

on

a
re
principles of Chris-

Sees
BROWNS

.

1 Siitwi lores OF. ©

bry

Re ‘Denominatigna
.
l.

WE

ok,
V.V1.
Wheelock,

enforce- | ior bis labors in behalfof this Q. M. and bis fidels b .- | © Pitis Spiigileld,
Me.

the pastorate of the Blanchester and Pleasant
Plain, Olio, F. Baptist churches, and entered
upon his duties.

ExcouraGiNg.
We take great satisfaetion in’ recording the fact that in Chicago,

Larkspur, Portulacea,German Pansies, FanA

2 gi Stlics,

coming ashamed. of their nae.

REV.

t wenty-five cents, or both lists for fifty cents.
List:—Double

generally so.

REV. A. M. SIMONTON has accepled

|,

56 Madison 8t., Chicago, Ill,

Everlasting

« {Picardns, chaisea
G
nd, Vi.

professed faith in Christ,

Department.

Rev. A. H. Huling, Manager.

FLOWER SEEDS GRATIS. Mr. Copeland,
who last year furnished our readers with
choice flower seeds, renews his offer to the
readers of the Star to furnish those who
send him the necessary amount to defray
the expenses of putting up and mailing,
together with printed directions for planting and raising, viz. : Either of the following list of ten papers or fresh seeds for
1st

set apart for

insecure, gambling and vice | vote of thanks ho Ss
“| ity and earnestness to the
unrebuked, ’ and the

A deep religious interest prevails in the F, B.
of Christ,” some shall turn their steps ine
this direction, we greatly misjudge if they. church in Limerick, Me, Several are already
inquiring the way to Zion.
The meetings. are
are not received with a hearty ‘God bless largely attended,
No
’

Besides the regular editorial, origthere

If older societies, better

organized,and possibly offering some worldy
inducement, must be passed, to “go up to
Ripton,” may some of our young men listen
to the pleading of those soon to leave the

nounced its size, Editor and Publisher. It
has also a * Board of State Editors,” composed of a leading educator in each of the
N. E. States, and is the result of a union
of all the educational journals in these
departments,

the

happy is he who may preach Christ to those

equal to the good thing that its prospectus
had led us to expect. [We bave already an-

selected

w,

people wait for the word of the Lord, and

«of Education is before us, and is more than

inal and

Whatif churches: are smull

and scattered, and church edifices

Journal

England

first number of the New

field, as we see it, has its advantages, offering the highest encotiragement to the Chris-

tian worker.

If

mediately and forever into practice.

States,

)
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RR“ Sima
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advantages,
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asks, and
less than $300 were raised on the spot, belady answers: thes ‘16ofmoderately
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not wabejéveled
any more | sides a pledge of $200, by a citizen, not in
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se brave soldier

if we are to devote our ear-rings to

never’ so
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Portér, Bath, Me.
Duinon, Medina, Ohio.
slackstone, 138 Ferenc man
b)

\

i
St{ New ~Orleans,

At the lowest price constant with the quality give
en and guaranteed. , Send Stam) for catalogues.

HT % G. G

Hook & Hastings, Boston

Builders of nearly 800 organs,

inclpding

largest and most complete in the country.
lished 1827.

the

¢

:

|Surerclief

KIDDER'S PABTILLES.. a Girone

be

a

i

Six

Estab.

lycow2

estown, Mass,
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EVERY LITTLE GIRL. ."
wd,
)
SHOULD HAVE ONE.

L

all Toy and Furniture Dealers.
GEORGE T.
COMINS, Wholesale Manufacturer, 154 North
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surrounded by persons imposed upon him
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lief that even by cruelty it is
possible to do
God service invariably intensifies the cruel
. desires: The first step taken by those who
would subject free civil government to ecclesiastical doctrine is that of denying equal
sincerity to their opponents, and of imputing to them in the broadest terms fraternizavien with infidelity.
Such accusations
are but fuel for kindling the flame which
grows hotter with mutual crimination. In
the fierce riot of passions thus aroused on behalf of the professed religion of love and charity, religion itself is spedily
fost to view,
and:

“4, the struggle goes on for the estabRshment of
a kingdom very diffecent from the one which
Christ assured his disciples was ‘* not of this
world.” As the moral part of human character attests itself in its products rather
than in its professioys, so is the religious element of a nation to be sought in its life
rather
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a conjumction of church and state; enough
that it is the entering wedge for the introduaction of religious discussions into civil -matters, and that their own Amendment will

prove but irritatingly inefficacious unless it
is supported by a sequel of statutes withtheir compulsions and peualties. Our early
statesmen wisely avoided this rock.
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land of promise for Jew and Gentile alike,
whose self-government was to fitthemas a
united people for a Letter religion than any
which ecclesiastical authority

impose.
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aged parents and their family a friend whose
counsel.and aid have made many of life’s rough
laces smooth for them. He was buried from
is fatlive’s residence in P., July 20.
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of her aflairs beyond reproach.—Her death was
remarkable. - She was startled out of her mid-
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JEREMIAH SMITH
died August 4, 1874, in
York, Sandusky Co., Ohio, in his 73d year.
He
was born in Onondaga Co., N. Y., and settled,
pear his residence where he died, in 1822. Soon
after his location in York, he made a public profession of bis faith in Christ and united with the
first F'. Baptist church of” York, Huron Q. M.,
with which he was closely identified through its
trials as well as times of prosperity, holding
the |

.

ge? |
.
-
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ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.

West Lebanon, July 29, 187%”

associates.
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

edy for Bilious and Liver

Com-

plaints. This Medicine ‘is composed
of some of the most effective remedies
modern Science has been able to pro-°
duce from the vegetable world, two of
the most powerful being extracted from

MANDRAKE and .LEPTANDRIN,

which,being combined with other veg-

etable Extracts, form one

of the most

Powerful femedies for Bilious and
er disorders, as it certainly

Ryiv-

is one

of

the greatest BLOOD PURIFIERS.
ever compounded.
Many diseases
whose names do not indicate their origin, proceed from a morbid and disordered condition of the Liver. The
whole class of what are called Skin

with eigh

Four terms

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, A

A New llem-

.| DRAKE BITTERS !

NINSTITUTION.
A. M., Principal,

82tf

CLARKE'S COMPOUND MAN-

:

- For tucther particulars, address,
_ Rev. G.8, BRADLEY, A, M., Principal.

M. C. HENDERSON.

Sl
Milli

1.50

Good board san be obtained in private families at
$3.00 per week. Those wishing to board themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.

WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—cnds June 12.

A. B. MESERVEY,

o

tee.

Languages, +
=
+
«=
6.00
Instrumental Masic (20 lessons),
8.00
Useof Piano,
~
=
«
+7
«+ 2,00

The location. of this istitution at Evansville, Wis.
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be Surpijssed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, haviig no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduet it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
.
CALENDAR:
FALL
TERM
opens
Aug.
26,
1873,—ends Nov. 21.
|.

of departure. My
grace sustain the lonely
widow and aged parents in this hour of bereave-

TERMS:

Common Englisu,

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

was done, and welcomed with pleasure the hour

cious
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WM. REED, Sec.

PERRY C. DEAN, of Sutton, Vt., died Dec. 5,
aged 36 years. Krom a child he was connected
with the Sabbath school and bad held every
office in the gift of the school.
When 17 years
of age, he united with the church, and continued
a devoted membei until death.
In the late rebellion, he was the first from his town to respond
teers, He
to the call of his country
for vol
shared largely the confidence
and:
those who knew him, and was regarde!
of the excellent of the earth. ln the
proach of death,he enjoyed an unusual
p
of the Divine Presence,~rejoiced that his work

It is free from those

morals, common to large
villages and cities.
The Jrosenk management take great pleasure in
Present ng Ihe saxdlns. J cachers to the
tion of

Practical Course,» Book-keeping

Ridgeville, Ind., June 3, 1874.

She linger-

is unourpassed,

laces of resort conducive to idleness and

The Fall Term will open July 21st, and continu

ed pearly two weeks, unable to sleep, compietely shattered in mind, and then passed away.
CoM.

ment.

this location

EXPENSES.
Tuition for term of fifteen weeks.
$10.00
1.00
Incidentals
Board, per week, in private faniilies,
8.25
Rooms for self-boarding from $2 to $6 per term,
EXTRA CHARGES,
In
mental music,twenty-four lessons$10.00
Yotal Music, fifteen lessons,
1.56
Penmanship, fifteen lessons
,
Use of Instrument fox practice, per term, 1.00

wr

or a‘prac

For beauty of scenery, healthfulnesshnd comfort,

fifteen weeks.
For Catalogue apply to

night sleep by the presence of burglars in her
chamber,
One of them, brandishing a drawn
knife above her breast, demunded the money
that was in the house.
The aged lady never

rallied from the terger of the scene.

and

embraces

everything necessary to fit one for college
tical business life,
J
]

&c.:

Classical, Scientific, and Ladies.

fully tang
tra charge.

Somersworth:No te: of Theta
nacd aay of
of her husband and other relatives In sole

vincival
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y
Music

I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music. L ht
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idk

Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.

Mis. M. E, FLINT,

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
This Institution has three full courses of studies
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nebd
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,
under
instruction of, |

The course of studies in this schcol

Christ, one who earnestly desired its prosperity ;

:

a

LOCATED AT WEST. LEBANON, ME,

Or Room 4, 85 Devonshire Bhrect, Boston.

| his wile, a faithful and devoted husband, and his

enter

supe-

the

cars,

confidently

ex-.

In every man is an ideal
greater than
pecting that no man will be brute enough
his vision,
to see.a woman standing
up with a child. any man, and than all men.
The seat yielded, the child is clapped down let me protest, is not for shew, like the gilt
to(it, and the woman looks around for pipes on the old organs,but for use. The solsomebodyto give hera seat. These little dier in our - war had it, who, burning and

tricks are well understood, and, after stand"ing a few blocks, the mother will sit dowh

and take the child in her lap. Nobody
yields
a seat in an omnibus nor at a table.
Gentlemen don’t give up their state-rooms
because ladies have to sit up; and -there is
find

the next.

seats

in one

car

y

Ldcomotive
—

they must

take

st 24, 1874.

Diseases,

- Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
Joh
Vacation two weeks:
.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16, 1874.
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.

such

as

eruptions,

Boils,

Blotches, Pimples, &c., are simply indications of impurity of the Blood, and

Ve

n one week,

whims

and

Caprices.
@ Ga

ways,

bucket with the broken rope, cries, ‘From
under” to those at the bottom,—when the

soldier begs the surgeon to keep
his ether for those worse wounded, and
stifles bis own cry of pain with his bloody

Spring term
mences ¥eb.
1.1875.
Summer term commences 2
, 1875. KINGSBURY
BATCHELDER,A. B., Principal
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.

JoHN Parc died in Shapleigh, Me., Dec. 13,
He experienc1874, in the 77th year of his age.
ed religion nearly 40 years ago, and united with
Bro. Patch
the F'. B. church at Ross Corner.
t bis town for more
has been a worthy citizen of
His wife passed on before him
than 50 years.
some 10 years since. He leaves two sons aud
two daughters to mourn his death.
S. LORD.
'

Miss

LEVI SToUT died ut his residence in

;

?

£

ouly

men can persuade engines to do their best.
It would seem as if some

of these ‘‘ excel-

lent monsters " declared, on

being brought

from the stable, ‘If it's Smith who is lo
‘drive, I won't gos if it's my friend Stokes,

1 am agreeable to do anything.”
motive engines are *low-spirited

~All locoin damp,

They have great satisfac-

tion in their work when the air is crisp apd

frosty. At such times they are.very cheerful and brisk, but they strongly object to
haze and mists. These are points of character on which they are -umited. It.isin

~
@

Botany:
\

Miss ANGIE

Rutland,

H. HA

English studies.

aries

he price of board, in clubs

LYNDOY

trom $1.60

"AT LAST!

to | -

~N:

THE

EE COMNENION APTS,
OF

VT.

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
of

competent

assistants.

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Tuesday
¥)
TUITION:
Primary Studies,
Pe
Common English,
lish
Higher
Latin
Greek,
-«
xtra), .
ns
ion on Piano or Organ, -’

.

Use of Piano or Organ (extra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.

I

. | Penmanship,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

:

-

-

.

.

$5.00
7.00
7.50
8.80
3.00
10.00
2.00
6.00

1.50

1.50

ga-Clergymen’s children and students relying
o
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition. .
families;

mm”

clubs

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

that infest the’air he breathes, or the fleas
that swarms
the earth he treads.
The
dronkard has been known to renounce his
daria vice; the slave to dress and ex-

This school, pleasantly located in the beautiful
Aalley of the Passumpsic, and npon the line of the
Pass. River

Railroad,

has

already, under

its present-efficient Board of Instruction, acquired
a name ahd reputition second to no school of its

travagance, ber besetting sin ; but the wasp-

class in the State;

and

the

present

Trustees to place it upon a firm and

#@~ Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the ¢ Hymns and
_ Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the ¢ Hymns only.”
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.
Address,
A. 8S BARNES & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
80teow24

offorts

of

the

substantial ba

818 by a liberal endoiyment. I am happy to state, are
meeting with encouraging results,

For full particulars in regard to the

Séhool

for catalogue.
I. W. SANBORN,
of Trustees.
.
Lyndon Center. Vt.. 1874.
.

send

Sec’y. Board
81

INSTITUTE.

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.

Sunday

Latest

School

Song

Book.

HIS Institution furnishes College Preparatory
English and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate

!

.
course of study.
ARTHUR G. MOULTON, Principal.
Miss Ellen Knowlton, Preceptress.

wr

Sold by Booksellers

Eperywhere.

Aug.

Winter

26, 1874.

LJ

Fall

Term

closes

Term begins Dec. 9, 1874. Win-

ter Term closes March 9, 1875. Spring Term begins
March 22, 1875. Spring Term closes, June 18,
1875.

Winter Term of13 weeks begins Tuesday, Dec. 1,
41874. Spring Terhi of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, Mar
9, 1875,
"For further

North Scituate,

ticulars
a
K. I.

address

the

.

Portraits:

Wu. HUNT,

BENJ. MCKOON,

ANSEL

and

S. G. GARDNER,

GRIFFITH, witha

pict.

ure of Whitestown Seminary.

:

For sale at the Star Office.
Price, $1.25, sent b
mail, post-paid, with discount to the trade.
Ad-

dress

REV.I, D. STEWART,

B2tf

Dover, N. H.

BOSTON

AND

SUMMER

MALNE

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

1874:-

TRAINS FOR BOSTON.
»
Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.10, A, M.., and 8.15, an
5,15 P.M.
His
“
Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.5Q;;P. M.
)
Leave DOVER at 5.50, ‘7.55, and 11.00, %A. M.;
;
.
and 5.16, P. M.

Frincipal,
4
AL 45

(

TRAINS FOR DOVER.
Leave Boston at 8.00, . M., 12,00, M. 3. 15. and 5, P. M.
Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, P/M.
Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, A. M., 3.50, P.M.
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND.
Leave BOSTON at 8.00, A. M., 12.00; and 3.15, P. M.
10.40, :A.M., and 3.20, 6.18, and
DOVER at
“
8.25, P.M.

CONNECTIONS.

and White
Stages leave Center Harbor for Conwa
Mountains, at 2, P.M., or on the arrival of the boat
from
train
8.15
the
with
on
that runs in connecti
'
Boston.
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
rough
Wolfebo
Leave
oultonborough,
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough
€.
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Saturdays
\

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

CALENDAR.

Fall Term began

no-

days and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
with trains for Boston and Portland.
Gen. Supt,
JAMES T. FURBER,
~

-

Miss 8. E. Randolph.
Mrs. J. Steere, (music.).

Nov. 24, 1874.

found

RETURNING,— Leave Laconia. Mondays, Wednes:

Mr. M. E. Burnhams

X

Five

J. Prices, D. D.,

for Laconia.

ASSISTANTS.

Price35 ots. $30 per
Sond 86 ots. for SPECIMEN COPY. @
Address, ASA HULL, Publisher,
909 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa
M

valuable mattex, that can be

STAGE

LAPHAM

D. D.

pages and a large amount of inter-

at

LOCATION :

Coun, &

CALLED

BAPTISTS,

It contains 224

esting and

»

where else, interspersed with illustrative anecdotes,
A
and illustrated with

ug. 25,1874.

15 Lessons,

Board from $3.00 to 83.50 in

THE

«By A. D. WILLIAMS,

A. B., Principal.

complement

ALSO

FREE

Faculty :

With a full

at

MEMORIALS

INSTITUTION

CENTER,

long-talked-of and long-looked-for .volume of

History of the Free Communion Baptists has
ast appeared, under the title of

|

LITERARY
LYNDON

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

RIS

includ

2

HURD. Musictand Algebra.

E. HANSON,

J. S. BROWN,

“BAT
»

i

S,. Northalglasses

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs) 4s well as gentle
men’s are formed.
:
Looms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
:
/
For further particulars, addreds the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
C. A. FARWHLL, Secretary.

down the tiger that prowls upon his path;
but he can scarcely- escape the mwsquitoes

ish temper, the irritating tone, rude, dogmatic manners, and the hundred. nameless
negligences ‘that s poil the beauty of assoprociation, have raagly. done other than

Geometry and

ing Drawing:

«Hh

Postage :—
2
The postage will be pald by the publishers
“il
ba
No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free om *

Preceptress, French,

Penmanship will be taught
by an experienced
Teacher.
i
No deduction for less than half'a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms’ commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
g

s#w, with more or less clearness, the :some-

These evils are apparently of very dissimilar maguitude; yet it is easier to grapple
with the one than the other. The eastern
traveler can combine his force and hunt

Single copy, per year,
30 cts,’
Ten copies, sent to one address,
25 cts,
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

Physics and Diactics.

VICKERY,

Miss ELLA C.

days, aged 57 years. He was a son of Benjamin
Stout, Esq., who was-the first Sheriff, and one
settlers and salt-makers in Meigs
dying on the stage to which he bas fallen, of the first
County, Ohio. In January, 1843, the deceased,
is the only man who looks out for the safe- | with several others, mude a profession of religion,
Rutty of the trembling girl left on the trapeze, and joined the First F. Baptist church in
“when the conductor runs forward on land, of which he remained a member until
8tedman,
the track of a Western railroad to save a death. He married Miss Lucinda
of Rev. Eli Stedman, the first Freewill
little child, clears death by a hand’s breadth, daughter
Baptist min ister that settled in Obio.
and
es on punching tickets,—each one
S.H. BARRETT.
5

thing higher than mere living. Relinquishment is possession: and Death can
mortgage Life eternal.

erman,

LINDA’ C.

Miss LAVINA

ascerlainable

se peculiarities are so accurately mastered by skilfull drivers that only particular

Jasmens,

Myrtle.”

Terms :—~
of

CYRUS JORDAY, A. M., Principal of Normal De-

Ohio, Dec. 14, 1874, after a short il ness of- three

by experience.: One engine will take a
Domestic Faults.
great deal of coal and water at once;
another will vot. hear to such a thing, but
en
——
insists on being coaxed by spadefuls and
Homes
are
more
often
darkened by theg
bucketfuls. . One is disposed to start off
of small faults than
recurrence
continual
another
speed;
of
‘when required at the top
presence of any decided vice.
must have a little time to warm into. it. by the actual

foggy weather.

and happy, she passed gloriously to the promis=is death making rapid inroads
ed rest. Thus
upon the Free Baptist ehurch in tbis place, to
.
fill up he prepared mansions in glory.

bandkerchief,—when the American acrobat,

It is perfectly well known to experienced
engineers that if a dozen different locomotive engines were made at the same
time, of the same power, for the same
urpose, of like materials, in the same
actory, each
of these locometive enines would come out with its own peculiar

wounded lip might spoil it for the other
men. When the English collier, in his

engers can Ffench

growing a feeling that if

not

perishing with thirst, refused to touch the
officer's canteen, lest the blood from his

*

*

SPEED

ose, In the death of Bro, S. the Institute has
ost unother of its firm friends; the church of

rior. (On the other hand, they are studiedly adapted to instil into those entrusted thes peculiarities and varieties of charac- ceed till the action of disgust and gradual
has turned all the currents of
alienation
with
the supreme direction of the society ter that they are the most remarkable.
affection fromrtheir course, leaving nothing
a sense of ‘discretion sd vast, so. ample,
but a barren track, over which the mere
and so completely freed fiom all ordinary
of the companionship stalks along.
skeleton
{imitations that they may become absoProf. Agassiz Happy.
lutely imbued with the consciousness of
tl)
@ Pr
«duty being wholly centered in the keen obto outside barbarians
ttle
things—li
Little
servance of whatever at any particular mochild
ment might recommend itselt as specially —can make scientists as happy as a ‘one
of
Last summer
expedient for making particular minds ac- with his first rattle.
the
in
egg
an
found
students,
Agassiz's
quiesce move readily in their ascendency.
PARWCULAR NOTICE! I’ersons wishing obits
Yo this end Faculties are lodged with the body of a skate, which he was dissecting.“No aries published in the Morning Star, who do
supreme authority of the Order, which When the professor saw it he exclaimed,ever
cash
not patronize it, mustaccompany them with
have no parallel
in their range; while the human eye, go far as is recorded, has
body
whole plan of the extraordinarily protract- seen what we now see—an egg in the this equal to len cents a line, to insure an insertion.
. ed training, to which every member is sub- of a skate. Ihave been looking for hand Brevity. is specially important. Not more than a
His
jectad, has been carefully thought out with very thing these thirty years.”
that he could single square can well be afforded to any single
a view to the partionlar end of making him so trembled with excitement lipped
awa 1 obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
a thoroughly supple instrument, ready at hardly use it, as he further
an instant to the hand of his Superior for the fleshly covering. Suddenly be crid,
2,
are two of them!
1sAAC MCCANN died at Poland, Me., Nov.
~ any purpose. = That powers of so vast a « Ah—h—h—truly Ahothéresight
been a lover
of these two \ aged 68 years. Bro. McCann had
!
ful
beauti
by
How
range might possibly be diverted by some
0 Jesus about thirty years, was baptized
ist
Superior {o.other purposes, under dictates eggs alone would pay me for- my whole
:
y
[i

14,

" REV, W.COLGROVE. A, M.. Pyesidént.

to
@rry burdens and make sacrifices for Chrigt’s
sake. He was greatly interested in the founding
Loans Negotiated and Investmients made. Real
of the Maine Central Institute, at Pittsfield, and Estate Purctased and Sold for Non-residents. ‘Refcontributed lar, oof his means for that pur-| erences given when desired.
136
~~

should come

- @bitwiries.
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ray er

order

they

GRAHAM, PERRY & 00.
LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
ROOM

;

A Norway Scene.
Spring Ror begins Monday ]Feb: 1, 1875.
into play, must invest the General of the
office of clerk until the church lost its
yisibility.
Foul Stomach, Sick Headache, Dizzipring Term closes Fri
il 9, 1875.
PH a—
;
Jesuits towards him, with the character
In-the year 1886 he was married to Mi€S
Deborah
Vacation Tay, Abr
?
ness,
Dysentery, Diarrhea and Colic,
t
feudal
magnate,
strong
|
rather of a
A scene witnessed by some travelers in Knapp, of York. Bro. S's hothe in a true seuse
Summer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 1, 1875.
in chartered rights, than of a mere captain the north of Norway from a cliff ope thou- was the Pligtiays home, Christians always fee]and many cases of Posies. have the
ing assured of their weleome,and many homeless
For farther particulars, apply to.the Principal, or
in command of a body-guard in the pay of
same origin, and will speedily yield to
E. C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
orphans have enjoyed his kind hospitality and
an absolute prince.— London Quarterly Re- sand feel above the sea is thus described :
New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1874.
will
be
long
remembered
by
them.
Asa
citizen,
the judicious use of the COMPOUND
4“ The ocean stretched awayg in silent he was highly esteemed, He leaves behind him
view.
vastness at our airy lookout; away in the a dear sister and his afflicted wife, who expect
MANDRAKE BITTERS.
north the huge old sun swung low along to meet him where vo farewell tears will be
NICHOLS LATIN
SCHOOL.
Sold
by Druggists and Medicine Dealer
Car Manners.
the horizon, like the slow beat of the pen- shed. His funeral services were heid at his own
. Generally.
FIRTZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Principal, with three
———
dulum in the tall clock of our grandfather's residence where a large company assembled to Assistants.
Prepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me., and
tastily their appreciation of his worth and take
arlor
corner.
We
all
stood
in
silence,
The English ideas are prevailing
that a
Fall Term begins,
Aug. 18, 1874.
old by Druggists and Medicine Dealers generally.
their lust look of their departed friend.
Services
The location of this school
near the college and
o king at our watches. When both hands were conducted by the writer and Rev. Mr.
man’s fare entitles him to a seat, and that
lyeowdd
i
theological school affords many
advantages which
midnight, the Seeley, Baptist minister, of €lyde.
railroad companies,
and not passengers, came together at twelve,
are very important to students fluring their preparaNow 1s the Time to Subscribe .
JAMES ASHLEY.
tory course.
The special work
of the school is to
must furnish sittings to their customers. huge orb swung triumphantly above the
prepare students for college, and every effort is made
S
FOR
For this change in public sentiment, the waves, a bridge of gold, running due north,
to do this in as thorough a manger as possible. ExMary Y., widow of the late Cpt. Thomas
Our Sabbath School Papers, ’
the waves between us and him. Greenleaf, died in Abbott, Me, Nov. 17, aged: 81 penses are moderate. Send for catalogue.
ladies have only to thank themselves. , Tt spanning
;
A. M.JONES, Sec.
he rose m silént majesty which years and 2 months. Sister -G. was couverted [3
is the rarest thing for a New York woman There
to thank a gentleman for yielding his seat. knew no setting. We involuntarily took in the great revival in Starks, in 1816, and soon
BATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
It is accepted with an air of impertinence off our hats; not a word was spoken. Com- after united with the F. B. church. Nearly sixof honest, earnest Christian life made
SCHOOFE.
that seems to. marvel at the impudence of bine, if you can, the most brilliant sunshine tyheryears
a blessing to the world as well as to her
a man for sitting down at all. Two women and sunset you ever saw, and the beauties family and the church. She made her house a
FALL TERY, J87t.
before the gorgeous coloring home for the ministry. Her hands never tired
will occupy three seats, though the man will pale
The Fall Term of the Theological School connect
These gemi- monthlies are published
of
deeds
of
kindness.
Her
piety
was
guiet
but
ed with Bates College begins
Thursday,Aungust 20th.
is standing who yielded his sitting to the whigh now lit up the ocean, sky and mountby the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTand thorough’, preparing ber to die peace- For further information address the President, O. 1,
new-comers.
If a lady comes into a car ain. In half an’hour thie -sun had swung deep
ING
ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
Cheney, D. D., or Professor Join Fullonton,; Lewisfully
and
with
assured
hope
of
eternal
crowning
paper of a very superior quality, and
with an associate, and
a jgentleman
gets up perceptibly on his. beat, the colors with Christ and his people in glory. ¢ Precious ton, Maine.
'/ J. A, HOWE, Sec.
their mechanical excellence is equal to
up to make room for her,she will watch
her changed to those of morning, a fresh breeze Iy the sight of the Lord is the death of bis
that
of any
other paper
of their
.
chances and smuggle in her male friend, rippled over the ocean, one songster after saints.”
MAINE CENTRAL
ENSTITUTE.
class.
another
piped
up
in
the
grove
behind
us—
leaving the polite Sutiemdn to hang
All communications
intended
for
a
PITTSFIELD,
ME.
MARGARET C., wie of Bro. John Delano,
publication
should
be addressed to
on by the car-strap.
Men tire of this; and, we had slid into another day.”
died in Abbot, Me., Dec. 25, aged 35 years.
The
Little
Star,”
or
*
The
Myrtle”
Furnishes College Preparatory, Normal, Academ
tired of their werk and anxious to read
From her youth she was a thorough, earnest ical
DoveseN. H.
and Ladies’ Full course of) study.
Terms,
their papers, the great majority keep her |
| Christian. In her last sickness, of consumpAll'orders and remittances for either
The Ideal.
tion, she was a great suff>r bul wi3- remarkably
seals to the end. It is a common thing
all testerm commences
Aug. 17,2804
17,1874...
Fail
of the Japers should be addressed to
sustained
by
the
grace
of
God.
Ever
hopeful
Winter
term
phx
oon
AN
Sig,
for a mother to take a four-year-old in their
I. D.
WART,
Dover, N. H.

might seek to

©

code ' of

which, whenever

WEST VIRGINIA COLLE

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR Co., WEST VIRGINIA.
Phis Institution-offers to students ia
nt and
peculiar ‘advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
.

“The

constitutions, lo-

cal or general; They would soon become
as inoperativein that regard as are the resolutions of our quadrennial political conventions. If, as the managers of this movement seem to apprehend, there is no.danger

of the nation’s

lar,

13t51

“The. Little Star.”

acknowledg-

ments. The way to lift the nation to a
higher level of Christian attainment is by
no formal

in

:

The tuition will be as usual.
For further
particulars address the Prin
Northwood Ridge. N. H., Aug.5, 1874,
Sipal.

>)

ious intere st some years since he professed
faith in Christ and joined the Ist Pittsfield F, B,
church, He was ohe of those quiet men who
Insye but little talk, but who are always-ready

{TRIUMPHANT SUCCESS.

it

and

phia.

8. was a native of Pittsfield, Me,, where he
spent most of his life, Duringla season of relig-

forever by his side like shadows—incessant are trifles.”” Yes, these are trifles; but it
specters of admonition—that never forsake is just these trifles which go to the formahim for even the shortest interval. Final- tion of character. He that is habituated to
ly, the Pope, who at first sight would ap- | deceptions and artificialities in tritles will
pear to be exalted on the pinnacle of the try in vain to be true in matters of imporabsolute Commander. of the Faithful—Lord tance; for truth is a thing of habit rather
over a host of my
$8 sworn to nnmur- than of will. You can not, in. any given
muring obedience to his whispered word— case, by any sudden and single effort, will
will be discovered, in the case of. certain to be true, if the habit of your life has been
critical emergencies, 10 be hampered by insincerity.—F. W. Robertson,
limitations not very ostensible but very sin-

yet established but the ultimate. wretchednessof the
parties engaged in it.
Bigotry kindles more rapidly than almost
any other fire in the human breast.

in architecture, in painting

not

of long contin-

HENRY -M., 81MONS died in Vineland, N. J.,
duly 25, 1874, aged 41 years and 6 months. Bro.

for

a truthfulness

was

ty are made sad, yet all say, * Our loss is his
gain,”
D.C. B.

as well as in the market-place, and in the
senate
and in the judgment hall. ¢ These

in his power to divest himself, and who are

sors and judges. Who in such a case is to
decide ? Evidently there is no tribunal powerful enough to rein in the stormy passions
to which conscience lends its stern vigor
and strength, and the fearful alternative is

f

to look like - jewels;

there is a moral feeling and

He trusted for salvation,

His sickness

uance, yet he bore it with Christian cheerfulness.
A companion, daughter, brother and sister mourn their loss, The churchand communi-

and costly materidl in a building, and de-

are

be acquiesced in implicitly by every indi- | which is worn

cen-

a religious war by which nothing was

of Family Bibles. Superior to all others, For terms
address JOHN E. POTTER & CO.,, Pubs., Philade«

its of Christ.

ceives the eye, by seeming what it is not,
marble; the painting which is intended to
THe General, again, who is enabled to to be taken for a reality; the gilding which
issue at discretion instructions that must is meant to pass for gold;
and the glass

were calculated to disorganize society, he

them as those who assume to be their

80 much in his own righteousness, as in the-mer-

ement of untruth here that is displeasing,

ipfluences in the administration of the

Orde
provided only his capacities
adapfpd to the character of its labors.

opeful

With more than 8000 Elegant illustrations; also on
POTTER'S MAGNIFICENT EDITIONS

gencies.
1t is this chain of self-acting pro- but the element of harmfulness.
Now,
he
visions which makes the *‘* Constitutions” is a man of integrity who hates untruth as’
so wonderful.
The system combines in untruth ; who resents the smdoth and polmost subtle
proportions the elements of ished falsehood of society, which does no
Despotism, of Monarchy, of Oligarchy, and harm; who turns in indignation from the
of
Democracy. The Rhy rofosed ather
littering,
whitened
lie .of sepulchral
—who is 80 closely bound to obedience
harisaism, which injures no one.
Integthat he must perforce bow without murmur rity recoils - from
deceptions which men
to any command, no matter what, which would almost smile to
hear called decephe may receive from the General=is yet tion. To a moral, pure mind, the artifices
quite- justified in reckoning on attainment, in every department of life are painful; the
in due course, to a position that will give stained wood, which passes for a more firm

ndividual effort; yet it is as certain of at-|
tainment in the Te of sagacious penetration as that the flames of awakened religious passion are irrepressible by any merely human
power. There is already visible
a nol very faint premonition of this inevitable
outbreak as soon as religious discussion becomes involved ih purely civil and temporal affairs, in the language
of one of the
clerical speakers before this very Convention, who evoked its prompt applause b
" declaring that whenever an in vidual advocated principles which, according to the
interpretation of a body like their own,

ever

resurrec—

tion of the body.

1t 1s hot necessary to deny the perfect
sincerity of those. engaged in the move-

possibility of so dire a culmination

was

the doctrines of the Bible,

and in an especial manner that of the

there is the
into’ the al-

, fond, happy look behas ‘yet worked with noiseless smoothness cohol ;” then a lo
—setting inaction a body of forces elab- fore the utterance, evidently with intense
orately disciiplined for the attainment of [feefing, and apparently with perfect sinveridistinctly
specified results, under the guid- ty, of the following words: *‘I would not
days:
two
past
the
n
withi
has
ment which
No
ance
of
potive
powers at once steeled into ‘take $2,000 for that rare specimen.
e
Templ
ont
Trem
the
in
again
found a voice
at hey are truly Christian inflexible rigidity as regards ultimate aims, human eyé but ours has ever seen it.
Convention,
it for the Madonna of
men who are endeavoring to inject a 'relig- and yet capable of Protean suppleness in would net exchange
Mr, Hawkins,
draw this
ous meaning above the general one into the the adoption of forms of procedure at the Raphael. Come,
Federal Constitution, with the highest and dictate of Jotiey. It will be found that, beautiful thing once more."
holiest interests of society
closely at heart, while the General professedly figured as
a commission
and profoundly concerned for the reputation a mere Lieutenant, holding
Truth for ghe Truth’s Sake.
of the Republic before the world, is beyond front the Pope, he was invested with cer| ——
patticin
whereof,
virtue
in
all shadow of question from the cousidera- tain faculties
The allegiance of the soul to -truth is
tion of their character, their pursuits and ular contingencies, he might coasider bimthe singleness of their patriotism. But this self the depositary of powers that render- tested by small things rather than b those
_the authority of | which are BT
There is many
more.
undisputed factidoes not displace the other ed.the Order exe
The same spirit 0 aman who would lose his life rather than
impressive one, that it is tuo often from the | an ijunovating Pope.
zealof the pidvest intentions that the most jealous precaution 8 m anifested in the pro- Jerjure himself in a court of justice, whose
the ife is yet a tissue of small insincerities.
stubborn mischiefs spring, and that the use visions for securing the maintenance of
Society against a General We think that we hate falsehood when we
of carnal weapons
has made religion re-- principles of the
sponsible for conflicts which have reddened who might perchance be infected with ideas are only hating the consequences of falsethe soil of older countries with human not conformable to its spirit. Though in- hood. We resent hypocrisy and treachery
blood. Not one of the conscientious gen- vested with absolute power in everything and calumny, not because they are untrue,
‘tlemen who are so eagerly urging on the relaying to the administration of the Soci- but because they harm us. We hate the
‘ present movement, as ti e centennial crown ety, the General is yet under Derpetual su- false calumny, but we are half pleased with
rvision, and, by the rules, he would for- the false pra
. It is evidently not the elof our Republican freedom, dreams of the

temperament;

My riac
TLLIAM H. COTTON, A. B.
competent Assistants.
B., Principal, with
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perThe recent convention in Boston of
ent to
cons in favor of a religious amendm
that
the Constitution moves the Post of
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aud ardently loved
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The hext form
of ten weeks will commence Mons
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als

claimed again, ‘‘Before it is moved I must
take a good look at it, lest something happen to'it. Ah! it is a splendid sight! itis
ing the highest, to the precise mark of its the most beautiful specimen I ever saw.
intended functions,so as to let it neither lag Now, Dr. Wilder, raise it out of the water,
behind nor yet exceed the measure there- stop ! give me a look at in the air before it

. A Religious Amendment.

i WANTED

E510
1 1 0 J sb eaten
SE
Bible Encyclopedia,

and consistent member until the Father called
him home. He was a Christian of strong
faith

ganization, is more noteworthy than the
chain of checks and counter-checks for
keeping each organ of the system, includ-

i

EL
ml
of personal ambition, was a danger which summer’s work.” And when the eggs Rev. Mr. Tracy, and united with the 2d Poland
did ‘mob escape Loyola. No part of his or- were about to be placed in alcohol he ex- I. B. church, and continued an active, earnest
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Trains leave Dover for Bangor, Portland, Ports.
mofith and Boston at 6.40, 7.50, 1050, A.. M., and at
5.00, P. M.
Leave Boston for Portland, Bangor and St. John,
at 8.00, A, M., 3.15, P. M , and 12.00, midnight (Pullman
Sleeping car); and for Doyer via Portsmouth at 8.00,

A.M. 12,30 and 4.45, P. M.

.

Leave Portsmouth for Dover
and 3.98
J and 7.00,#.
J
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News

| ‘eral Ogden, the commander of the White League,

CONGRESSIONAL.

declares that famous organization to have no
politics, but to have the common w eal of New
Orleans at heart.

Congress resumed its session on Tuesday.
In
the Senate, a long and bitter discussion took
place on Louisiana affairs, caused by the iutroduction of a resolution ivquiring into the right

Emile

Congress was largely ocoupied in discussions of
the Louisiana problem.
In the Senate, Mr.
Gordon, of Georgia, made a violent partisan

In the

House, Mr, Hale, of Maine, introduced a reso.
lution looking to another election 4n-. Louisiana.
os

introduce

another asking for the withdrawal of troops
from New Orleans, The fortifications appropriation bill was passed,
On Thursday, the Louisiana trouble came up
again in both branches of Congress.
Mr. Hamilton.

of Marvland.

spoke

in the Senate

the

well-known

for near.

Busteed were laid on the table.
An ineffectual
attempt was made by Mr. ‘White, of Alabama,

to introduce-a resolution thanking the President
for his pyorfipt interference inglouisiana affairs,

Ohio has grown an apple
inches round the waist.

in the Senate,

the resolution

cian is in attendance, let his directions
ed, and discharge any nurse at once

so much more than ‘the doctor

wis place,
be only

fourteen

“questing the President to state the exact condiIt has recently been discovered, says
an extion of affairs in Louisiana was passed after a
long discussion, Senator Bayard made a long change, that the rattan exudes a dangerous poison,
:
speech denouncing the interference with State
Eighty-three jhiousand copies * of Gladstone's
politics, and Senator Sargent followed denouncpamphlet on the Vatican have been sold.
ing the southern democracy.
Mr. Butler introA oolored barber who died in Pittsburg,Penn.,
duced a bill into the House ordering a new
the other day, left £800,000, all gained by shavelection in Louisiana ;. an amendment was offered to the moiety repeal law, and there was a dig ing of some kind.

cussion on army Prometion:,

“ Callfornia alone supplies the

Governor Dingley’s Message was read in the

Dr.

Maine legislature, Thursday.
Hannibal

Hamlin

has

been

nominated

Sigl, editor

of the Ultramontgne

for

night (as a man

A jury has been obtained at San Jose, Cal,
for the trial of the notorious murderer Tibercia
Vasquez.
It is reported from Washington that the Presi-

tening hogs with it.

to

respect.

1f a person eats

to

their slumbers.

ed

into fits,

Nervous

Infancy

are

respect to the Virginius indemnity.
The trial of Henry Ward Beecher was begun
in Brooklyn, Tuesday.
The jurors have been
ubtained.

The authorities of Portland, Me., have sanctioned the purchase of Galt’s wharf for terminal
facilities.
The New Hampshire democratic State convention was held in Concord, Tuesday.
Hiram R.
Roberts, of Rollinsford, was nominated for gov-

noises

of

Claremont,

for

the tenth cavalry.

are chiefly

who are compelled to hear?
Shut out these noises, if you can.

In Paris the Empress of Russia was the good
fairy. Driving one morning in the Parjs streets
her carriage was stopped at a corner by the faneral ofa very poor person, in which a young
Great activity exists in Cuban circles in New girl was the deepest mourner. With her sympapreparations
active
York, and it is rumored that
thies excited the Binpress caused inquiries to be
are going on in refitting an expedition, which, made, and became so much interested as to take
it is believed, will result very differently from the | the girl into her service, _ and the latter left Pur{ is with Her Majesty.
ill-fated Virginins affair.

you

ask helpof man,

The

In

dying, who

Keep

the room

eighteen: She reached that age four. years ago,
one le
and had just learned that bier parents are in Floy=
man was Killed and four injured ‘and 150 men euce, Italy. Sue has gone after them.
In her
are thrown out of employment. *
separation she has been ia Germany, England,
Irwin, the contumaciotis witness in the Pacific India, Australia, China and America
in
a
Mail investigation, was brought to the bar of | circus troupe. She wus in a printing-office in |
mills, at

Wareham

Mass.,

Monday,

Portland.

the House of Representatives, Wednesday, and
confessed to having paid $275,000 to one person
in behalf of the subsidy. He refused to answer
some other questions, and was remanded in cus.
tody.
J
The Mass.
Wednesday,
Hon, George
the Senate,
House,

legislature
with the
B. Loring
John E.

.O. F.

J. Horace Kent, E+q., recently appointed to be
chief of the New England branch of the U.S
secret service,is well qualified for the position.
A long experience in similar: doties in Califor| nia, and latterly in New Englund has given him

of 1875 was inaugurated,
usual cefemonies. The,
was chosen president of
Sanford, speaker of the

Mitchell,

>

a practieal knowledgeof the business
will be likely

toJise to

advantage.

needing his ser¥oce, and especially
wish suspecied

trust him.

sergeant-at-arms,
and

may

safely

His headquarters are in Boston,

the clerks of both branches were re-elected.
«Fhe Rev. E. C. Bolles, of Salem, preached the
annual sermon in the Representatives’ hall.

More relics of the Framklin Arctic exploring
parties bave been found,
While some members
of the crew of the British whaler Polynia were
By the collision of a passenger and mixed on shore at ‘Batty Bay on the 20th of July in
search of a suitable watering-place, they discovtrain at Lowell, Tesday forenoon, two locomoered a cairn ov a low point on the north side of
tives were completly wrecked and one man the bay. Judging it had been erected by some
slightly injured. Later
in the day the con- party belonging to one of the various expediductor of the mixed train fell from the steps of a tions sent in search of Sir John Franklin, they

car and both of his legs were cut off by the

pulled it down, and in the interior of it found a

wheels,

tin canister, about twelve

A dedpatch from Topeka, Kan.,
Joseph B. North, alias Buffalo Joe,

dered George

Jones,

on

states that
who. mur-

Christmas evening,

a

year ago,

hangedto a telegraph pole by a

mob on the

night of Dec. 30, at Wallace,

Kan.

“inches

in

length and

four in diameter, thé lid being soldered on. Captain Kilgour opened the canister, and it was
found to contain reports deposited on the 6th of
August, 1863, by Captain William Kennedy, of

the Prince

Albert, Lady

Franklin’s vessei.

In

‘did not choke him, He hungthis way a long
time, talking to the mob, imploring them to re.

the course of the day a" sledge, a stove, two ice
knives, and various other articles, were picked
up on the south side of the bay, where it appeared Captuin Kennedy’s party had encamped. The

. lease him, but received only jeers in return,

records disclosed the fact that Captain

The knot

githe rope caught under the chin

did not die for over two hours, and finally

to death.

and
He
froze

The sheriff of Ellis county is"after the

The * through Sout®mail” was demolished by
collision ‘and fire near ‘Washington, on Thurgday evening. The contents of the mail and express cars, including $300,000 in legal tenders
and fractional currency, were entirely consumed,
.

‘I'he
‘to be
made
of the

mob, and the leaders will soon be captured.

- The news from New Orleans, Nonds morn=
ing, is voluminous. The city is quiet, and the

Kennedy

went iuto winter quarters in Bada Bay
autumn of 1861, and it was not until the

August, 1852, that the ive
his vessel. 1t is obvious
been visited since 18562.
Eogland in #n excellent

in the
6.h of

broke up an | liberated
that Batty Bay bad not
The records are now
in
state of preservation,

General Sheridan has forwarded

—
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the latter, and thus secure a fair share of . eastern
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travel.
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more would be taken if put into the.
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for

for potato farina

in Liverpool is « little over four cents a pound,
while wheat flour is about two and one-sixth

cents a pound; so that potato is worth nearly
double that of wheat at the present rate. Cone
signments to Liverpool are solicited by the bro-

of

Fruits

the

countries

following:
have

Many

shrunken

small brooks, aud otbers*hre essentially dry.

to

In

Palestine the springs are dry, and the river Jor-

‘dan is now four feet lower than in former times.
Greece has suffered in thig respect from the cutting down
of the forests; in
Hungary
the

districts ? In the Delta of lower Egypt, there
were formerly but five or-six days of rain in
the entire
year.
By the planting of twenty.
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with Singing School Course.

(35 ots.) A most beautiful Sunday School
W. Bentley.
Fall collection
of
Tunes, Anthems, &c.,
H. R. Palmer and L.

0. Emerson,

Thomas's Quartets
Anthems.
J. R. Thomas.

Danks’

And

Perfect music of the
| (82.50)
best class, for Quartet Choirs.
k

Anthem

Services.

($2.50.) Anthem music of excellent quahty for all
the services of tue Episcopal Churcn. H. P. pank.

Book.
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Perkins’
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Easy Anthems. . Very full,

ready popular collectian.
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Warsaw Horticultural .8ociety, that ‘““an absence of fruits implied doctor's bills,” Wg, have
ged for many years the importance of
regu.
lar supply of ripe fruit to prevent disease, and
insisted that the best medicine chest which an
migrating family couldearry to a newly settled
country would bé a box of ‘early bearing fruit
trees, currant, gooseberry and raspberry bushes, and strawberry plants. We knew a family
who moved West, and took with them a very
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up on dry days only, and set in very narrow
ditches, dug just as deep us the length of the

French, German, Dutch and Hungarian governments were
represented,~by a delegation
of
nearly four hundred members,—~and where the
preservation of the forests as a protection of the
watgr supply formed the chief topic of discussion,
The deliberations of this body brought out such
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the effect of the ‘Rodical Cure.

The above severe case was a combination of several ailments, viz.: bad cough, asthma, deafhss,
headache, ete., each of which might, by the most intelligent physician, be treated separa i
whereas
they were but a variety of forms assim oC by one terrible disease—Catarrh. *I could feel the effect of
the Cure in every
part of my system.” This state.
ment shows that this remedy acts upon the cause of
Catarrh, viz. : the acidified blood, a
poison which attacks every vital organ and is eliminated from the
system only by the
Radical Cure.
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autumn, only enough to keep them upright; or
else he can set them a foot apart each way when
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INDORSED BY A PROMINENT DRUGGIST.
I hereby certify that Mr. Lawrence purchased the
Radical Cure of me and trom time to time made me
familiar with his case. I belive his statement to be
trone in every particular,
JAS. P. DERBY.
Fitchburg,
Oct. 14th,
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out of their teens, in consequence of their being
about the house and nibbling at everything they
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One

Boston and Maine Railfoad Company, is, drought is periodic; Sardinia and -Sieily ure less
congratulated on the arrangement just fruitful than. formerly, Now, oh the other
hand, what bave been the positive results from
with the Maine Central, wheteby the cars
former will now be run over the tracks of thé planting of large numbers of trees in such

public schools resume their sessions Monday, froth all points on the Muine Céntral to all points
thus, ‘assuring the fact that no further trouble is on the Boston, and Maine, which will be a great
apprehended.

ignarus mali,” &ec., which medns,
been there, I know how it is myself.”
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until almost daylight, and made to begin again at
breakfast-time. No wonder 1s it that the stom-
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pleasant objects to rest on: not a horror of gre
darkness, nor grotesque shadows, which to him
assume the forms of monsters.
Light is cheerful; darkness is depressing. Light is like lilc;
darkness is death-ltke.
Open the windows for?

sunshine and air.

to

to digest. Even at five hours’ interval, and eating thrice a day, they are kept constantly at

A young girl bas just left Portland, Oregon,on
The new finance bill is likely to pass the A
day and night, as is pleasant’ to the patient.
a curious errand.
When three years old she
House of Representatives unamended.
Regulate it so as not to disturb his repose, but,
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patient in the quietest room in the house, and
fight steadily against the intrusion of noise from
without.
4. Let in the sunshine. The sun bas healing

in his beams.
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work always. The busy heart is in a state of
perfect repose one-third of its time. The eye
can wink twice in a second, but this could not
be continued five minutes.
The hands and feet
must have vest, and so with the muscles of the
stomach; they.can only rest when there is no

now by politicians, and they care not for the sick
and
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case, the unendurable odor of the belching

the

General

and sister's child, who were burned to death.
Ruggles jumped from a window and Was fatally
injured.
:
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Carpetings—

The stomach is made up of a number of mus.
cles, all of which are brought into requisition in

the

peace and health of a long-suffering people. This
is ome of the penalties of liberty. And this
is one of the nightly terrors of the country,

street
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meals, the process of

ness, and no one ever knew a dyspeptic who
was not restless, fidgety, fretful, and essentially
disagreeable and uncertain.

Sheridan is entitled | another, drowned, perhaps, by the inevitable or. railroad commissioner.
i
——t-to—sa-certain number of staff officers with the +gan-grinder; “who has a prescriptive title to
torment us with his exeerable music. His seemThe new city government, of Boston, was in- rank of lieutenant-colonel, and has appointed
ed to be ne plus wlira of abominable, until the
young
Grant
to
one
of
these
places,
and
while
augurated,
Monday.
Alderman
Clark
was
itinerant band, with cheeks and instruments of
elected chairman of the board, and Halsey J. on that service he bears nominally that rank,but
brass, plant themselves at the front door, and,
Boardman, president of the council. { The new his real rank in the army is that of his Place in without asking anybody’s leave, inflict their
his regiment.
city charter was presented.
whole repertoire upon unwilling and inoffendIn Paris there are contractors who pay the
ing victims. You may shut the windows, fly
‘The New York assembly met Tuesduy, . Govcity $120,000 per annum for the privilege of to the attic, take refuge in the cellar, or bury
emnor Tilden’s message is, of a satisfactory nat- sweeping the streets perfectly clean.
The work
in pillows gurs with cotton plugged but the wails
ure, He deprecates any ipfiation of thé cur- is well done by men uuder the orders of the
of those street players, eight stout men blowing
rency.
municipal authorities, and the contractors are
with might and main, pierce the deepest biding=~
A despatch from Sandie 0. ., says the resi- re-imbursed- by the sale of the mud and dost, place you seek and vex your wearied soul. If
dence of Milo Ruggles at Put-In Bay was burn- which, when manufactured into fertilizers, is the well are thus distracted by these peripatetic
blowers, what must be the miseries of the sick,
ed on Monday, together with his mother, sister said to be worth £600,000,
ernor, and Adams T. Pierce,

between
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nerves, which feed on this impure and’ imperfect blood are not properly nourished, aud, as
a consequence, becoe diseased.
They * complain” they are hungry ,—and like a hungry man
ure peevish, {retful, restless. We call it nervous-

oftengfatal in its effects, is perpetrated upon t!

Here in the city our

L

Medium &-4v.... 98...9)

becomes unfit for the purposes of nutrition and
making pure blood in the whole body ; hence the

in the day and evening.
We have
a Board of
* Soon after Mr. Tilden was elected governor of
but those
New York, the New York Central Railroad Com- . Health with extraordinary powers,
pany sent him a complimentary free pass for 1 powers are more powerful not to do than to do.
They are in a perennial battle with the makers
himself and family.
The goyernor-elect returnof foul smells, but every night is a silent, nasty
ed the pasteboard document in a polite way, but
witness that the smell-makers are mightier than
intimated that he could pay his own fare and
Board of Health. By what charter has the wan
still be able to make both ends meet at Albany.
now passing my door obtained the right to put’
The last experiment in the swindling line is a lot of big bells of various patterns on strings
that of a fellow who claims to be a regular ocuacross the rear of his wagon, and, with this
list and aurist, with an office in Boston, and is horrid, discordant clang, to go up aod down the
trayeling in the suburban towns s_lling fifty-cent
street to buy old bottles ? Five or six of these
He warrants them
spectacles for $7.50 a pair.
men keep up the procession all Jay long, and a
to cure deafmess and blindness, and says that half dozen dogs with cart and bells, and then
they are charged with galvanism in such a manthie sharp cry comes through the window-pane,
ner as to render cure speedy and permanent.
enough to crack it, from the man who means |
to say, glass putin,” Aud one scream succeeds
General Grant’s son is a second lieutenant in

a vigorous policy with

be ban-

demonstrates.
As, then, all the food in the stomach isina
rotten condition,in a state of fermentive decay it

serpam. And so from Boston to St. Louis, from
Albany to Washington, every night in the year,
this long, rasping, excruciating, destroying yell,
useless as ithas been abundantly proved,
and
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undigested for several hours, before which time
the rottening process commences, and the man
has his stomach ful! of carrion,~the
very idea of
which is horribly disgusting; but that such is
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shrieks, whbich the Modogs and Comanches
combined sould not compass and which invariably suggest the yells of emancipated fiends. The
sleepers in a thousand homes are startled from

organ,

Oat in Kansas and Nebraska the wheat crop
was so abundant and
cheap that farmers are fat-

members of the

Ly Cuba

between meals, the intery:
not” being less than
five hours, that being the time required to digest

by filling the whole country with those terrific

months
on Bis-

The democrats have obtained the organization
of both branches of the lllinois legislature.

is bound

neer amuses himself during

world with near-

Vaterland, has been sentenced to ten
imprisonment for calling .the attempt
mark’s life a comedy.

United States senator in Maine.

" dent has decided upon

anybody

ly seventy millions of gold annually.
It it were
all made into coin instead of jew ery , the world
would be a great deal happier,
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If other

For affording instant relief and a
of
Shia terrible
of this
diseuse, se, with all all its its
teu

ished from civilized life, and dyspepsia become
almost unknown, if everybody would eat but
thrice a day at regular tiwes, and not an atom

fectly silent when you tread,cover the soles with
wool or woolen cloth, and be sure that no one
comes into the room, on any errand whatever,
whose steps are to be a disturbance to the quiet
you have ordained.
8. Shut out, as tar as possible, the noise of the
street, In the country, the annoyance of ‘street
noise is not suffered, and the fiendish scream of:
the railroad
engineer.is
now justly
undergoing a protest that we may hope, in the interest of humanity, will lead to its suppression,
In
this country an impression prevails that everybody may make all the noise he pleases, and
that nobody has any rights to quiet, which

Blondin is going to stretch a~ rope from the
top of the Dyramid of Cheops to that of Kephron,
and walk
.

re-

captain,

12 @.

BER

digestionof the food slregdy in the stomach is
their loving offices, and retire: soothing and not | arrested until the last which has been eusten is
disturbing him by their voices of steps.
hrought into the condition of the former meal,
2, Let your feet be shod with ‘a preparation of Just asit wateris boiling and ice put in, .the
such pede as shall refder your footsteps inau- whole ceases to boil until the ice is melted and
dible as you move about the room. Squeaking or brought to th e boilingpoiiit, and then the whole
heavy shoes are an intolerable annoyance to a boils together,
sick person. If yours are not #o soft as to be per {- But it is the Jaw of nature that all food begins

sufferess

measuring

as to determine

tarily besides the one in charge are admitted,
let them enter softly, minister to the sufferer

nov elist, is in
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| tion, the ‘Austrian government planted seventy
millions of olive trees in this section, and with
similar results to those just mentioned.—Maine
Farmer.

Regular
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present residents; cultivated and wooded
lands. This sinking of the land Is supposed to

tians, and twenty-five years ago rain had ceased
to fall, To save the country from utter desola-

whether his prescriptions are the best or not;—
or, dismiss the doctor aad mstgll the nurse in

Over sixty nations burn Pennsylvania coal oil.

London subscribed $122,163
by the Bengal famine.

1875. i

of five years. Trieste, formerly a finely wooded
region, was long since devastated by'the Vene-

‘but the patient and the nurse in charge.
Whatever assistance is required
should be within
easy reach, but the less the number 1 the, room,
the less the temptation to converse.
Ifa physi

Paragraphs.
George MacDonald, the English
very poor health,

| Sick.

following directions about the care of sick per
sons:
1. From the sick-soom exclude all persons

of

The government railway on Prince Edward
Island is closed on account of the snow.
| The Imperial bank of Berlin is t6 offer an increased price for gold, in ‘view of a prosvective
resumption of specie payments in America,
Spain*has addressed a note to the foreign powers, asking if they had any intention of uniting
with the United States in interfering with her
affairs. The incentive to. this action was the
President's message on the Cuban question.
Several persons who took part in the disturbances at Podgoritza, Albania, when a number
of Montenegrins were killed, have been con| demned to death by the Turkish authorities.

ly three hours, strongly denouncing the action
of the government.
In the House, the Senate
finance bill was passed by a vote of 136 to 99.
The resolutions impeaching Judges Durell and

On Friday,

banker

13,

and -the land has been saturated with ‘Water,
#4 trées, shrubs and plants have grown, and this
has steadily increased the number of rainy days
"| throughout the district, And this marked change
—from years of no rain to fourteen rainy days
in a year,—has been wrought in the short space

of his own suffering from the thoughtless conyersation of friends during his sickness, gives the

Paris, is dead.

On Wednesday, the time of both branchesof
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Pereriere,

J ANUARY

——
Dr. Irenwus Prime one ‘of the editors of the
New York Observer, after giving some account

“The Dukes De Broglie and Decazes will be
the chief members of the French ministry.

authority therefor, The civil rights bill suffered
a temporary defeat in the Houge, owing to the
successful filibustering of the democrats. During the discussion, which occupied nearly four
hours, the southérn troubles were unreservedly
criticised. A
motion to adjourn brought the
wordy contest to a sudden end for the day.

speech in defending the southern people.
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of the military intervention and the President’s
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tion to ) hold himself responsible for the action of
“Gene
the military before he assumed command,

Summary.

Mr, Cox, of New York,
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